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ABSTRACT  
   
Employing narrative ways of inquiry, this study interrogated how a reform 
action—legal banning corporal punishment in schools, which was intentionally 
introduced into Taiwanese society by advocates as a social movement strategy at a time 
when the incidence rate of school corporal punishment was high—could contribute to 
ending educators’ use of corporal punishment. From the narratives of the teachers who 
believed in corporal punishment, we see how the school system itself contributed to 
passing, mostly without educators’ consciousness of doing so, from one generation to 
another, a punitive mind that deems punishment a necessity and humans to be incapable 
of self-regulation without extrinsic force. It is this punitive way of thinking, deeply 
rooted in Taiwanese culture that was challenged by the legal ban. The transformation of 
the punitive mind requires a psychological subject-object perspective move that allows 
the mind to break the identification with a previously built teacher identity submitting to 
coercive authority. Alternative values, beliefs, and ideas—particularly the caring, 
trusting, respectful and persuasive approaches to interpersonal relationship—must be 
brought into personal experiences in order to transform the punitive mind.  However, the 
availability of alternatives does not guarantee transformation, nor does a pure logical 
reasoning of the alternatives make true transformation to happen. Transformation was 
discovered to happen in those moments, either in narrative critical reflection or in action, 
when the mind sees those stories of others or themselves that were once familiar but can 
be realized, interpreted, retold, or recreated if using a new set of assumptions and 
perspectives.  
ii 
The effects of the legal ban were mixed. It contributed to the decline of the most 
well-recognized form of corporal punishment—hitting students by sticks—and offered 
teachers who disbelieve corporal punishment, previously questioned and crowed out by 
their colleagues who hit, a strong backup to justify their opposition to sticks. And the ban 
created opportunities for teacher to learn alternatives. Nevertheless, because the 
wrongdoing-punishment disciplinary framework still dominates school campuses, the ban 
also led to the increase or creation of new forms of coercive and humiliating measures 
that could not be constrained by this legal ban. 
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PREFACE1 
On December 11, 2006, one day before the Legislation Yuan (the parliament of 
Taiwan) passed the national ban on school corporal punishment, a fifth-grade boy, Mei, 
went to school without his homework, a writing assignment, completed. Three of his 
classmates had also not completed this assignment. His homeroom teacher, Lin, punished 
Mei and the other three children, hitting their hands with an aluminum stick, 29 inches 
long and 0.5 inches in diameter. Lin then asked them to hand in their assignments on the 
next day.  
After school, Mei spent the night in a construction site with his parents, who 
worked the nigh shift there. Mei completed several assignments, including the make-up 
writing, which was written on plain white paper, which was all that was available at the 
site. 
On December 12, in the early morning study session, Lin asked these four 
students about their writing. Mei handed in his, but Teacher Lin refused to take it. She 
had requested the assignment to be handwritten on manuscript paper or typed on a 
computer and printed. Lin punished Mei with the same aluminum stick as before. She hit 
Mei’s hands, and then his buttock. Mei dodged the blows, and Lin, to control Mei, called 
upon three classmates to hold him down and pull back the clothing covering his buttocks. 
Lin struck Mei’s buttocks over a hundred times. At the end, Lin asked Mei, “When would 
you like to complete the writing?” Mei said, “Before school is dismissed.” Lin called out 
to the whole class, “You all heard what he said.”  
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 The description of Mei’s case was based on an investigation report (Humanistic Education 
Foundation, 2007) published by the Humanistic Education Foundation (HEF), and my interviews with the 
primary investigator of this case, Ping Chang in 2012. 
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Mei asked his neighbor to lend him a manuscript paper. His classmate gave him a 
used one; pencil marks took up the first several columns. Mei erased those words, copied 
his writing to the manuscript paper, and turned it in. But the day wasn't finished for Mei. 
Before school ended, Lin announced that tomorrow everyone should recite the content of 
the Analects of Confucius. She asked Mei how many pages they should memorize. Mei 
thought it was one so he said, “One.” Lin responded, “No. It is five,” and said to Mei, “他
媽的2.”     
After school, Mei’s brother saw his bruised buttock in the shower. But they dared 
not to tell their mother, being afraid that Mei would be scolded by their parents yet again. 
On that night, Mei was told by his parents that they would stay at the construction site 
overnight again. Before leaving home, Mei completed all of his other assignments. But, 
he left the text of the Analects of Confucius behind, at home. 
On December 13, Mei went to school, desperate and afraid. He called his mother 
four times before the morning session started, with a hope that she would explain to Lin 
why he did not memorize the five pages. His mother had left her mobile phone at home, 
however, so did not receive Mei’s call. The morning session came. Lin found that Mei 
was unable to recite the assigned content. Angrily, Lin took up the aluminum stick again, 
striking Mei’s hands and his buttock. Mei tried to explain to Lin what had happened the 
night before, but Lin refused to listen, “No excuse. You are just making excuses.” In the 
middle of the beating, Mei ran out of the class—he could not stand the pain, particularly 
on the body parts which had been injured the day before. Lin followed and said, “If you 
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 The direct translation is “of his mother.” This phrase is derived from the words paralleling to 
“fuck your mother” in English.  
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come back to the classroom, I will stop hitting you,” Mei returned, but Lin continued 
striking his buttocks with the stick. Mei cried out, “I am sorry. I won’t do it again.” But 
Lin had no intention of listening; she claimed loudly, “Saying 'Sorry' is of no use. You 
didn’t listen to me; you made me angry; you should be hit.” Mei then cried out that it was 
painful, but this did not stop Lin either. Again, Mei ran out of the classroom, along the 
hallway, stopping outside the next classroom. 
Lin followed, continuing her assault on Mei. Mei used one arm to block the stick, 
and Lin hit the other. Mei raised both arms to block the stick, and Lin hit his legs and 
back. Students in the next classroom saw what happened through the windows, but their 
teacher asked them to stop watching.  Lin herded him with blows back to their classroom. 
To control Mei, Li called out the three classmates, as before, to hold him and pull back 
his clothes. Lin paused then asking Mei, “How many times more I should hit?”  Mei said, 
“Five.” Lin shouted, “It’s not enough.”  Mei doubled it, “Ten.” Lin turned to the whole 
class and asked, “Is it enough?” A classmate who held Mei said, “No.” Lin asked that 
student, “How many?” He said, “Eleven.”  
Lin began striking Mei’s buttocks. Mei counted, one, two, three, four, —. The 
counting made Lin mad. She said, “Start over,” and began again at one. Mei writhed 
against the pain, making Lin even more angry and she said, “Double.” Mei kept crying 
desperately pleading, “Teacher Lin, don’t hit me.” Under the control of other three kids, 
Mei was hit at least 22 times more.   
Mei’s mother knew nothing until after school was dismissed. Other parents who 
heard from their kids that Mei was severely hit told Mei’s mother what happened to her 
son. His Mother went home, searching for his son. When she finally found him at the 
xiii 
school, she took off his son’s pants and found the skin had turned blue and purple; there 
was not an inch of healthy skin to be seen. She took him to the doctor.  
“Did mother or father do this?” asked the doctor. His mother said, “It is the 
teacher.” The doctor said that this was the third case he had examined from that school.  
The medical reported indicated that the injured area on Mei’s buttocks was about 
8 inches x 4 inches. His lower arms were also covered in bruises, and a cut on his lower 
left arm. His father took him to the hospital again on December 14 for further 
examination to determine whether there were any fractures; the doctor found additional 
bruises on his back, upper arms, hip and legs. 
 
Mei’s case is not a particular instance. Ａ reform organization reported that 
simply from January to May in 2005, there were 260 complaint cases received by them 
about discipline and corporal punishment in schools (黃以敬, 2005, June 16). One 
following another, the incidences were reported by the news media, happening at all over 
the places in Taiwan, from kindergarten to high schools.  
What could stop the harm to children?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Section 1: About this study 
This is a study about how a person is affected, not only in terms of their behavior, 
but their deeply held beliefs, when the culture around them suddenly changes, and rejects 
the traditions they have followed all of their lives. Taiwanese society has a historical and 
cultural background in which corporal punishment of children has been taken for granted 
by the majority of people for decades. In this study, I explored how a reform action—
banning school corporal punishment legally, which was intentionally introduced into 
Taiwanese society by advocates as a social movement strategy in a time when the 
practice rate of school corporal punishment was high3—could contribute to ending 
educators’ use of corporal punishment. And I am particularly interested in what exact 
changes teachers experienced and the role of such a legal ban on those changes not only 
involving their behavioral practice of corporal punishment but their habits of mind that 
supported such practices.  
The ultimate goal of any social movement is always to reshape the minds 
embodying the existing values, beliefs or ideas, with an aim to make this world a more 
reasonable place to live within for ALL inhabitants. In this reform movement, children 
are the ones who have been living in conditions that often jeopardize their psychological 
and physical development. Although any child can be a victim, a class inequality 
manifests itself in educators’ practice of corporal punishment. Students from lower socio-
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 In 2005, about 64% of students reported experiences of corporal punishment in the nationwide 
survey, see Table 1. 
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economic status usually suffer more punishment than those from more affluent 
backgrounds.  
This study for me is not just a research project. I conducted this investigation 
fueled by my passion to contribute to improving the condition in which children live and 
learn. My interrogation was influenced by my own experiences and background, which 
continue to evolve. I experienced corporal punishment growing up in Taiwan. I was once 
accustomed and inured to this practice, but developed into someone who does not believe 
in the power of coercion and punishment. Before I came to the US for graduate study, I 
worked as an advocate for a non-government educational reform organization in Taiwan, 
the Humanistic Education Foundation (HEF), for 6 years, from 1999 to 2005. The HEF 
leads the anti-corporal punishment movement in Taiwan. In 2005, I started my doctoral 
training to become a social scientist. I felt a need to reconsider and define the meanings 
of what I had done and had contributed to the society as an advocate.  I see myself not a 
researcher distant from those under inquiry, but a participant whose own ideas and 
transformation were part of the inquiry and what will be presented here. I try to 
acknowledge and respect all of our lived experiences—mine, advocates’, educators’, and 
others involved, but also question what all of us have done, so that while we look forward 
and take the next steps, we have a better understanding of what happened and what 
challenges and possibilities ahead. 
The following four questions guided my inquiry: 
1. What changes did teachers experience after the legal ban on corporal punishment 
was put into effect in December 2006? 
2. What is the nature of these changes when teachers were faced with the externally 
3 
imposed ban? 
3. What conditions would foster teacher change, and how? 
4. What could a ban contribute to ending the practice of corporal punishment in 
Taiwan and what are its limitations? 
In this chapter, I first introduce the background to this study. My perspective is 
influenced by my experiences as an advocate, and thus I will reflect upon these 
experiences and how they guided my decisions in the design and analysis of this study. 
The methodology will be detailed in Chapter 2. Finally, I provide a description of 
Taiwanese middle schools, which is necessary to understanding the situation in Taiwan. 
Section 2: Background—Movement, Policy, and Legal Ban 
1989-1999: The 1st decade of anti-corporal punishment social movement. 
Since the 1940s, corporal punishment of students has been officially prohibited by 
the Taiwan government by administrative regulation (陳慧琳, 2009). However, no 
concrete educational measures were developed to train pre- or in-service teachers to teach 
without corporal punishment, and teachers were rarely penalized for using it (Lin, 1993). 
Some education officials even openly argued for legalizing the practice of corporal 
punishment in schools (Chen, 1996). 
The issue of school corporal punishment gained wider public attention after the 
Humanistic Education Foundation (HEF) was founded in 1989 by a group of scholars 
(Shin, 1989, April). In the early 1990s, about 90% of Taiwanese teachers used corporal 
punishment, and teachers held positive attitudes toward this practice (Lin, 1994). The 
Humanistic Education Foundation initiated social movement activities to fight against 
4 
corporal punishment and raise public awareness of this issue (Shin, 1989, April). Among 
their activities, they published articles arguing against corporal punishment, organized 
community groups to lobby school educators for not using corporal punishment, and 
provided assistance to parents and students who complained about school corporal 
punishment. 
 In 1991, two elementary teachers were convicted of causing injury to a female 
student’s knee with a traffic baton; this became the first legal case in Taiwan involving 
teacher use of corporal punishment (游美惠, 1994). In this particular case, this student 
violated a school policy that required students to be dropped off at a certain distance from 
the school’s gate and to walk to school from that distance. The two teachers reprimanded 
the girl when they caught her, and the student talked back. The two teachers then slapped 
her face, and used the traffic baton to strike her hands and legs. The District Court4 
sentenced the teachers to criminal detention for three months, and suspended them for 
two years. The teachers appealed to the High Court. The Court in 1992 upheld the 
conviction but reduced the penalty to a fine; again they upheld the suspension. In 
addition, the courts determined that these teachers committed the crime as representatives 
of the state, so the judiciary system was responsible in enacting an investigation and 
judicial process regarding their crime. Thus, even when the parents and students decided 
to withdraw their charge, they could not do so (蔡榮耀, 1992, March 21). 
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 Taiwan has a court system with three levels: district court, high court, and supreme courts. 
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The legal case challenged the social norm regarding how teachers could discipline 
their students, and sparked debate among the public. Also, the President of government 
administration (the Executive Yuan) requested the Ministry of Education to draft a 
resolution regarding the issue (鄧鴻源, 1991, September 17).  
At the time these events occurred, injuries from corporal punishment were not 
news. I was a middle school student from 1988 to 1991. I lived in a large county, which 
accounted for about 15% of the population of Taiwan. Injuries from corporal punishment 
were common when I was there. For example, it was commonplace for teachers to strike 
my classmates and I on the hands if we missed any points for our exams. If the average 
score for the class on an exam was 85 out of 100, each student received15 hits. These 
were all heavy hits, inflicted with wooden sticks or similar tools. Such repeated hits often 
caused bruising or bleeding. Students were terrified by these practices, but would not 
argue. Some parents appeared to be aware of what was going on, but it seemed to be 
normally accepted. When I was in 9th grade, one of my teachers asked students to raise 
their hands if their parents did not spank them. Only one or two students raised their 
hand, and I recall that I was surprised that I had any classmates whose parents had never 
spanked them.  
Educational authorities responded to the lawsuit in a variety of ways. A 
government education inspector publicly reassured citizens that the government’s 
position was anti-corporal punishment. He claimed in that same year that the Ministry 
had delivered official documents to teachers, stating that corporal punishment violates 
Taiwan’s Constitution, and that offending teachers could be convicted of 7 different types 
6 
of crimes. And he condemned those who supported the two convicted teachers, believing 
this could send the wrong messages to student, namely that hitting others could be 
considered justified in certain cases and that violence was the best way to resolve 
interpersonal issues (賴淑姬, 1991, September 13).  
The actions of the government angered some educators, who accused the judicial 
system, saying that it “interfered in education.” In addition, other statements and actions 
by the Ministry were inconsistent with a strong anti-corporal punishment stance, creating 
confusion and ambiguity. The Chief Minister of Education stated that a task force 
regarding disciplinary action in schools would be convened. The task force, aiming to 
legalize and regulate teachers’ right and responsibly to punish (懲戒) students, would 
provide teachers with rules to follow when exercising their “right to punish” students 
“from an educational perspective.” In addition, the task force was to create legal 
protection from injury for students (陳碧華, 1992, March 21). In the Minister's 
statements, it was unclear as to whether “punishment” would include the use of corporal 
punishment. Furthermore, local Education officials publicly expressed support of the 
convicted teachers and claimed they would help the teachers appeal their case to the High 
Court. The county Congress joined in, too, forming a group to support the teachers (胡宗
鳳, 1991, September 13).  
In short, the events surrounding the investigation and conviction of these two 
teachers brought corporal punishment to public awareness and clusters began to form 
around the issue. In contrast to the HEF and its strong anti-corporal punishment position, 
7 
there were educators, parents, even students who argued that “appropriate corporal 
punishment” should be allowed. Between these two, the Ministry of Education took up an 
uneasy position, decrying corporal punishment while making statements and taking 
actions that could be interpreted as supporting its use. 
Lin (1991) studied the punishments that Taiwanese teachers used and which were 
recognized by teachers as corporal punishment. She identified four types of corporal 
punishment: 1) hitting (e.g., on hands, buttocks, cheek, etc.); 2) forcing students into 
stress positions (e.g., standing, kneeling, squatting, etc.); 3) compelling students to 
engage in excessive physical exercise (e.g., running, push-ups, etc.); and 4) requiring 
students to carry out meaningless tasks (e.g., doing labor service such as cleaning the 
ground, copying textbooks, etc.). She also surveyed students, and found that the types of 
corporal punishment students listed was broader, encompassing not only those which the 
teachers recognized plus but others, such as demanding students slap their own mouths or 
the ground with their hands, to stand in the sun, and to hold chairs for long periods of 
time.  
Carefully examining these recognized forms of corporal punishment, it is hard to 
tell whether these practices would lead to physical injuries because the consequences 
depend on how teachers used them. For example, “hitting students” does not define how 
many times teachers hit students, or what tools they use. Likewise, what degree of 
exercise is “excessive”? Lin (1991, 1994) reported that teachers did not seem to consider 
corporal punishment a form of violence. Teachers deemed punishment which causes 
physical pain as corporal punishment, but did not show any concern as to whether 
injuries would occur. Their lack of concern regarding this particular issue meant that the 
8 
aforementioned legal case was a rude awakening for teachers. They now had to argue 
why and how they would use corporal punishment.  
Despite this, in practice, unless the parents or students sued teachers over injuries, 
teachers need not fear that kind of legal situation. Furthermore, though there was the 
possibility of legal recourse, injured students might have no real chance to argue the 
appropriateness of teachers’ punishment. As in the 1991 legal case, the local educational 
authorities and congressmen publicly argued for an innocent verdict for the teachers, 
despite the existence of those prohibition regulations. 
The incidence of school corporal punishment remained high. A 1994 survey (Lin, 
1994) showed that 90% of surveyed teachers reported they had used corporal 
punishment. Another 1994 study (You, 1994, as cited in Huang, 2000) showed that over 
90% of surveyed teachers believed that teachers should have the right to punish students, 
and that the right should include exercising corporal punishment. A 1995 poll (HEF, 
1995, September) showed that a majority of students had experienced by corporal 
punishment because their grades dropped, they disrupted class order, or did not hand in 
assignments.  
In 1995, the Teacher Law was made with an aim to specify Taiwanese teachers’ 
rights and responsibilities. There was an effort made by teachers to legalize corporal 
punishment through including a statement of a teachers’ “right to punish (懲戒) or 
discipline (管教) students” in the Teacher Law. The inclusion was deemed worthy of 
consideration by the Ministry of Education. 
Advocates against corporal punishment initiated communications with the 
Ministry of Education, asking the Ministry to deny this right to teachers, and their actions 
9 
were partially successful: The Teacher Law passed without the explicit statement of the 
right to punish students (Li, 1996, May). However, the law states that teachers have the 
responsibility to counsel and discipline (輔導與管教) students, and that the Ministry of 
Education would create regulations to guide teachers in what ways they could fulfill their 
responsibility. The battle of legalizing corporal punishment then shifted to the creation of 
such regulations.  
In 1996, the Ministry of Education announced their draft of “the regulation for 
teachers to counsel and discipline students (教師輔導與管教學生辦法)”; it was the first 
time that the Ministry of Education officially revealed their intention to remove the 
prohibition of corporal punishment (Li, 1996, May). According to the draft, teachers can 
hit students on their hands, which the Ministry of Education referred to as a punitive 
strategy that would merely cause “temporary pain (暫時疼痛).” Intense debates arose, 
and the members of Legislative Yuan, the parliament of Taiwan asked the Chief of the 
Ministry of Education if this meant that the Ministry would like to dismiss the prohibition 
of corporal punishment. The Chief responded ambiguously, saying that they considered 
this as a way to regulate teachers’ use of corporal punishment and to stop teachers’ illegal 
use. Advocates against corporal punishment, led by HEF, initiated an open appeal to the 
Ministry, arguing that accepting corporal punishment in schools would conflict with 
educators’ responsibility to “educate” students, violate children’s human rights, and end 
efforts to eliminate school corporal punishment (Li, 1996, May). The final language of 
the regulation was decided in 1997. The idea of temporary pain was not included. The 
regulation listed some authorized measures for teachers to discipline students, which did 
not include the term corporal punishment or any obvious forms of corporal punishment. 
10 
In addition, the regulation states that no matter what measures teachers use to counsel and 
discipline students, they cannot hurt students physically or psychologically. 
I feel it is time to step back and comment on the process and final product the 
Ministry produced. Clearly, it was a compromise. Although corporal punishment did not 
become an accepted way to discipline students, neither was it explicitly prohibited. 
Ambiguities in the regulation allow advocates of any stance on corporal punishment to 
argue for their own positions. Teachers could still use corporal punishment, arguing that 
their practice would not hurt students physically and psychologically; those fighting 
corporal punishment argued that any form of corporal punishment was, by design, 
intended to cause pain physically or psychologically.  
In addition, the idea of “counseling,” which originally seemed to point out an 
alternative way of taking care of students, gained no ground, for several reasons. First, it 
would appear that both counseling and disciplining were considered necessary and 
equally important in dealing with student issues since “counseling” was used in the 
regulation title and text outlining the general terms of the regulation as a parallel term. 
However, in the section listing acceptable actions, counseling was treated as a means of 
disciplining students, even as a manner of punishment. Second, most of the concrete 
disciplinary measures listed were forms of punishment that were already common in 
schools prior to this regulation. The regulation gave no concrete guidance regarding 
counseling students. Most teachers receive no training in counseling and the Ministry of 
Education did not develop measures to incorporate counseling into teacher training as an 
11 
essential element. Nor are there many professional counselors in schools. The term  
“counseling” was brought into the discussion as a word only, not an idea.5 
In 1999, the HEF conducted a survey to collect the information about corporal 
punishment in schools from elementary and middle students and teachers. The survey 
covered three cities (representing about 23% of the total population of Taiwan at that 
time). It was about one year after the regulation had been announced. The report (HEF, 
1999) indicated that 88.4% of the surveyed students reported receiving corporal 
punishment. The forms included most of the forms reported in prior surveys. Even with 
such a high incidence of corporal punishment, 68% of the surveyed teachers believed that 
corporal punishment was not serious on their campus, 45% of those surveyed reported 
that there were few teacher training workshops in discipline available, and they believed 
that such workshops would help them avoiding harming students, and 33% of the 
surveyed teachers thought they could use corporal punishment, at least under particular 
conditions.  
2000-2008: The collaboration between non-government and government. 
I worked in HEF from 1999 to 2005, and so was formally working with the anti-
corporal punishment movement during much of what happened next. Since 2000, the 
issue of corporal punishment drew wider public attention, and more and more reform 
organizations and advocates joined the movement to end this practice. During 2000 to 
2008, anti-corporal punishment promoters actively sought collaboration with the 
government. 
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 The regulatory agency for "the regulation for teachers to counsel and discipline students" is the 
Ministry of Education from 1997 to 2002, but after 2002, it became the individual school. 
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In 2000, the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) won the presidential election, 
defeating for the first time the Kuomintang, the Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT) that had 
ruled Taiwan since 1949. On the anti-corporal punishment issue, though not all DPP 
congressmen serving on the Education Subcommittee stood against corporal punishment, 
some of them had been willing to consider alternatives. For example, in drafting the 
Teacher Law several years prior, three versions were initially proposed, two from 
congressmen in the DPP, one from a KMT congressman. All originally included 
teachers’ right to punish students. The HEF held a forum for the Education 
Subcommittee, hoping to make a breakthrough. Only the committee chair, Chang-Ting 
Hsien, who had proposed one of the DPP drafts showed up. After listening to HEF 
representatives, as well as some parents and teachers who rejected including the right of 
punishment in the regulation, Hsien surprised them by coming over to their side. He said 
that he had realized how this language might prove detrimental to education reform in 
Taiwan, and that he would remove it from his version (吳麗芬, personal communication, 
2008).  
In 2000, responding to HEF, the Ministry of Education under the DPP’s 
administration held a news conference in which they vowed to eliminate corporal 
punishment and make school campuses a place where the human body is free from harm 
(HEF, 2000). In 2001, the capital of Taiwan, Taipei City, was the first to launch a Zero-
Corporal Punishment policy (李仁宗, 2011). In 2003, twelve non-profit organizations 
formed the Friendly and Righteous Campus League; their stated goal is to reshape school 
campuses, including freeing students from fear of corporal punishment (謝蕙蓮, 2004, 
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April 6). Notable about this league was the autonomous participation of the youth. The 
Middle School Students’ Association for Promotion of the Rights of Students was a 
league member, and the first cross-campus student association established to fight against 
school practices that violate human rights. The League actively pressed their concerns 
about, and arguments against, corporal punishment in the media. 
Teachers felt pressure from multiple sides. In addition to social and legislative 
concerns about corporal punishment, the growing prevalence of mobile phone cameras 
allowed students to capture teachers carrying out corporal punishment.  The students sent 
their evidence to government authorities, educational reform organizations, and the 
media, which began reporting the incidents more and more often (張錦弘, 2005, October 
21). Beginning in 2004, Taiwan Public Television produced and broadcast a series of 
documentaries about educational reform. These programs were aimed at disclosing such 
issues as unjust resource allocation due to tracking students, bureaucratic problems, 
conservative traditions, and corporal punishment. The documentaries aroused intense 
public discussions (林木材, 2010).  
In 2004, the government, in alliance with HEF, pledged to make Taiwan a country 
without corporal punishment (張錦弘, 2004, August 29), and the Ministry of Education 
asked all 25 local city and county mayors to adopt the Zero-Corporal Punishment Policy 
enacted by Taipei City (李仁宗, 2011). In 2005, several local parents’ associations 
enacted a Love Campus—Zero-Corporal Punishment activity, which invited all mayors 
to sign the pledge to make the school campus a place of “no violence only love” (李玉梅, 
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2005, Decemer 24)6. Though it is hard to make a casual attribution, the rate of corporal 
punishment did drop a significant amount after 2000. HEF conducted surveys regarding 
school corporal punishment from 1999-2001, 2004, 2005, and from 2007-2012, and the 
forms remained largely the same across years. This made cross-year comparison possible. 
As indicated in Table 1, the rate dropped 17.5%, from 88.4% in 1999 to 70.9% in 2001 
(the surveys of these two years covered the same three urban cities, whose population is 
about 23% of Taiwan population). After 2004, the HEF conducted nationwide surveys 
that indicated the rate was 69.4% and dropped to 64.0% in 2005.  
Despite the drop, the incidence of corporal punishment remained high. In spite of 
the adoption of zero-tolerance policies, the question remained as to how to actually bring 
it about. The challenges that stood in the way become apparent when we examine how 
the educational authorities and agencies reacted to reported cases. 
Since founded, HEF has offered assistance to children and parents who bring 
complaints about the use of corporal punishment. Yet once they filed a complaint, the 
child and parents are usually viewed as troublemakers. Furthermore, most parents and 
children are not inclined to sue teachers, but they want the truth, a sincere apology, and a 
reasonable plan to prevent their child from further harm after returning to school. These 
desires are rarely satisfied; rather than focusing on investigating, remedying and 
preventing, educational authorities and agencies, they focus on protecting the school’s 
credibility and defend the teacher as a representative of that school.
                                                 
6
 A phenomenon worth stressing is that some mayors did not fully agree with the policy, but 
signed the pledge due to the social atmosphere and the strong position the Ministry of Education had taken. 
Their inconsistency was evident in the negative attitude revealed in public statements and actual actions 
taken while receiving complaint cases of teacher corporal punishment. 
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Table 1 
Percentage of Students Who Experienced Corporal Punishment 
Year 1999 2000 2001 2004 2005 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
Percentage 88.4% 74.2% 70.9% 69.4% 64.0% 52.8% 31.3% 45.1% 42.7% 9.4 / 19.7% 24.1 / 30.6% 
School 
Level E&M E&M E&M E&M E&M E&M M M M E / M E / M 
Coverage 
3 cities 
23% of 
total 
populat
ion 
5 cities 
26% of 
total 
populat
ion 
3 cities 
23% of 
total 
populati
on 
NW NW NW NW NW NW NW NW 
 
Note: 1) The percentage refers to the percentage of surveyed students who self-reported they experienced corporal punishment. The 
surveys were conducted by (HEF, 1999, 2001, 2004, 2005, 2007b, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012); 2) School level refers to the 
surveyed school levels: E=elementary school (grades 1 to 6), and M=middle school (grades 7 to 9); and 3) All surveys are nationwide 
(NW) except 1999-20011, which only covered some cities including the capital city, Taipei in the northern Taiwan, Taichung in the 
middle, and Kaohsiung in the southern (percentages in the coverage row refers to the population the surveys covered out of the total 
population of Taiwan).  
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This is demonstrated by Mei’s story, which I began in the preface. Mei’s father 
went to the police to file a complaint. The media soon heard about the case and reported 
it to the public. Immediately, the family came under pressure from various authorities. 
Within three days, the principal, school administrator, chief of the School Parent 
Association, their local legislator, the neighborhood magistrate, and the boss of Mei’s 
mother came to their house, urging them to forgive the teacher and not sue. If they did, 
his parents were told, no teacher would ever dare teach Mei again. Even Mei himself at 
first asked his parents to simply forgive his teacher and let what had happened because he 
thought he deserved to be punished and he worried about his teacher’s future. 
Meanwhile, the school quickly completed an investigation. They released their 
report on December 14, and only one person, Teacher Lin, was interviewed. The report 
emphasized that Lin was “deeply trusted by the school, and loved by students,” 
highlighting her accountability and explaining that she commonly had to push Mei so that 
Mei would not slack off. As to the specific events that led to the complaint, the report 
said that Lin “orally reprimanded” Mei on December 11, “hit his buttock mildly” on 
December 12, and “hit his buttock” on December 13. The report did not detail the 
number of strikes inflicted on Mei’s body. The school Teacher Evaluation Committee 
quickly decided to issue a “great demerit” against the teacher and removed her from 
homeroom duties. On the same day, a journalist came to Mei’s house, questioning Mei 
and his parents because, “Teacher Lin said she hit once on the first day, hit twelve times 
on the second day, and hit thirteen times on the third day. But you said the total hits were 
over 100 times. Who is lying?” 
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Later, on December 15, Mei saw Teacher Lin on the TV news claiming that she 
only hit Mei around ten times in total. After seeing his teacher lie, Mei stopped 
requesting his parents to just forgive Lin; he wanted his teacher to tell the truth.  
Subsequently, on December 16, rumors started on the online discussion board at 
the school’s official website, managed by a male teacher who was Teacher Lin's 
boyfriend. The rumors said that the severe bruises on Mei's buttocks were fake, part of a 
blackmail scheme being carried out by Mei's mother because they are a poor, aboriginal 
family. On the same day, the chief of county educational authority came to Mei’s house, 
telling them that “one great demerit” was a serious punishment to Lin. That might be 
true. Few teachers were actually being issued demerits, despite a 1970 regulation7 stating 
that educators would be issued demerits “if teachers used corporal punishment that 
jeopardized students’ mental and physical health.”  
Mei’s mother did not want to sue Lin at the beginning; she wanted only the truth 
and fair treatment. When it became clear the truth would never be told, the family 
changed their mind. On December 18, they decided to sue Lin.  
In most cases of complaint, the school publicly argues that the case was special 
and happened accidentally, refusing to accept any responsibility and emphasizing that the 
teacher had worked hard, performed well, and punished the child for the students’ own 
good. Given this, HEF argued that it was not only the teachers but also the schools, the 
representatives of the state that provide education to students that should be accountable. 
Also, since the Zero-Corporal Punishment Policy has officially become government 
policy, the HEF further argued that parents and students have the right to ask for state 
                                                 
7
 This regulation was abolished in Jan 6th 2006. 
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compensation for the harm caused by corporal punishment under the State Compensation 
Law. HEF started to provide parents and students with legal support to sue for state 
compensation in 2004 (Humanistic Education Foundation, 2006). In 2006, a family won 
the first such case (傅潮標, 2006, August 22). 
Partly influenced by a global call led by the UN Committee on the Rights of the 
Child (CRC) to ban corporal punishment via legislative reform, the HEF in 2004 began to 
promote a ban on school corporal punishment in Taiwan (Humanistic Education 
Foundation, 2006). In September 2005, HEF arranged a meeting between the President of 
Taiwan, Shui-Ben Chen, and the representative of the International Save the Children, the 
core organization of the CRC’s global advocate. President Chen announced after the 
meeting that he supported banning corporal punishment through the revision of the 
Education Foundation Law. In October, HEF drafted and proposed the ban to Taiwan’s 
parliament, the Legislative Yuan. Based on the amendment, corporal punishment would 
be deemed illegal, regardless of the form and severity of the punishment, or its 
consequences. The ban promoters aimed to exclude any possible form of corporal 
punishment, advocating the use of alternative, non-punitive instructional methods. In 
addition, the amendment emphasized the country’s responsibility to provide just remedy 
if students were hurt by teachers due to corporal punishment. However, no definition of 
corporal punishment appeared in the proposal of amendment bill. 
Facing a possible legal ban, teachers protested and became more active in 
expressing their anxiety regarding their ability to manage classrooms and students 
without corporal punishment. 
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Teachers’ public reactions took a number of forms, two of which I highlight here. 
The first was to ask the government to clarify the difference between discipline and 
corporal punishment. In January 2005, the Taipei Teachers’ Association held a public 
conference, titled “Clarify the Controversies of Discipline and Corporal Punishment.” In 
June of that year, they put forth a news release titled “Campus Corporal Punishment is 
not Severe: Calling the Government for not Denying its Responsibility,” to declare their 
position based on a survey they commissioned (Taipei Teachers' Association, 2005, June 
14). At the conference, the Taipei Teachers’ Association invited government officials, 
non-government organizations, and key individuals to participate in the discussion. The 
discussion addressed 1) whether teachers have the right to discipline students, 2) the 
definition of corporal punishment, 3) the practices of corporal punishment in other 
countries, 4) complementary measures to decrease corporal punishment, 5) the enactment 
of regulations to address how teachers could and should discipline students. Consistent 
with their support of corporal punishment, the Taipei Teachers’ Association emphasized 
that, according to their survey, neither parents nor teachers felt corporal punishment was 
severe on campus (70% of surveyed parents; 83% of surveyed teachers). They believed 
that the lack of a clear line between acceptable discipline and unacceptable corporal 
punishment was the main reason for any problems that did exist on campuses. In 
addition, they asked for the increase of counseling resource and the decrease of the 
teacher student ratio. Furthermore, they asked organizations and media to avoid blowing 
a few severe cases of corporal punishment out of proportion, and to support parents and 
teachers regarding their requests to the government (Taipei Teachers' Association, 2005, 
June 14). 
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 If the practice rate of corporal punishment in 2005 is examined, it may be seen 
that the statement by Taipei Teachers’ Association was inconsistent with the students’ 
self-report that same year (HEF, 2005). Table 2 listed the forms of corporal punishment 
and the percentages of the surveyed student reported that they experienced these 
punishments, and Table 3 listed the reasons why students were inflicted by corporal 
punishment. 
The National Teachers’ Association also initiated intensive negotiations with 
legislators and the Ministry. Their goal was to delay the enactment of the ban until the 
Ministry could give a clarification as to what punishment is viewed as corporal and what 
is not. The Ministry balked at this suggestion, arguing that it is impossible to create such 
a list. Their solution was to have teachers follow the “Regulation for Teachers to Counsel 
and Discipline Students (孫蓉華, 2005, December 29, 2005, November 24),” the 1997 
document discussed above. That document did not include any forms of corporal 
punishment in its list of acceptable forms of discipline, but it did not explicitly prohibit 
corporal punishment, nor did it indicate that the list provided was exhaustive, only 
illustrative. Thus, the final determination of whether a particular action would be 
considered corporal or not would only be known for certain if a teacher were brought up 
on charges for carrying it out. 
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Table 2 
Forms of Punishment and the Practice Rate in 2005 
Form Percentage 
Direct pain on 
physical body 
 
Hitting on hands or buttocks 
56.8
% 
47.7% 
Deprivation of basic need (e.g., no break, no lunch, no 
restroom) 19.5% 
Staying in uncomfortable positions (e.g., kneeling on the 
ground) 19.1% 
Other 
punishments 
involving 
attack and 
humiliation 
Verbal humiliation (e.g., 爛!賤!不要臉!畜生!白痴!去死!
笨豬等) 
23.9
% 
9.6% 
Pushing, tapping, pitching, twisting with figures, or poking 9.2% 
Isolation (e.g., special seat, no talking to classmates) 7.2% 
Demanding students to hit each other 4.5% 
Making students embarrassed publicly 2.8% 
Grabbing students’ collar 2.7% 
Slapping on the cheek 2.5% 
Physical exercise (e.g., running, half-kneeling jumping, push-ups, sit-ups) 9.7% 
Standing  9.7% 
Labor service 8.8% 
Note: Percentage refers to the percentage of the surveyed students who reported that they 
experienced a certain form of punishment. In this year, the HEF included the first two 
categories (Direct pain and other punishment involving attach and humiliation) as 
corporal punishments (HEF, 2005). 
 
Table 3 
Reasons Why Students Received Corporal Punishment in 2005  
Reasons Percentage 
Violate rules for behaviors (e.g., be late to school, make noise, speak in 
class, forget to bring their texts or assignments to schools, violate 
uniform or hair styles regulated by schools.) 
46.1% 
Be unable to meet academic requirement (e.g., unsatisfying grades, 
distraction in class, assignments incompletion, etc.) 
37.1% 
Fight with classmates 17.3% 
Be punished by Group punishment (e.g., punish all classroom due to one 
student who makes mistake) 
15.2% 
Have a bad attitude toward teachers (e.g., be unwilling to accept 
teachers’ reprimanding, talk back to teachers, etc.) 
10.0% 
Note: Percentage refers to the percentage of surveyed students who reported that they 
were punished for the corresponding reason (HEF, 2005). 
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In the end, the amendment passed on December 12, 2006 and went into effect on 
December 27, without a list of prohibited actions. The final language of the amendment 
did include an addendum stating that the Ministry of Education, in collaboration with the 
National Teachers' Association, was to deliver a set of “Attention Points” within 6 
months. This document was to provide concrete examples and advice that would prevent 
teachers from unintentionally committing acts of corporal punishment. 
In July 2007, the Ministry announced the Attention Points, which provided a 
definition of corporal punishment, along with some exemplary forms (see Table 7). The 
list also covered some punishments which were deemed illegal but not defined as 
corporal punishment, such as slander, public insult, threats, monetary fines against 
students, and so on. Most notable about the document, however, is the fact that it 
explicitly states that the provided examples did not constitute an exhaustive list of illegal 
acts, and other behaviors would be deemed illegal if they met the definition provided in 
the document. Teachers were no closer to having a clear sense of what was allowed and 
what was not, nor did the document provide a “bright line” with regards to the boundary 
separating acceptable discipline from corporal punishment. 
Section 3: Reflection 
When I worked as an advocate in Taiwan, I was strongly optimistic. Our mission 
was like a war, and from 1989 on, we seemed to win each battle, particularly after 2000, 
although it was not easy. Our call for ending corporal punishment was backed by the 
government’s pledge, people from diverse backgrounds were joining the movement, and 
the media did not hesitate to uncover the extreme conditions on school campuses, raising 
public interests in how schools were ran and sparking public debate. Though the majority 
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of teachers seemed to be unhappy and resistant, our actions appeared to have nevertheless 
affected the incidence of corporal punishment.   
I left Taiwan in August of 2005, right before President Chen met with Save the 
Children and announced his endorsement of the ban. As a graduate student, I continued to 
watch the progress of the anti-corporal punishment movement in Taiwan. I focused, in 
part, on the progress and impact of the legislation. With the ban's enactment in December 
2006, I was eager to know about the practice rate in the following year. As advocates had 
hoped, the HEF 2007 survey indicated that the practice rate dropped significantly: a 
decrease of 11.8% from 64.0% in 2005 to 52.2% in 2007. After the “Attention Points” 
document was released, the practice rate according to the HEF 2008 survey dropped even 
more dramatically to 31.3%. Things seemed to be progressing nicely. However, in 2009, 
the rate raised again, to 45.1%.  
I was not so naïve as to believe that the rate would continue its rapid descent and 
soon hit zero; however, I also did not expect the rate to go up. The unexpected trend 
jolted me. I suddenly realized that I had no evidence that the decline in the incidence rate 
after the legislation had anything to do with the ban. And this took me further: What had I 
accomplished as an advocate? Did I contribute anything? Not only did I not know 
whether I had an effect, if I did, I didn't really understand how and why. I knew it would 
be too difficult to find a simple causal relationship between these two. For me, the 
practice rate had served as an indicator. And the worst scenario seemed to be that what 
we had done did no harm, as the rate remained similar. But then I realized—even if the 
practice rate remained the same, how could I know what I had done did not hurt? Perhaps 
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without us, it would have dropped faster. How could we define what advocates actually 
contribute? 
The incidence rate as an indicator is still important, letting us know the trend, but 
it has limitations and could be misleading. I felt that a need to figure out some way to 
evaluate the influence of the ban. Without it, how could we view the ban as a milestone 
achievement even if many people have believed it was? The stakes were especially high 
given that the UN was advocating for legislative reforms globally, deeming them 
necessary to eliminating corporal punishment?  I felt certain that I had to, morally, 
intellectually, and emotionally, find a way to evaluate the impact of advocacy. 
I decided that I needed to know what teachers’ actual lives were like under the 
ban and the circumstances that brought it about. Did they experience any changes due to 
the ban?  
In January and February of 2011, I arranged interviews with 22 teachers (a 23rd 
teacher was also interviewed because a colleague of one of the invited teachers joined our 
conversation unexpectedly). The teachers had volunteered during pilot studies that I 
previously conducted (surveys and interviews conducted from 2006 to 2010; see Table 
4). When asked whether the ban had any impact on their teaching or the school campus, a 
majority either said there were little changes, or that any changes they experienced didn't 
seem to be due to the ban.  Then they started telling me their stories of corporal 
punishment. 
Listening to them, I revised my approach. Initially, what I wanted to know was 
whether the ban had caused changes in teachers' lives. But their stories made me realize 
that an individual teacher would never perceive that he/she lived in a historical storyline 
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with a legal ban as its center. They themselves are the centers of their worlds and the 
legal ban, like any other event happening in the course of their life, might catch their 
attention or not, might be meaningful to them or not, might plant a seed in their mind or 
not. I had to change my perspective from a reform-centered one to a teacher-centered 
one. A simplistic connection between cause and effect would not suffice to capture any 
changes, and assuming a causal relationship would distort what teachers actually 
perceived and how they made meaning of their experiences.8 And I cannot have clear 
control to eliminate or cancel other confounding factors, so we cannot figure out the sole 
effect of the legal ban because a sole factor will never be a reality—it was not what 
actually happened. This is not saying that the ban could not lead to any changes. In order 
to understand whether and how the ban was involved in a change, however, we need to 
anchor our inquiry in teachers’ perceived experiences. My analysis cannot set up a time 
anchor—for example, the date when the legal ban went into effect—in which teachers 
can be compared before and after that anchor. The exploration of any change, and how it 
was initiated, evolved, and intervened is hence the exploration of teachers’ told 
experiences. 
There are various ways to analyze these told experiences; for example, a bit-by-
bit coding based on grounded theory. One way I discovered would better guide me to find 
                                                 
8
 Actually, before coming to this point, I had designed my pilot studies using a survey, conducted 
every year from 2007 to 2010, with an attempt to capture teacher changes after the legislation. I asked 
teacher to report if they changed their use of corporal punishment via having them to check a multiple 
choice (continued the practice, stopped before the legislation, stopped after the legislation, had never used 
this practice). The survey included the scales developed to measure ‘teacher efficacy’—how capable 
teacher perceived they are in terms of having influence on their students—and “perceived control over their 
students.” And I conducted statistical analysis to examine the relationships between teachers with distinct 
experiences of using corporal punishment and these two psychological constructs relevant to teachers’ use 
of corporal punishment. 
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the answers of my inquiry questions–how changes took place and what is its nature—was 
a narrative approach. It requires me to recognize the nature of teachers’ told experiences 
as the creation of their storytelling processes. While teachers were telling me their stories, 
they engaged in constructing certain plots in order to walk me through their sense-making 
and meaning-making of their lives relevant to corporal punishment and the legal ban. 
Thus, via analyzing teachers’ own plotted stories, I obtained information I wanted to 
analyze regarding their changes within their situated contexts: The information included 
the timeline of their revolutionary history of corporal punishment or resistant history of 
legal ban, the influential happenings/factors of change, both personal and contextual, and 
the embodied motives, beliefs, affections, worldviews, and their personalities. Treating 
teachers’ narratives as a whole that preserved teachers’ unique psychological activities 
and interpreted experiences allowed me to pursuit my inquiry. Similarly, to allow the 
readers to understand and interpret these uncovered experiences relevant to change and 
reform, I employ storytelling as one of the major ways to present my discoveries via my 
plotted stories of these teachers. 
 
Section 4: How the middle school (7th to 9th grade) runs its day in Taiwan 
In Taiwan, from elementary to high school, students are assigned to a numbered 
homeroom class and a homeroom teacher. Students remain in their homeroom throughout 
the day, and subject matter teachers circulate through the school. The only exception to 
this is that classes requiring special equipment, such as lab supplies or athletic gear are 
held in a fixed area, and students come to the teacher. Students are referred to using their 
grade and homeroom class. For example, if Wen-Ting is an 8th grade student in Class 2, 
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and Lin is her homeroom teacher, then people will refer to Wen-Ting as “Wen-Ting of 
Class 2 in 8th grade,” or “Wen-Ting of Lin’s class.” Students often remain with the same 
homeroom teacher for the three years that they are in middle school. The exception to this 
is when classes are tracked based on ability, in which case some shuffling will happen as 
students are judged and labeled.  
Homeroom teachers serve a role much like students’ parents, and homeroom is 
literally a home at school for teachers and their students. Teachers’ offices are usually 
close to their classes, or they might have a desk in the classroom at which they sit when 
there is no subject class taking place. Many homeroom teachers usually spend some time, 
if not the whole session, with their students during morning study session, lunch and nap 
time, and interludes like the cleanliness break. Homeroom teachers are responsible for 
their class's performance in school competitions and the actions of each individual 
student they oversee.  
In middle schools, the official number of class periods each day is usually seven. 
Classes run from about 8:00 am to 4:30 pm, with classes lasting 40–50 minutes, separated 
by a short break. Most schools, however, require students to be present for a longer 
period of time than is officially scheduled. Most schools have a morning study session 
from 7:00 to 8:00 am, and some students must arrive before this to assist in cleaning the 
classroom.9. Morning session is often used to give students quizzes10, but some 
                                                 
9
 A 2010 nationwide survey (Humanistic Education Foundation, 2010) showed that 51.3% 
students go to school before 7:00am, and the other 46.2% between 7:00 to 7:30am. 
10
 A 2011 nationwide survey (Humanistic Education Foundation, 2011) showed that for all the 
schools surveyed, there were teachers who gave quizzes to students in the morning session. Among the 
surveyed students, 39.9% of them reported that they had quizzes every morning session, 28.1% had more 
than 3 quizzes per week. In total, 90.4% of the surveyed students will have quiz in morning session in 
every week.   
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homeroom teachers are more interested in utilizing it in other ways, such as reading 
books that are not part of the required curriculum, or structured discussions about 
students' hobbies. Following this, there is a “morning rally” that all members of the 
school attend. Students stand at their desks, line up outside their classrooms, or line like 
military platoons, class by class, on the athletic grounds. The students sing national songs 
and the national flag is raised. The principal or other administrators give a speech and 
make announcements; if there are awards to be distributed, this is also done during 
morning rally. 
In addition to any other competitions, schools routinely have competitions for 
cleanliness, order and academic performance. To judge the cleanliness and order 
competitions, teachers or students may walk the entire campus, rating each class during 
morning study, lunch nap time, and after an afternoon break for cleaning. The evaluator 
has a checklist delineating the criteria for cleanness and discipline.   
A clean classroom will have the students' desks carefully aligned in precise rows 
and columns. Backpacks and personal items must be tidy and put in their proper place. 
The floor, windows, and blackboards must be thoroughly washed and trash must be 
attend to as well. Morning is used for a quick tidying of the classroom; afternoon brings a 
much more intense cleaning. Order is judged on behavior. While the rater does their 
inspection, all of the students must remain silent, in their proper place, and not engage in 
any disruptive acts. The academic performance competition uses the class's average score 
on exams, usually three in all, on which every class at that grade level receives identical 
questions. The winners of these competitions are announced at the morning rally. 
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There are four classes in the morning. Lunch usually lasts from 12:00pm to 
12:30pm. After lunch, students are required to take a 30 minute nap at their desk, with 
their heads down. There are no exceptions; anyone caught doing otherwise will lower the 
class's score in the order competition. The official school day ends after three official 
periods in the afternoon.  
After dismissal, the majority of students must remain for an 8th class11. This 
period was originally added to provide additional assistance for those whose academic 
performance was lagging; students' families paid for this optional tutoring. However, it 
has effectively evolved into a required period, with the goal of raising all students' 
academic performance. Teachers often use the strategy of moving through the 3-year 
curriculum as quickly as possible; this is facilitated by the fact that students often stay 
with the same homeroom teacher throughout middle school. Then, they spend the rest of 
the time re-teaching the content and giving practice quizzes to prepare students for the 
high school entry exam. They may also give quizzes when they wish to increase the 
pressure on students to study. Because missing 8th period would mean missing the 
accelerated content, students have no choice but to attend it. It remains, however, 
officially optional and thus families must still pay for the extra time.  
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 The 2011 survey showed that 78.5% of surveyed middle schools students attended the 8th class. 
And among these students, 68.8% of them reported that teachers teach the content ahead of what they 
should learn to date. Also, there are 16.6% of surveyed 9th graders reported that they stayed in school by 
request after the 8th class, 8.7% of 8th graders, and 7.4% 7th graders. 27.1% of surveyed 9th graders reported 
they went to school as well by request, 15.3% of 8th graders, and 11.0% of 7th graders. 
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A few students, particularly 9th graders, will be required to stay past 8th period or 
come to school on the weekend, because teachers believe students will focus more on 
academic studying if they are at school.12 
Structure is maintained outside of school with the contact book, which is viewed 
as a daily assignment in itself, because students have to hand it in for homeroom teachers 
to check every day. It serves several purposes. It is a reminder tool for students and a 
communication tool for homeroom teachers and parents. Students have to copy a list of 
reminders, including what homework assignments they should complete that day, what 
quizzes they should prepare for the next day, and what special equipment they should 
bring for certain classes or activities, to their contact book. They have to show their 
parents the list, and have them sign. Parents are expected to assist their children to 
complete these tasks. Their signature implies that they know what their children should 
do that day after school. Students are required to hand in their contact books every 
morning, and teachers check each contact book, and return it before students have to 
write the reminders for the next day. Sometimes teachers write directly on the contact 
book, to report exam and quiz grades, or to tell parents of any trouble their kids caused 
that day and ask parents to address the problem.  
Contact books can also be used by homeroom teachers to learn more about their 
students, since there is little time to talk to each child every day. A common use is asking 
students to write their reflections or short diaries about things they would like to share 
with the homeroom teacher on that day. Other teachers might ask their students to write a 
                                                 
12
  The 2010 survey showed that only 15.5% of the surveyed students reported they left school 
before 16:30pm. 67.1% reported that they left between 16:30 to 5:30pm, 8.1% left between 5:30 and 
6:00pm, and 8.2% left between 6:00 and 10:00pm. 
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proverb as a requirement for every day.  If a homeroom teacher asks students to do this, it 
is usually required for every student to write something every day. 
 
Followed by this introduction chapter, the research design and methodology will 
be discussed in Chapter 2. The presentation of discovers consists of two parts. First, three 
chapters, Chapter 3, 4, and 5 will tell teachers’ stories with the researcher’s commentary; 
two subsequent chapters, Chapter 6 and 7 discuss analyses and discoveries from which 
the composition of stories were derived.
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Chapter 2 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
This study employed narrative research methods. Narrative ways of inquiry and 
representation best supported my interrogation, centering on teacher experiences within 
particular contexts and my aims to create conversations with readers via my 
representation of discoveries.  
Narrative as a way of thinking 
Bruner (1986) argued that human beings have two modes of thinking, 
paradigmatic and narrative. Paradigmatic cognition involves using logical and inductive 
reasoning to classify particular instances as belonging to a category or concept. Such 
reasoning enables humans to construct abstract cognitive networks of concepts from the 
commonalities and differences of their situated particular experiences, and it generates 
decontextualized knowledge of the world that helps develop a set of corresponding 
responses that can be applied to the characterized situations.  
Narrative cognition involves making sense of personal contextualized actions in a 
temporal order through narrative construction: Engaging in narrative reasoning, humans 
construct narratives (stories), organizing actions and happenings, in their chosen way to 
display the contextual meaning of their actions (Polkinghorne, 1995). The knowledge 
produced by such reasoning is of a linguistic form that can preserve “the complexity of 
human action with its interrelationship of temporal sequence, human motivation, chance 
happenings, and changing interpersonal and environmental context.” Through the 
construction, humans develop their understanding and representation of their own 
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experiences, and the constructed narratives then become the reality (knowledge) of 
themselves and the world. 
Narratives are often constructed in a way that either the narrator bears the listener 
in mind without direct conversation (with actual or imaginary presence; for example, 
respectively, in giving actual speech or in writing), or in an interactive way as those 
happening during research interviews (Riessman, 2008). While narrators engage in the 
sense-making process of their contextualized actions and present their narratives, they 
also walk listeners through their experiences from the perspective of their own 
worldviews. Therefore, the linguistic narratives presented are not only the accounts of 
their experiences but embodies narrators’ intention, motivation, meaning-making, sense-
making, and actions, which are socially positioned and culturally grounded in the context 
of the stories.  
Because of the nature of narrative cognition and its produced knowledge, 
researchers are able to utilize narratives as data to study human motives, affections, 
thoughts, ideas, and actions, while the relations among these elements and to the situated 
contexts are preserved in design plot with certain temporal sequence in narrated stories. 
On the other hand, the storied-form of representation allows researchers to help readers 
understand the complex discoveries of human experiences. 
Forms of narrative ways of inquiry 
Polkinghorne (1995) categorized narrative research into two types that correspond 
to the two aforementioned modes of cognition, respectively: 1) analysis of narrative, and 
2) narrative analysis, which Barone (2007) calls narrative composition/configuration.  
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The primary purpose of analysis of narrative, utilizing paradigmatic reasoning, is 
to explain, to predict, and to control human activities in this world. For example, a 
researcher might collect stories teachers tell about troubling classroom scenarios and 
eventually identify and name certain types of beneficial or harmful patents regarding how 
teachers make attribution about students’ wrongdoings. Some attribution patterns might 
lead some teachers’ to healthier reactions to students, but not others. This learned 
knowledge can be used to retrain some teachers as to how to make better attributions so 
that they can better reshape and hence control their students’ behaviors and classroom 
order. Researchers working on this kind of research aim to bring order to phenomenon of 
interests through theorizing observations into generalized, abstract categories which can 
be applied across contexts. The data for this type of narrative research are often 
diachronic stories narrated by humans, but the presentation of research finding is usually 
not in narrative form. 
The purpose of narrative composition is to generate uncertainty and ambiguity, 
and to challenge the taken for granted beliefs, values, and social order (grand narrative) in 
our world. Researchers working on this kind of research aim to invite people to view this 
world using a perspective that they might not able to access based on their own 
experiences. Introducing of voices and viewpoints that are marginalized by the 
mainstream culture also aims to bring the aspect of social justice into research. The data 
for this type of narrative research can be both diachronic and synchronic. The 
presentation of research finding is a narrative form of stories; it can be of fictionalized or 
non-fictionalized stories. 
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Polkinghorne’s classification highlights two typical forms of narrative inquiry; 
yet, there are many types of narrative inquiry that cannot be categorized purely as either 
one. To make it a valuable use of Polkinghorne’s classification, Tom Barone (personal 
communication, Fall, 2009) suggested that we can put the two types that Polkinghorne’s 
identified (analysis of narrative vs. narrative analysis) at the two extreme points of a 
spectrum as references points (with their distinct purposes: to explain, predict, and 
control vs. challenging the taken for granted, respectively), and any narrative inquiry 
might be placed in between. There is no exact fit due to the uniqueness, flexibility, and 
creativity of each narrative study, but Barone’s way provides us a valuable and useful 
way to examine and identify each narrative study in terms of its purposes and the 
corresponding chosen forms. 
Positioning of this study 
My study has multiple aims. I utilize both pragmatic and narrative reasoning, and 
both phenomenological and critical perspectives in analyzing and presenting my 
discoveries to achieve these aims. 
The first aim is to construct (or re-construct) the understanding of teacher lives 
within this reform context, analyzing and presenting their experiences from a 
phenomenological perspective. Teachers in Taiwan are now perceived as a group of 
people who should be changed in the reform. And some social constructions of teachers 
reveal impressions about teachers, which teachers themselves might not perceive the 
same way (e.g., being cruel to children). In addition, teachers might have their unique 
reasoning, but their reactions to reform are somewhat difficult to decipher if we do not 
know the underlying reasoning (e.g., teachers kept arguing that corporal punishment is 
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not severe; although, the nationwide surveys kept showing that there was still over half of 
middle school students who experienced varied kinds of corporal punishment). I would 
like to acknowledge teachers’ lived lives from their own perspectives through presenting 
how they perceived and constructed their versions of themselves in relation to this world. 
Moreover, the interviews have been a co-constructing process. Many teachers reflected 
that they seldom had the opportunity to engage in such sense-making activities for their 
experiences. Via the conducting and presentation of this study, I wished to facilitate 
teachers’ and others’ understanding of teachers’ situations. It is my intention that my final 
representation of teachers’ stories will: 1) allow people to see teachers’ perceived and 
experienced worlds, which might not be typically accessible for most people who are 
outsiders; and 2) that I facilitated teachers’ reflection on their own experiences and the 
ongoing evolving reform phenomena through seeing my presentation of their own or 
other teachers’ stories. 
Another purpose of my study is to evaluate what the ban can achieve, and to 
better understand its limitations. This will partly challenge the notion of reform and the 
use of the legal ban as a strategy in the anti-corporal punishment movement. This part 
will be completed through analyzing teachers’ experiences of how this policy has 
impacted them and how it has been implemented.  
In conclusion, among the varied types of narrative inquiries, I will present the 
nonfiction stories of teachers revealing the complexity of teacher change and give an 
analytical discussion of these observed changes. I follow this up with a critical analysis of 
the role that the legal ban played in these changes. In spirit, this study followed Barone 
(2001), who aimed to achieve in his book, titled “Touching Eternity: The Enduring 
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Outcomes of teaching.” He used both perspectives, phenomenological and critical, to 
examine a teacher’s effect on his students; I used these both perspectives to examine the 
effect of a legal ban and teacher changes relevant to this legal ban. In brief, in my case, 
the phenomenological perspective was to reveal the participant teachers’ worlds primarily 
from their own worldviews and acknowledge their lived lives; the critical perspective is 
to situate teachers’ changes within a larger social and historical background to raise 
questions about what a ban can achieve and whether the ban is able to contribute to 
shaping a different campus culture. The use of teachers’ nonfiction stories is to challenge 
people’s common images of schools and teachers, and raise more questions about what 
aspects we miss in such a reform.  
Ontological and epistemological foundations of narrative inquiry 
Clandinin and Rosiek’s (2007)article discussed the ontological and 
epistemological foundations of narrative inquiry. They drew Deweyan theory of 
experience as the foundation, and compared how such foundations will be different from 
those of post-positivism, Marxism, and critical theory, and post-structuralism.  
In their article, the authors explained that in Dewey’s philosophy, the human 
experience is a fundamental ontological category—All of what has happened or has 
perceived as reality are humans’ own experiences. So, research inquiry on human 
phenomena has to delve into these human experiences from the perspective as how they 
perceived. Narratives are the way how human beings reflect on and represent their 
experiences. Therefore, learning about human psychological phenomena (for example, 
the psychological mechanisms of change) through a person’s own constructed narrative 
not only has its epistemological stand but its ontological one too.  
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As mentioned in the earlier, I experienced a perspective shift, from an angel—
“ban causes changes”—to another—“changes only happen within individual experiences 
through their perceived reality.” I believe my discovery regarding the ontological 
foundation of human experiences echoes Deweyan’s view of the nature of human 
experiences and its role in understanding and analyzing human phenomena.  
Teachers’ narrated stories are my primary data. Teachers’ narratives collected 
through interviews inform how teachers themselves make sense of their own experiences 
relevant to the ban, how the ban interacted with their prior experiences, beliefs, and 
values, and how it impacted their daily practices and personal lives. Other materials from 
different resources and perspectives are used to inform us about reform events outside of 
teachers’ own experiences, as well as through the political, social, and cultural 
environment teachers live in. Materials other than teachers’ narratives were also used to 
triangulate teachers’ narrated stories. 
Data sources, collection, and their use 
I Individual phenomenological experiences in relation to the situated societies was 
at the center of interrogation. This study applied multiple methods—interview, 
observation, and survey—to gather data pertaining to teacher experiences from the first-
person point of view. The transcribed narratives from the interviews with 23 middle 
school teachers were the major corpus of data that my analysis focused on. Data from the 
survey were primarily used to triangulate the narrated experiences. Data from observation 
were used to triangulate teacher narratives and to gather context information that helped 
interpret teacher narratives. 
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Policy changes relevant to corporal punishment in Taiwan were indispensible for 
understanding, interpreting, and analyzing teachers’ narrated first-person experiences. 
Relevant documents—collected primarily from four major resources: the Humanistic 
Education Foundation, the Ministry of Education, news database, and prior research 
studies—were used to construct this social, cultural, political, and historical background. 
Interview. 
Twenty-three teachers were interviewed during January and February of 2011 
using a semi-structured protocol. Each individual was interviewed once. The interviews 
lasted about 1 to 3 hours (the shortest: 50 minutes; the longest: 2 hours 57 minutes; 
average: 1 hour and 52 minutes). Each teacher was interviewed independently (except 
that Lu was interviewed while Lien was present because Lu joined the interview 
conversation in the middle of the researcher’s conversation with Lien). Interview 
example questions including the following:  
1. How did you hear about the legislation? 
2. Did you think the legal ban impact you or your school (made you or your 
school changed); if yes, how? What made your change (or not change)?  
3. Could you think of any situation in your classroom teaching that you felt 
the ban made you to do different decision, how?  
4. Could you provide some examples of how and why you used corporal 
punishment?  
5. What is your definition of corporal punishment?  
6. What do you think is the alternative to corporal punishment?  
7. Why did you attend the Positive Discipline workshop?  
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8. Why did you become a teacher?  
9. What kind of teacher do you want to be?  
10. What are the most satisfying and most unsatisfying things about your 
teaching? 
In addition, the Director of the Southern Office of the Humanistic Education 
Foundation, Ping Chang—who was responsible to assist Mei’s corporal punishment 
complaint case and had various experiences involving other complaint cases—provided 
detailed documents regarding Mei’s case and allowed me to interview her in November 
2012. 
Observation. 
 Observation was conducted while I visited the study participants at their 
campuses. My appearance at campus was purposely designed as a way to gather 
information regarding the situated contexts of teachers’ narrated experiences. My 
observation is either as a non-participant or participant one; the former indicates the 
researcher is observing via being visibly present within a social site without speaking to 
or participating in conversations and activities. The later is via being visibly present 
speaking to or participating in conversations and activities. Observations were recorded 
immediately after the researcher left the observation sites. Among the 23 interviewed 
teachers, 16 of the interviews were conducted at their campuses so the observations of 
campus were conducted. In this study, the observation reports included the following 
aspects, which were particularly valuable:  
• School location and neighborhood, which informed about the immediate 
resources and life conditions of teachers and students;  
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• The way in which the campus guard communicated with and dealt with the 
researcher visit, which revealed their attitudes toward interpersonal relationships 
and if they perceived their campus was safe or at risk of disrupting behaviors 
(e.g., a campus applied a strict visiting policy, and the guard explained to the 
researcher that a serious disrupting and fighting event among students happened 
recently;  
• The interpersonal interactions between the interviewed teacher with their 
colleagues and students, usually observed via happenings and dynamics in teacher 
office; 
• Observed corporal punishment. 
Survey. 
 Two surveys were used. One was conducted in 2011 right after each individual 
teacher was interviewed. Teachers were asked to self-report: 
• Demographic information (gender, age, teaching years, type of teacher training 
program, grade level taught, teaching position, subject taught, school and class 
size, and school location; 
• Their own definition of corporal punishment, including responding to a list of 15   
punishments reporting if they define each one as corporal punishment; 
• Their use of corporal punishment, describing if they once used (or still use) any of 
the listed 15 punishments; 
• If they know and have once read the definition of corporal punishment by the 
Ministry of Education, and where did they hear about it. One teacher (T-23) did 
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not do this survey because she unexpectedly joined the interview with a scheduled 
teacher and left in the middle of our conversation.  
Another pilot survey was conducted from 2008 to 2010 in the HEF’s Positive 
Discipline Workshops (among the 23 interviewed teachers, 16 of them previously 
completed this pilot survey). The survey asked them to report:  
• Their history of using corporal punishment (chosen from four options: never-use, 
stop-before-the-legislation, stop-after-the-legislation, continue-use); 
• Their experienced positive and negative influences of the legislation, including 
checking a list of possible influences due to the legal ban if applied;  
• If their principal publicly talked about legal ban with the teacher; 
• If they believed corporal punishment would eventually disappear on Taiwan 
school campuses and why;  
• Scales on teacher efficacy and their perceived control over their students; and 
• Where did they hear about the legislation? 
Documents. 
Documents were collected to construct a historical background of social changes 
regarding corporal punishment in Taiwan’s society. These documents primarily collected 
for four resources:  
• the Humanistic Education Foundation (publications, reports, etc.); 
• the Ministry of Education (website established for promoting zero corporal 
punishment policy);  
• news database (News Search Engines by United Daily News and Liberty Times);  
• prior research studies (Journal articles, dissertations and master’s theses).  
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Participants and Recruitment 
As mentioned before, 23 middle school teachers were interviewed in 2011. They 
were recruited from a list of the previous participants of my pilot studies conducted from 
2006 to 2010. The analyses of this dissertation study focused on the 23 teachers 
interviewed in 2011, but also included part of the analyses from the pilot studies when I 
evaluated the policy implementation. Here, I provide all participants and the recruitment 
information. 
Pilot studies. 
In 2006, 37 elementary and middle school teachers were recruited via the 
researcher’s personal social network to fill out a survey designed by the researcher, which 
aimed to investigate the relationship between teachers’ inclination of using certain types 
of instructional strategy and their attribution of students’ behaviors in responding to 
several designed school scenarios. Besides the survey, 8 middle teachers were 
interviewed (1 of them also completed the 2006 survey) to understand teachers’ 
perceptions regarding the possible passed legal ban, their daily practices and ideas of how 
they should interact with students.  
From 2008 to 2010, a total of 84 elementary and middle school teachers 
voluntarily completed a survey (elementary: 43; middle: 41), designed by the researcher 
while they attended the Positive Discipline Workshop held by HEF. This survey was 
confidential but they were asked to leave contact information if they were interested in 
future participation in the researcher’s study. Nineteen middle school teachers left their 
contact information.  
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This dissertation study targeted teachers the middle school level because prior 
studies and polls (HEF, 2005, 2007a) have shown that middle schools had a higher rate of 
corporal punishment, and the reasons for punishing students were more diverse and 
complicated. I contacted those middle school teachers who left contact information in 
prior studies and 23 middle school teachers finally accepted my interview invitation. 
Table 4 shows participant information, including what pilot studies they participated in. 
Demographic information. 
Participant teachers’ year of teaching experiences ranged from 4 to 30 years 
(average: 13.2 years; medium: 12 years). Thirteen of them were on-duty as homeroom 
teachers, in general, who were assigned more responsibility for student and classroom 
management than subject teachers and teachers with administrative duty. Most teachers 
(19 out of 23) taught “major subjects” (Chinese, English, Mathematics, Science—Physics 
& Chemistry, and Social studies) that were tested for in the high school entry exam. It is 
likely that teachers who taught major subjects were expected to punish students more 
because these teachers were responsible for students’ entry exam performance. 
The location of their schools included urban, suburban, and rural areas; there were 
some surveys revealing rural areas were more likely to have a higher practice rate of 
corporal punishment (HEF, 2007a). “The number of classes per school” and “students per 
class” ranged from 20 classes with 16–30 students per class to 114 classes with 30+ 
students per class. The size of the school ranged from middle to large (middle size: 13 
schools; large size: 10 schools); classroom management for larger schools with more 
students in each class were usually found to be more challenging.  
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Table 4 
Participant Information  
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1 Tang F 41 18 English, Y Decrease 25 Y 2008, 2009 
2 Han F 36 10 Science Y Never 39 Y 2008 
3 Ho F 37 7 Science and Technology N Never 87  2008 
4 Li F 43 21 Chinese Y Decrease 31 Y 2008 
5 Hong F 40 12 Integrative Activities N Never 109  2008, 2010 
6 Liao F 32 6 Chinese Y Stop 31  2008 
7 Hou F 36 12 Chinese Y Stop 67  No 
8 Tsai F 40 18 Counseling N After 18 Y 2008 
9 Du F 45 12 English N Stop 19 Y 2008 
10 Hsu F 41 11 Mathematics Y Before 50 Y 2008 
11 Lien F 35 11 Chinese N Decrease 60 Y 2009 
12 Lung F 30 4 English Y Continue 33 Y 2009 
13 Dong F 55 16 English Y Before 67 Y 2009 
14 Tseng F 29 5 English Y After 21 Y 2010 
15 Tsu F 40 17 
Arts and humanities, 
Science and 
Technology 
Y After 21 Y 2009, 2010 
16 Su M 39 30 Science and Technology N Before 74  2007 
17 Hsien F 44 18 Social Studies – 
civic education N Before 77 Y 2010 
18 Hu F 34 5 Social Studies N Never 48  2008 
19 Tung M 49 17 Chinese Y Decrease 114 Y 2006 (I), 2007 
20 Liu F 52 29 Science and Technology N Stop 20 Y 2006(I) 
21 Lo F 33 8 English N Stop 20 Y 2006(I) 
22 Huang F 36 7 Arts and Humanities Y Never 45  2006(I) 
23 Lu F N/A 10 N/A Y N/A 60 Y N/A 
 
                                                 
13
 In order to refer to a particular teacher easier (particularly in Chapters 5 and 6), each individual 
was assigned a number (e.g., 1 for Tang, and 2 for Han). For example, T-1, and Tang refers to the same 
teacher, and both were used. The names are pseudo names. 
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Analysis 
 In order to address the four research questions, analytical processes and 
techniques were developed. The details of these processes and the techniques are 
discussed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, along with the analytical rationale and the 
corresponding findings. Here I focus on addressing those which are not discussed in 
Chapters 6 and 7. 
Transcription.  
Interviews were transcribed verbatim in Mandarin Chinese. The analysis of data 
was based on the original language (Chinese) of teachers’ narratives. The presented 
quotes of narratives were translated directly from Chinese to English. 
Construct timeline with happenings. 
For each individual teacher, a timeline that summarizes their life happenings and 
the specific occurring times was constructed. These happenings were mostly associated 
with teachers’ changes or other aspects relevant to corporal punishment along their life 
course; for example, teachers might mention an influence or a motive coming into their 
lives at a certain time that brought about their changes, or indicate an occurring life 
situation (e.g., being pregnant, becoming a father of a middle school child) which shaped 
certain beliefs or had influence on their decision making or actions in their interactions 
with their students. The creation of these timelines with events was essential for my 
following analysis because: 1) it was a visual index and summary tool, which made my 
processing and retaining the overwhelming information obtained from the original 
transcriptions possible. It allowed me to be able to quickly search, identify, and confirm 
my memories of these teachers’ life happenings, and I could return to the original 
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transcriptions with a clear mental structure in mind; 2) the described happenings might 
not be narrated in their occurring order in the interview conversation, which makes it 
challenging for me to cognitively keep tracking what happened first or later, and to 
further analyze or confirm the possible casual relationships among happenings that 
requires the knowing of occurring order; 3) the described occurring time of happenings 
by teachers were usually in relative form of their own life course, such as “when I was a 
homeroom teacher for the first cohort of students,” which introduces another challenge 
for me that I cannot easily know if things happened before or after the legislation. 
Through making these timeline maps, significant happenings stand out visually, with 
specific time in the AD year numbering system.  
Identify emerging themes and subgroups, and select cases to be presented in 
storied form. 
The process of theme and subgroup identification and the reasoning of case 
selection will be discussed in Chapter 6 in detail. In brief, these 23 teachers were 
assigned to four distinct groups, with an aim to indicate the most significant change 
features/themes revealed from their stories. Eleven teachers were selected to be presented 
using storied form in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. 
Analyzing the nature of teacher change by existing theories 
Literature reviews of Transformative Learning Theory and Self-Determination 
Theory are provided in Chapter 6 and 7, respectively, and teacher changes and their 
relations to the nature of the legal ban are examined using these theoretical frameworks. 
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Validity and Trustfulness 
 Triangulation.   
 Triangulation involves collecting data and making inferences from divergent 
sources and views in order to increase the validity of the data sources and inferences 
made. In this study, it includes divergent individuals (individuals with diverse 
experiences growing up, teaching experiences, ages, positions, values, and beliefs 
regarding punishment, and so on), diverse contexts (a variety of school locations, sizes, 
resources, and so on), data sources (surveys, interviews, archived news database, 
documents from both the government and the advocate), multiple times (all teachers 
except Lu, T-23 provided information more than two time points from 2006 to 2011), and 
analytical approaches (narrative analysis of stories, quantitative analysis for data obtained 
from surveys, and discourse analysis of documents). 
 In particular, the survey conducted immediately after the interview was designed 
to resolve a foreseen issue, triangulating teachers’ narrated experiences about their use of 
corporal punishment or not. In my pilot studies, I found ambiguity as to whether 
interviewed teachers did use corporal punishment or not because they might hold 
definitions of corporal punishment distinct from the Ministry of Education’s. In the 
survey, the researcher asked teachers to check a list of 14 punishments to indicate which 
ones they defined as corporal and they used. 
 Voices. 
 Barone (2001) drew Bakhtin’s (1982) discussions about the differences between 
two genres of stories, Epics and Novels in order to highlight his view of the value and 
utility of narrative research. In Epics, the author speaks using authoritative voice telling 
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readers what versions of lives they should live and provides a decisive interpretation of 
happenings. Ambiguity is eliminated in this genre; readers and characters of stories are 
not permitted to engage in dialogues to participate in constructing, reconstructing or 
imagining different endings of the told stories. Instead, novels allow polyphonic—a 
diverse set of views and cultural frames are respected to be found in the continuing 
dialogues between the author, the reader, and the story characters. 
 Voices and perspectives are of a central aspect in this study. The researcher does 
not aim to promote and present the discoveries to confirm a single “truth” from one point 
of view regarding teacher experiences and the role that the legal ban played. Instead, the 
researcher was devoted to allowing herself and the teacher characters in stories to 
exchange ideas and reconstruct their own realities through dialogues with distinct 
perspectives, and through presenting the conflicts and confusions in their exchanges, the 
researcher also invited the readers to engage in this conversation, in order to evaluate the 
truthfulness and usefulness of these discoveries. 
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Chapter 3 
TEACHERS WHO PUNISH 
Punitive measures are not simply ‘negative’ mechanisms that make it possible to 
repress, to prevent, to exclude, to eliminate; but that they are linked to a whole 
series of positive and useful effects which it is their task to support (and in this 
sense, although legal punishment is carried out in order to punish offences, one 
might say that the definition of offences and their prosecution are carried out in 
turn in order to maintain the punitive mechanisms and their functions). 
— Michel Foucault, Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison 
Lung 
I was scheduled to meet Lung in a late morning at her school campus, the school 
located on the top of hills in a rural area. At the final switchback of a Z-shaped steep 
road, the metal entry gate comes into sight. On the left of the door sits a guard kiosk. A 
guard who appears to be in his 60s opens his window, looking at me silently, as if saying 
“who are you?”. I explain my planned visit with teacher Lung. Usually, the guard would 
confirm with the person receiving the visit, indicate how to get the office, and let me in. 
But he opens his kiosk door, “Come on in. It is cold outside.” I immediately smell the 
cigarette smoke in the air, extremely intense.  
I am not good at getting along with cigarette smoke. But having no ideas 
regarding if this is the common way in which they deal with visitors, it felt awkward to 
reject his friendly invitation. I step in, smiling while adjusting my breaths so that I won’t 
choke. He calls Lung’s office. Talking to the other side through the phone, I hear him 
say, “Someone is visiting you. Come down here.” The other side seems to suggest the 
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guard let me go find her. The guard insists, “Come down here. I have ‘something’ for 
you.”  
He hangs up the phone and turns to me. “Take a seat.” I look around the small 
kiosk and find two bamboo chairs behind me. I sit down and wait, looking out the 
window. It is an overcast day, intermittent rain flying in the chilly wind. The guard talks, 
to me, a stranger, about his school. He mentions their recent relocation—they started 
school in other places because the campus construction took very long than expected—
and a mess, a mudslide falling from the back hill, occurred last summer, caused by the 
heavy rain brought by a typhoon. There is one thing I’ve heard him not speak of in this 
conversation— a severe corporal punishment case that happened not long ago.  
Five years ago, a male student at this school who was talking to another student in 
class, was slapped and received several leg kicks by a male teacher who is skilled at 
taekwondo. One kick landed on the boy’s belly. This case received little attention at first 
and the parents did not even argue with the school. Though the boy felt somewhat ill after 
being kicked, his family could not afford the expense of medical examination. Two 
months later, the boy was sent to the hospital for pancreatitis, and he died 2 months later 
of lymphoma. The event was brought to the public’s attention because after their son 
died, the parents accused the teacher of causing the illness and the death of their son. The 
media reported it. The parents suspected that the kick caused the damage of pancreas and 
the subsequent lymphoma. The forensic doctor conducted the examination, reporting that 
this boy’s pancreas was not injured at the time the boy died, so there was no evidence 
showing the connection between the death and the kick. The teacher eventually received 
a demerit from the school and continued his teaching position here. 
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The kiosk door opens, and Lung walks in, happy. The guard takes out a box. Lung 
opens it and takes out a piece from it, walking to me. She says, “Peanut brittle candy. 
Take it. It’s delicious.” She then turns to chat with the guard. She says that she is so 
hungry, ready for lunch. Their conversation goes on while they both munch the candies.  
The guard loves the candy too, saying that it is not that sweet and won’t stick to the teeth. 
He returned to the city in which he previously lived to buy it during the weekend. Lung 
mumbles that they teachers should have a group order next time. The guard replies that 
buying more does get discount; he bought 4 or 5 and got a half box free. At the end, Lung 
takes out a hundred dollars paper, asking him to buy another box next time if he returns 
there. The guard refuses to take any money before he buys it. Lung insists, “I give you 
money first so that you will have pressure to remember to buy it for me!” The guard 
laughs and takes the money. Lung turns to me, and takes me out of kiosk. We climb 
along the steep road on the left side, where the school buildings cluster. I am finally taken 
to Lung’s office, which is the office of 8th grade homeroom teachers. 
*** 
About 10 8th grade homeroom teachers sit one next to another closely; in addition 
to the teachers’ desks and chairs, not much room is left. Against the wall with the entry 
door, there are two single-person sofas. Lung suggests us to sit on the sofas and talk, 
which is unexpected to me. The teachers I interviewed usually took me to an empty room 
or office; some asked me to conduct the interviews outside of the campus, to avoid being 
seen by their colleagues. Corporal punishment has always been prohibited on the campus. 
Even before the legislation, the prohibition was via an administrative regulation by the 
Ministry of Education. Teachers might not want to share their opinions or experiences 
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regarding corporal punishment in a public place, announcing to all that they disregard the 
ban; if they do not hit, they had better stay under the radar, or risk provoking the majority 
of their colleagues, who favor corporal punishment.  
I hesitate to accept her suggestion to talk in this tiny office. The sofas are only 
about a foot from the two teachers sitting most closely to us, their backs to us. Some 
teachers sit a bit further away but face us. I worry that she might censor herself, and not 
engage in the honest speech that I am looking for. Standing in the office surrounded by 
her colleagues, I search ways of requesting other possibility. I ask politely, “Will our 
conversation bother other teachers? Is there any other place to talk?” Lung says “No” and 
sits on the sofa. “This is totally ok. We all know each other well, and there is no other 
place to go.” I start wondering whether she has no intention of having an open and deep 
conversation about corporal punishment, or whether she really feels comfortable here. I 
sit on my sofa. 
We sit side by side, turning at 45 degree angles to be able to see each other. The 
office was noisy when we walked in during break. Now the bell for the last morning class 
has rung. I try focusing on my interview while managing my feelings of insecurity. I am 
glad that there is a certain degree of background noise and activity, with teachers 
seemingly engaged only in their own matters. 
*** 
Lung begins our conversation with a complaint. “This legal ban has made us 
difficult. You (plural14) ban corporal punishment. Ok. But no effective supporting 
measures15 you have offered us.” 
                                                 
14
 In Chinese, the single you (你) is different from the plural you (你們).  
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My attention is caught by use of  ”we” and “you,” in her statement. It seems that I 
have been classified as a member of “you,” the blamed, and she is talking to me as if she 
is talking to this collective “you.” 
I ask, “Who are you referring to as you say “you”?”  
She says, “All of your policies,” denouncing all policies, including the legal ban. 
Wondering what made her to count me as a conspirator, I paused a second; she 
seems to sense my rejection of her assignation and confirms with me, “Isn’t it you, or? 
Anyway, I mean they.”  
In an earlier phone call that I invited her participation in this study, I did explain 
who I am and what this study is for, but now I feel a need to reassure her understanding. 
“I am currently a graduate student, and this study is an academic inquiry. My topic is 
policy relevant, but I am not belonging to or working for any authorities or 
organizations.” 
She seems to follow me, looking at me and explain to me, “Ok. ‘You’ means the 
Ministry.” 
Interestingly, as our conversation proceeds, she keeps using “you,” sometimes 
solely and sometimes the word followed by specific subjects—“you the ministry….”, 
“you the Humanistic Education Foundation….” and “you the policies….”—particularly 
when she ascribed blame. I did not interrupt her for a second clarification, gradually 
realizing that her use of “you” seems to have a more complex meaning than I originally 
thought. 
                                                                                                                                                 
15
 配套措施. 
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When she says “you,” she doesn't seem to be referring to the person who she is 
currently talking to; instead, she uses it to denote an outsider. Talking to me, whether I 
am one of this ”you” or not, she wants to accuse this “you,” in the position as a 
representative of the teacher “we'—“we” teachers are not involved in policymaking, so it 
is whoever sets these policies that causes the trouble they have faced. The differentiation 
of these two sides and their relationship is her frame of reference to understand and 
interpret what she, as a teacher faces in this reform context. 
***  
Lung elaborates on why this legal ban has made her life not easy. It seems that 
parental involvement is a major source of irritation. 
Lung says, “Parents are of several types. The first type of them doesn't want me to 
discipline their children no matter how. Some are very unreasonable; they would come 
arguing against me as long if I do anything scolding, punishing, or whatever they believe 
hurt their children psychologically or physically. But after all, they discipline their 
children.” 
“The second type seldom questions anything the teacher does to their children. 
And their children, if making mistakes, will listen to me if I punish them or if I call the 
parents and the parents punish or scold them. These are the most welcome parents, and 
their children are the most simple-minded (笨笨的) 16.” 
                                                 
16
 In some contexts like this, saying children “笨笨的” refers to that these children are not 
complicated or ‘canny’ so they are easy to be dealt with by adults. When people say this, it usually has 
double meanings that the children are not smart—of course, we might favor smart children—but they are 
simple, which is a merit too. 
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“And there is the last type.” Lung frowns as her words are speed up. “These 
parents are usually of lower socio-economic status, they work many hours, having no 
time to watch over their children, not even sitting down to have dinners with them. Their 
children MAKE TROUBLE ALL THE TIME in school. It should be a serious matter, not 
handing in an assignment, but it is not a big deal for these children; they even talk back or 
scold teachers, even get involved in illegal matters. When these parents are informed 
about their children’s troubles, they claim we are exaggerating and won’t show up to deal 
with the problem. This was true even when one time a child had been taken by the school 
to the police office.” She continues, “No hitting? Well, so, shall we have these children 
stand for ten minutes? As the policy17 suggests? Ten minutes, perhaps, is good enough 
for those children better-disciplined by their parents; but for these children, it feels like 
nothing. For them, if there is no pain, there is no feeling at all. These children will just 
keep doing whatever they want to do.  
Or, the policy suggests issuing official warnings or demerits. Again, having 
records gives no pain, no feeling. What happens finally? We can only issue one demerit 
after another, seeing no improvement in their behaviors. As the demerits accumulate, 
students are forced to transfer to another school or are expelled from this one. Our school 
has transfers from other schools, too; they have demerits for various mistakes including 
not handing in assignments or not being able to sit quietly in class; these children become 
our troubles now. We want to take responsibility and discipline these children, but the 
                                                 
17
 The final version of the “Attention points for school to make 'the regulation for teachers to 
counsel and discipline students'" accounted by the Ministry of Education in 2007, allows teachers to punish 
students by having them stand, but the time cannot exceed on class each time, and the accumulated hours 
within one day cannot exceed 2 hours (about two classes). 
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ban won’t let us. You ban corporal punishment, but ‘no hitting’ cannot apply to all 
student cases, to all geographical areas. Like our children living in this area, many of 
their parents are of low socio-economic status. Teachers have to take our educational 
responsibility.” 
I try summing up her difficulty, “So, after the legislation, you feel that you have 
no way to discipline children, particularly those whose parents cannot deal with them 
either?” 
“No,” says Lung without thinking. “Hitting them works. As long as I hit, they 
behave totally differently.” I am lost. I thought we were discussing a situation in which 
Lung could no longer hit students, as she had just stated. 
I confirm, “So do you hit students after the ban was enacted?” 
“I do.” Lung says. “We have to risk danger out of desperation to educate them, 
hoping we will be lucky not to have irrational parents, who might file a lawsuit or report 
us to the educational authorities. Or, we use camouflage. We punish students using the 
same exercises the sport teams use as training or the promoted Three, Three, Three18 by 
the Ministry. You have these students do exercises, but actually you are punishing them. 
We have to find the loopholes in the law.” 
Not until now do I realize what it means by “this ban has made it difficult for us.” 
Lung is not saying that it is difficult because she has had to stop hitting and the 
                                                 
18
 Three, Three, Three is a project proposed and promoted by the Ministry which encourages 
students to exercise at least three times a week, last at least 30 minutes for each exercise, and the heart 
beats should reach at least 130 times per minutes after each exercise. Several forms of exercises are 
recommended. 
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alternatives are ineffective. She is saying that it is difficult because teachers have to take 
risks in order to continue hitting, or go to great lengths to disguise the punishments.  
Lung constructs the meaning of  “responsibility” from these perceived realities: 
Students are potential troublemakers for the schools; parents are classified as to whether 
they themselves promote or block the use of corporal punishment; and teachers have no 
choice to take on the responsibility of disciplining students when their parents will not or 
cannot. Most of these students come from low socio-economic status, and this is seen as a 
marker of the parents' inadequacy as authorities in the home. 
*** 
I ask, “Tell me some real examples that have happened during this semester. 
What did you hit the students for? What did you say or do? And how did the children 
respond?” 
“Lying, sexual harassment, and beating others. A child did not go home directly 
after school. He did not tell his parents where he went and the afterschool institution he 
was to attend couldn’t find him either. This did not happen just once, which worried his 
parents so much. The second time it happened, I hit him. After being hit, he did not dare 
to disappear again. A boy told another boy that he would like to have physical intimacy 
with him. In such case, I felt I did not have to say anything to him and I should just use 
my stick immediately. And a while ago, there were several boys in my homeroom class 
planned on beating up students of other homeroom classes. I heard about it before they 
went to a fight and I stopped them. I hit the leader of them. After being hit by me, he told 
me on the second day, that he now knew the feeling of being beaten. He confessed that if 
he were not stopped by me, he might hurt others because he couldn’t control how hard he 
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would beat others when he was mad.” Lung adds, “I hit for other big issues, too, such as 
cheating or stealing.”  
She further states that she does not hit students because of their grades, but 
sometimes because of assignments— if there too many students fail to turn in their 
assignment at the same time, and she would like them to hand in as quick as possible.  
From her descriptions, I feel that Lung is drawn to corporal punishment because 
she believes the inflicted pain has the power to immediately stop students' wrongdoings. 
It is not her first concern to figure out why students behave these ways. I wonder if she 
actually knows or is interested in knowing what has happened to her students, what effect 
her punishment may have on their future life, and how she influences the way these 
children deal with similar issues on their own. For the one who did not go home directly, 
did he ever go back to that place again? Did he meet someone important or learn 
something important and will now have to keep it even more secret? For the boy who 
shows sexual interest in another boy, how would he interpret Lung’s punishment? Would 
he be confused about whether it is wrong to have interest in another boy or it is just a 
wrong place wrong way to reveal his interest? Will he fear expressing his desires in the 
future, and suppress his true feelings and true happiness to be more socially acceptable? 
While I am still curious about these students’ life stories, I could not find any such 
details in Lung’s version. She goes on to another point regarding the duty of a homeroom 
teacher.  
 “Perhaps students also need counseling, and hitting is not that right. But being a 
homeroom teacher facing 30 students in a class, I have to take immediately effective 
quick measures.” She throws out a scenario.  
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“In my class, I have some students who will flip desks. Everyday, the whole class 
is afraid of seeing this happen. All of my students except these three or four boys are very 
乖19. If I do not stop these several boys in time, these boys will start teaching other boys 
to do the similar thing. Eventually, there might be 10 out of 15 boys in total, who become 
爛的20 (decayed, awful). How can I hold myself accountable to those parents of other 20 
good girls? Don’t these good girls’ parents take good care of their girls? Yes, they do. Do 
their girls have bad personalities? No, they are very nice. But these girls, good children 
are threatened by other ‘不 ok 的 (not-ok)’ children every day. And their teacher has to 
spend lots of time fighting with those ‘不 ok 的 (not-ok)’ students instead of spending 
time on good ones. Don’t you think those good children are innocent? When students 
won’t listen to you, hitting them is the best solution. As long as it can cause FEAR, I do 
not mind hitting. Having such a ban, you protect those reprehensible children from being 
hit, but you don’t understand what we are faced: These miscreant children are threatening 
the normal (正常的) children or children with kind and good characters and personalities 
(品行善良).”  
I do agree that creating and maintaining a safe and friendly classroom 
environment without disrupting behaviors is the duty of a homeroom teacher. But 
centering on the need of quick solution, Lung is trapped. She seems to consider no option 
                                                 
19乖 is a commonly used term, used to praise those kids who listen to adults, following what adults 
say.   
20
 The word, 爛, originally refers to being decayed (as happens in fruit) or being mushy through 
overcooking (as happens in food). It is used here (and it is widely used in this way) to describe things or 
persons are extremely bad or awful. The word, 的, added after noun making word to be used as adjective. 
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but the most primitive affective reflex—create fear so to condition students to avoid the 
situation that would generate troubling or terrible consequences. She mentions  
“counseling” but it is just something that can “also” be done; it is not a top priority 
because it cannot provide the immediate effect she desires. Moreover, I am interested in 
why Lung predicts that most boys would rather learn to disrupt than to behave well and 
turn to be 爛的. 
Again, her perceived duty as a homeroom teacher is influenced by her 
classification of parents and students. She has argued that either parents or teachers 
should take the responsibility of disciplining children so that students will not make 
trouble. And the worst troublemakers come from families whose parents cannot or do not 
attend to their children well; teachers must control these troublemakers. Now she goes 
beyond that, further reveals another pressure and feeling of guilt, which drives her to 
focus her disciplinary duties particularly on those she perceives as the worst 
troublemakers. Lung has classified students as two kinds:  乖的, normal, of good 
personalities vs. 爛的, abnormal, not ok. She shows no interest in using discipline to 
transform these troublemakers; they are “abnormal,” degenerate and hopeless; instead, 
she centers her duties on preventing the “innocent” from being disturbed as to be infected 
by the “abnormal.” I noticed that she said she does not hit for grades. 
I ask, “So students’ performance and manners mean differently to you?”  
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Lung says, “I don’t believe it’s reasonable to ‘hit for each missed point (差一分打
一下21)’.”  
She asks me, “You must have been hit because of grades, right?” Without leaving 
time for me to answer, assuming that my answer is a definite yes, she continues, “Our 
grades were all made by being hit. But I believe it’s my own business to study or not. If I 
don’t love the subject you teach, I don’t want to study. It is not right that you request me 
to do the things I don’t like and I have to be punished by you just because I do not meet 
your expectation.”  
Lung further argues, “Many students living within our school district simply do 
not like studying. For children who have a personality that makes them avoid studying, it 
is painful for the children and the teacher as well to force them to work on academic 
activities. Nowadays, aren’t you all talking about the theory of whom? —The theory that 
we should follow the nature tendency of a kid as she grows up?” I guess she might refer 
to psychological/developmental theories such as temperament. But her use of theory 
seems not right to me, nor does make sense to me that some students will have a 
“personality” of not liking studying. 
She goes on. “ Students are of three types: those who want to study, who do not, 
and who are in between. For those who want to study, they will be 乖乖的22. For those 
who do not, they should not be allowed to disturb what other children are doing in class. I 
                                                 
21
 It is a common practice to hit students if they miss points on quizzes or exams, and for each 
missed point from the full score, students receive one hit. For example, a students scores 85 out of 100 will 
receive 15 hits. 
22
 Also see footnote 20. The use of two words, “乖乖” emphasizes to original meaning of single 
word. “的” simply added to make the phrase becomes adjective.  
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deal with them if they interfere with the class. But for their grades, why should we ask a 
student who can only score 30 out of 100 to score 60 or 80? When they score poorly, 
what we can only do is asking them to retake the same exam again as make-up to raise 
the final grade.” 
Lung's philosophy grows clearer and clearer. There are people who should not be 
the concern of teachers—the degenerate and those with personalities incompatible with 
studying. It is as if Lung sees these students as infections. Her duty is to protect her 
normal, motivated students from falling ill by being influenced by these hopeless cases, 
and she must act immediately and effectively. Like a virus, one sneeze or touch, and the 
damage is done. 
***  
While the ban legislation was being written and considered, some teachers 
became directly involved in the decision-making process. These teachers work for the 
National Teachers’ Association (NTA), which is nominally the legal representative of all 
Taiwanese teachers. Any educational policymaking and legislation has to include the 
association’s participation, for they should speak for teachers and negotiate rights and 
benefits for teachers.  
Since the ban proposal was sent to the parliament in 2005, the NTA and some 
local teachers’ associations have asked “supportive measures” from the Ministry and 
argued that instead of advocating no corporal punishment, the Ministry should work on 
these supportive measures such as decreasing the number of students per class 
(decreasing the student-teacher ratio), and adding counseling resources and professionals 
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within schools., because these can reduce teachers’ pressure in disciplining students. The 
Ministry did little regarding responding to this request before the ban was passed.  
Lung mentioned about this lack, this having of “no effective supporting 
measures” at the beginning of our conversation. Apparently, the Ministry did not do 
much about it. I wonder if her school has instituted supporting measures to support their 
teachers. I ask, “In your school, do you have any supporting measures since the ban?” 
Lung responds to me saying, “Most teachers punish students to copy the text. But 
I have never done that.”  
I was confused at first. Having students to copy the text, for me, is an alternative 
punishment, rather than the supporting measures that I intended to ask about. She adds, 
“If I punish students to copy the text, I then have to check if they do it and whether the 
copied content is correct. It’s they (students) making mistakes, not me. Why do I have to 
add myself more work to do?”  
I try to ask in another way about supporting measures, “For you, what supporting 
measures do you believe the Ministry should offer you?” 
Lung responds quickly, “‘Appropriate corporal punishment.’ It should be allowed 
and we should conduct it in a way that won’t hurt students physically.” 
I suddenly realize that Lung uses the term “supporting measures” differently than 
I do. I refer it to those measures that the government provides to help teachers have better 
chance to head off the need for corporal punishment. Yet she refers to alternative 
discipline strategies that would still allow teachers to inflict pain and distress as a way of 
punishing students. She is asking for some types of corporal punishments rather than 
alternatives to corporal punishment. 
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It sounds odd to me, semantically: Appropriate corporal punishment should be 
allowed alternatively to support the ban on all forms of corporal punishment? It seems 
that Lung is willing to sacrifice the use of some forms of corporal punishment that she 
might consider inappropriate in order to have some “appropriate” corporal punishment to 
be allowed. Her criterion seems not hurting students physically, although the dread of 
swift, painful judgment is so much a part of her repertoire as a teacher, it is unclear what 
exactly would fit the bill. 
I ask, “What appropriate forms of corporal punishment will you ask from the 
Ministry if you have chance to ask them to permit?  
Lung says, “I would not go ask that.” 
I ask, “Why not? If you think you need them?” 
 “No teacher wants to be the one who makes trouble or gets into trouble. I don’t 
have to bargain with them. I just do what I think I need to do.”  
I do not know if her reticence comes from believing that public advocacy will 
result in a teacher being deemed a troublemaker, even if she feels she has sufficient 
justification, or that she does not really believe she has sufficient justification to leverage 
bargaining with the Ministry. But it seems that from Lung’s perspective, to continue the 
use of corporal punishment surreptitiously under the legal prohibition is less troubling 
than negotiating what she, as a teacher, believes would help her to conduct her duties. 
I ask, “Regardless of bargaining with the Ministry or not, what corporal 
punishment do you think is appropriate?” 
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Lung seems to not have a concrete list, responding off the top of her head. 
“Something like asking students to do push-ups or open-close jumps (開合跳)23, or many 
exercises used by the sport teams that are recognized as acceptable training measures. 
There are many you can use.” Lung also suggests what might not be appropriate, “I heard 
people saying that it is not ok to ask students to walk on the ground as the duck does, and 
it is not ok to have students to kneel on the ground. Well, we eliminate these.” Another 
thought seems to occur to her. She adds, “But for these appropriate ones, you should not 
set the limit for its use. Every teacher has ‘a ruler’ in her mind. If you set limits, how can 
teachers use it? It might be reasonable to punish a student who misses, say, one 
assignment, just by 10 or 20 times of open-close jumps. But what if ten assignments? 
Still punish him 10 to 20 times? Or have him to stand just for 10 minutes? This is 
completely unfair. What I want to do is just protecting good children. How can I protect 
good children’s rights if you take away my rights?”  
I find myself wondering how severe the punishment would have to be, according 
to Lung's ruler, to deal with the student who misses 10 assignments. Should the severity 
or the number of repetitions adds up as the mistakes increase—in practice you either 
really add up the times or there should be some criterion once the situation goes too far. 
Lung argues that teachers are the ones who decide and who are capable to decide what is 
the best solution, relying on a “ruler in mind.” “We teachers are the ones who know our 
students well. We know what they can or cannot bear.” And the ruler sometimes gains 
assistance of the punished students, too. Lung states, “If we do not know it that well, 
                                                 
23
 I have not heard about this term until this dissertation interview tour.  It refers to continuous 
jumping with two legs positioning farer and positioning standing together alternatively. 
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students will tell us. For examples, one time, a student of mine told me that she couldn’t 
run that long because she had pain on her waist, I told her just run a half of the original 
length.”  
I am suspicious about if the student who misses 10 assignments, can have the 
right to argue, and if so, when and how they can argue. 
I ask, “Will you tell students in advance in what circumstances you will punish 
them, and how heavy the punishment would be?” 
Lung says, “As the semester starts, I will have them to take a look at the school 
policy. I tell them that I won’t easily issue demerits if, according to the policy, I don’t 
need to, because their application for high school might take into account these records. I 
tell them that I will instead deal with their behaviors by punishment. Before hitting them, 
I won’t say that ‘I am going to hit you;’ I say, ‘You take the responsibility for your own 
behavioral consequence.’ In some cases, I will warn them directly in advance; for 
example, I tell them if they dare to disturb the class with noise in certain subject teachers’ 
classes—usually for subject teachers who cannot handle the classroom order—I must 
strike them. Here is the principle: if I’ve told you not to let yourself to be punished and 
you fail, I then punish; If I’ve punished without sticks but it won’t work, I will go hitting 
directly. Nothing much I can say to you if you aren't getting this point.” 
Lung’s statement eventually again echoes the add-up framework but there is more 
to it if examining how our conversation has proceeded and gets here. Returning to the 
starting point that brought us here. Lung stated that she wished the Ministry to allow the 
teacher has “the right” to certain appropriate corporal punishment and there should be no 
limit but leaves the “ruler-in-mind” as to how to use these approved punishments.  This 
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“ruler-in-mind,” which gives individual teachers the authority to decide the nature and 
severity of the punishment, denies the legitimacy of any oversight, any questioning of 
whether that teacher's “ruler” is properly calibrated. Only the teacher knows the context 
of the crime, the student, the history between them, and therefore only they can determine 
what punishment should be meted out. Why does Lung need this ruler-in-mind of no 
limit? 
It does not merely have something to do with having an absolute authority to 
decide the punishment. By exercising the power of punishment via escalating the 
punishment with the perceived crime and perceived “abnormality” of the punished, Lung 
is leaving not only how a child should be punished to the teacher, but the meaning of 
punishment, the goal of punishment. In Lung's classroom, she is more than just protecting 
the “good students” as she has claimed, she is creating an entire system by which children 
are judged not just for their recent actions, but upon their “personality,” their potential to 
be “good.” Avoiding punishment is not just avoiding pain, but allows one to remain on 
the shore with the “good,” to be seen by others and perhaps by themselves as good, while 
watching the “abnormal” being set to sea as hopeless, an indictment that all can see, 
including the abandoned children themselves. It turns out that it is not because these 
children are good or not so they are punished or not. Rather, punishment is the means to 
establish and maintain this system: Name the good and the bad. Let the good ones to 
remain the good ones. If there is no punishment, this system collapses. This is why Lung 
believes that those boys who were originally good would turn to awful if she did not 
punish them. In Lung’s system, not being punished is the sole motivation for all students 
to continue behaving well. But why should students believe in their assigned good or bad 
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labels and act as the teacher wishes. It is not only because of negatively avoiding the pain 
inflicted by the punishment. 
In the end of our conversation up to now, I noticed that Lung reversed the person 
who should be responsible from the teacher to the student. She stated that she would not 
directly tell students what punishment and how heavy she would give as penalty for what 
specific crimes, she says to her students, “You take the responsibility for your own 
behavioral consequence.” The actual authority to decide what should be punished and 
how heavy the punishment should be, the ruler-in-mind has claimed that it is not the one 
that defines the whole punitive mechanism but the one, whoever student who is capable 
of behaving but acting the opposite, authorizes the punishment by his/her own! If 
students cannot watch themselves, don’t blame on the teacher. This creates a self-blame 
psychological mechanism within students’ mind: I am punished not because the teacher 
decided to punish me; rather because I am incapable of handling myself, and merely 
punishment via the teachers’ help, I am saved and guarded. It occurs to me that the leader 
boy who planned a fight confessed his incapability and expressed his appreciation to 
Lung. However, without learning the ability to analyze his impulses and motivations, to 
sooth his own emotion, and to resolve conflict without violent actions, what would 
happen to this boy after leaving Lung? Looking for other authorities as the punitive 
resource to constrain himself?  By reversing the responsibility to students and define the 
teacher as a saver justifies the right to punish, and via the exercise of this punitive system, 
students have become to believe their incapability and the punishment they deserves. 
This has created a special kind of mind that not only allows Lung to control the behaviors 
at this time but welcome, or being incapable of competing and resisting the external 
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authorities to inflict their wishes via their coercive measures. This involves not only the 
body but the mind. As Foucault (1977) says, “The soul is the effect and instrument of a 
political anatomy; the soul is the prison of the body.”  
*** 
Based on what Lung has told me, it seems that the ban did not have much impact 
on her actual practice of corporal punishment. Moreover, while currently all forms of 
corporal punishment are banned legally, she is hoping the Ministry should allow certain 
forms of corporal punishment as “alternatives” to corporal punishment.  
I am interested in why Lung attended a Positive Discipline Workshop five months 
ago. This workshop, targeting the learning of alternatives to corporal punishment, is not a 
mandatory professional course for teachers. It was held by the Humanistic Education 
Foundation, a non-government organization leading anti-corporal punishment in Taiwan, 
people whom it seems Lung would address as “you,” not “us.” 
I ask, “Why did you attend the Positive Discipline Workshop?”  
She does not answer my question; rather, for the first time in our conversation, 
she begins talking about something regarding changes in her use of corporal punishment 
in her first year of teaching. Lung recalls that she “hit extremely fiercely” in the first 
semester. It was September 2007 when she joined this school; the ban had been passed 
for nine months. Then she found that “hitting is of no use for some students,” no matter 
how severely. Having such an observation, Lung “only hit those who hitting can apply 
to.” Because of so, she said that she has hit “much less” since the second semester. 
This suggests that in our previous discussions, the systems of disciplining students 
justified by Lung might completely exclude the possibility of disciplining some students. 
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For example, Lung argues that there are students who feel nothing if there is no pain 
inflicted; therefore she hits them. These students seem to be the most troubled and 
through hitting Lung can maintain control of all students. Now, it seems this might not be 
so. 
I ask, “So how do you deal with those children whom the stick cannot apply to?” 
Lung says, “You have to keep searching what things the child cares, and try to use 
it to decrease the frequency a problem reoccurs—threatening or bribing, all hard and soft 
measures.” She expresses that she found strict measures indeed might not work very well 
as more and more students become inured, so she start trying softer ways—“ you bribe 
students with candies and cookies. Those homeroom teachers in another office do much 
far than we do; they even buy students crispy chicken and boba milk tea.” Lung further 
comments: “Do whatever you can do. But for some cases, you can only live with it” 
Suddenly another teacher in this office comes to ask money from Lung. Lung 
turns to explain to her that that there is one item on the list that is mispriced. After they 
are done, she turns to me and explains, “The lunar New Year is coming. Some parents 
who have economic difficulty are asking if teachers can buy their goods. We try helping 
these parents. Sorry, where are we before this?”  
I return to my question that she hasn’t answered yet. “Why did you attend the 
Positive Discipline Workshop?” I ask.  
“There are always some teachers who can discipline their students well without 
the stick.” She comments that no stick is “the ideal scenario for each teacher.” I am 
surprised that she says so because she has been arguing the necessity of fear and 
punishment since the beginning of our conversation. She continues, “Before I can get 
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there, I just can do what I can do. I went to the workshop to see if there is any ways more 
friendly I can learn, which will allow me to have my students truly get what I want them 
to learn instead of merely being yielded to my,” she pauses a second, “my punishment.” 
“Is it helpful?” I ask. 
“The workshop lets us know that humans are good in nature. You have to have a 
strong faith, coming from your deep heart, that what you have done to students now will 
eventually work, that your children will eventually be good. But the environment around 
you around the children might not support such belief. Students might have a family that 
cannot support them to become good. So there must be exception, right?” Lung says. “So 
if you have exceptions, you should protect the majority of children’s rights, right? You 
have to do what you should do.” 
*** 
At the end of our conversation, I ask, “Why do you want to be a teacher?” 
“My reason is nothing big. I felt I had nothing to do when I was an undergraduate. 
My older brother suggested I take the exam for entering teacher program training. I did. I 
did not pass the first time. And I had a feeling that why I could not beat it, so I took it 
again and passed the second time. My major is English, so I was lucky. English is the 
major subject in school. Many of my friends, majoring in subjects that middle schools 
don’t teach take second majors, such as math. After graduation, I did not survive in the 
exam competition to enter school being a teacher so I found some jobs as an institute 
teacher24. Our family economic condition is pretty good. My mother told me if I cannot 
                                                 
24
 An institute teacher is hired by short-term contrast, and does not have all the benefits an official 
hired teacher has. It is like a tenured teacher versus un-tenured teacher. 
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find a job, it won't matter. She told me that I just need to find a person getting married. 
But for the third year, I suddenly passed the exam without much extra effort in 
preparation. So I became a teacher.” 
“Will you continue being a teacher?” I ask. 
“I think I will.” She describes that she is very satisfied with this profession. 
“Compared with people who work outside of the school, I am very satisfied with my 
salary, and I have summer and winter breaks25.  The school is very close to where I have 
been lived and grew up. Though our children are more simple-minded, but most of them 
are 乖乖的.” She adds some merits of this job somewhat beyond my imagination, 
“Sometimes when I have bad mood. I can also find chance to scold students to let my 
emotion out and actually I am teaching them meanwhile. My colleagues are all young, 
easily to be communicate with. We try finding new stuffs to do such as group-order for 
food, eating and drinking, having fun!” 
She emphasizes that she is really a having fun person. She can have fun in this 
job, but there seems to be other possibility. “The fortune teller told me that I would not be 
a teacher anymore after 36 years old.” 
I say, “That's coming in just several years. Then what would you do?” 
                                                 
25
 In Taiwan, teachers have the break as students do—they do not have to go to school, and for 
most of time, have no obligatory duties. And they are paid the same amount as they work during these 
breaks (about three months)  
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Lung says, “He said that I would go into business involving female luxury 
handbags. Actually that is my bobby. You know women.” She turns to a very joyful 
mood suddenly, and adds, “But I can go do business of 滷味26. I love eating.” 
“I saw you are excited about the peanut candy in the kiosk” I say. 
“Yes! I am.” 
It has been lunchtime, and our conversation is to the end. I say, “I should go. 
Thanks very much for sharing your experiences with me.” She smiles happily at me and 
says, “Let me send you to the gate.” We leave the office, walking down the elevators 
toward the exit of this building. On our way, I saw a line of students who were punished 
by half-kneeling outside of their classroom, quietly, during this joyful lunchtime.  
Lien & Lu 
Lu:  Humanists argue that we should not hit children because children will imitate 
what you do: they will learn to “use violence to deal with the violent (以暴制暴
).” I doubt. What theory supports this? 
Lien:  But I feel it’s true. Children do what we adults do. Like my daughter, when I 
speak loud, she will speak loud. 
Lu: No. Not every child becomes violent. Only those who are hit but are not 
convinced they are doing wrong things turn out to be bad, turn out to be violent—
because psychologically they reject the hit. We all grew up being hit and scolded, 
but we did not all become bad guys— because we truly believed that teachers did 
                                                 
26
 滷味 is popular kind of  in Taiwan. The meat, fowl, soybean products, vegetables, or any food 
materials preferred are stewed with soy sauce and aromatic plants and strained before serving. 
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good things to us; we believe teachers are not humiliating us but teach us right let 
us know what’s wrong.” 
 
Lien, a mother of a two-year-old girl in her middle 30s, joined this school 12 
years ago. After teaching Chinese and also being a homeroom teacher for the first 5 
years, she left her teaching position temporarily for 2 years, pursuing a master degree in 
instruction. In the second year of her study, the legal ban was sent to the parliament and 
started the legislative process. Lien returned to her position in September 2006, which is 
three months before the ban was passed; meanwhile, she was pregnant. The pregnancy 
brought her a chance to waive the duty of being a homeroom teacher. Lien chose to take 
the waiver and since then she has been simply a subject teacher and has no interests in 
being a homeroom teacher again. 
We meet each other at her school campus. Once we settle down, she was 
enthusiastic to know how I am able to study abroad: “How did you apply for it? How did 
you find your advisor? Do you pay the tuition by your own?” 
I briefly share my experiences, wondering if she is planning on studying abroad. 
She then says, “I planned to. But my boyfriend, now my husband, did not plan to go with 
me. So I told myself, forget about it. This idea again came to me when I almost finished 
my master degree. But I was pregnant then. Things became difficult. It’s so fast, 12 
years.” 
She continues, revealing another unrealized dream—being a faculty. “Even if I 
obtain a Ph.D. degree and teach in the university, the life seems to be very stressful. I 
know a friend, he obtained the degree abroad in the US, but is still having trouble finding 
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a position in Taiwan’s national university. He teaches in a private university with a 
terrible teaching load. Moreover, as the child population is decreasing27, there will be 
many universities, particularly private ones, which will be forced to shut down in the near 
future. I will lose my job eventually.” 
I ask, “Why do you want to be a faculty in university?” 
“I do not like interacting with people. If I do research, I do not have to interact 
with people very much.” Lien explains. From my perspective, I do not think being a 
faculty fit her criterion, and being a middle school teacher—a professional that in general 
requires more social interactions in every single day than a faculty in university—cannot 
be possibly an option for her. 
I ask, “Why did you become a teacher?” 
“My father. He asked me to attend the normal university. My entry exam for 
university was good. I scored high enough to enter schools of law or of foreign language 
in general universities, but he asked me to choose the normal university. The tuition was 
fully supported by the government, and the job is safe and stable. It was the hope of my 
family.” 
She elaborates that in undergraduate, how she felt about her life and about a 
being-a-middle-school-teacher future. “I felt my life was boring. I was young. And I 
would like to go explore, to try. A middle school teacher is just a very ordinary job, with 
no changes, dull, old-fashioned. It is a bowl of rice (這碗飯28) you will not want to 
                                                 
27
 Taiwan is currently the country which has the lowest birth rate on earth. 
28
 Rice bowl (飯碗) refers to the job which your work on to feed you. 
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have.” I saw an unspeakable unfulfillment on her face. She goes further to explain why 
she is still here being a middle school teacher. 
 “Some friends of mine, who are also Buddhists as I am, keep persuading me that 
fame and wealth is mundane stuff that I should not aim for. I guess I hear them, and I 
become less and less aggressive in making achievements, either in obtaining degrees or in 
my job.” She speaks with a swing uncertainty of her destiny, and ends up this line of 
conversation saying, “I have been doing self-adjustment, adapting myself to my middle 
school life.” She smiles at me as if saying, “I am ok.”  
Once as a good student, Lien excelled in this educational system, scoring high 
enough to be able to choose whatever major her preferred and explore her lives before 
settling down. However instead, she has sacrificed her dreams at every critical moment in 
her life. She sacrificed the journey of searching and achieving actualization of herself in 
order to be the daughter that her family wishes her to be, a girlfriend, a wife and a mother 
that her husband wishes her to be. Now she is a Buddhist, convinced to be what people 
believe a Buddhist should be. 
*** 
I began the interview asking if she found the legal ban had any impact on her or 
her campus. Lien says, “Since I am a subject teacher—it has been about three years—I’ve 
lived a very light-minded life. Once I finish my lecture, I walk away from the classrooms 
and students. You still deal with student issues during the lecture, but beyond that, you 
feel it is none of your business." 
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A subject teacher surely has fewer duties than a homeroom teacher, but it does not 
necessarily mean they are less motivated to engage. It is an intentional decision made by 
Lien to distance herself from her students. 
She recalled, “For the first several years of teaching, my students appreciated 
what I did for them. They knew my hitting or scolding is for them—I wanted to prevent 
them from making mistakes which will lead them to fall into a wrong life path by mistake 
(誤入歧途).” For Lien, the ideal path for students is entering national high schools, 
which would provides better academic environment for students to study for entering 
universities. Particularly, Lien comments, “in this countryside, the academic path is the 
only way for these children to gain a secure life in the future.” She found students might 
feel “painful” or “angry” when being hit or scolded now, but as they entered the high 
school, they came back to thank Lien’s disciplining them. 
However, the measures she primarily utilized to TEACH, hitting and scolding, 
which allowed her to be an appreciated and respectable teacher now open her up to 
blame. “Now the whole society is filled with a kind of humanistic atmosphere: People 
blame teachers for punishing students’ wrongdoings. They argued instead of punishing 
wrongdoings, teachers should forgive students and teach them.” But what Lien could not 
understand is: “Without hitting and without scolding, how can you teach children?” The 
pressure feels overwhelming. “Everyone comes from outside of the school; now they can 
launch an expedition against the teacher to accuse what you do.” Particularly, parents are 
influenced by the “public opinions” that “they think they can and will call anywhere—the 
principal, the educational authorities, the media—to accuse you. They have power and 
they show us that we cannot touch their children.”  
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She describes a case. “A student fiddled the score he earned in a middle exam, 
which is worth definitely a demerit according to the school policy. Perhaps being afraid 
of his mother’s scolding, this student revised the original poor score, 65, on the exam 
paper as 70, and took this fiddled paper to his teacher asking the teacher to ‘correct’ his 
grade record. The teacher kind of remembered how well the student actually performed 
so was not cheated by him. Instead, he informed this student’s homeroom teacher and the 
homeroom teacher decided to issue this student a demerit. But the parents refused to take 
this demerit, believing that their child was innocent and that the teachers made groundless 
accusations. To have their child get rid of this demerit, the parents further asked a local 
congressman, who is a friend of theirs, to put pressure on the school. Fortunately, this 
case turned out good because this congressman seems to be a reasonable man. He saw the 
obvious evidence of revised score on the paper, said nothing and left. But as you see from 
this, parents nowadays behave as no one can do anything to their children, appealing to 
strong and powerful backup. We teachers are blamed for hitting, for scolding students, 
and now are even questioned if we issue demerits? We have no power at all.” 
She continues arguing, “Banning corporal punishment leads more bullying.” 
I am puzzled. I could not see what we just discussed led to this argument. I ask, 
“What made you feel that banning corporal punishment causes more bullying?” 
Lien says, “Because teachers lose their authority. If children even do not fear 
teachers, whom should they fear?” Lien adds, “We humans are animals. The weak are the 
prey of the strong (弱肉強食).”  
I wonder who is the prey of whom. I ask, “Do you mean the bullying between 
students?” 
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Lien says, “And students bully teachers. The spoiled children are so easily to 
become unhappy if we punish them, or even just speak to them with a higher pitch or 
angry tone. We cannot hit, cannot scold, and even cannot try persuading them because 
children feel you are preaching. If we do, what they will do is not merely complain about 
you; they will sue you. You are threatened. You don’t know if students who sit below the 
podium are holding something that can be used to sue you. They learn from the TV news 
that they can video or audio tape what the teacher does.”  
This is, for Lien, a series of wrestling matches, of which the immediate battles 
have occurred inside the campus between the teacher and the children, the parent, and 
whomever backs them, such as a congressman. Beyond these battles, it is as if an overall 
declaration of war against teachers had been made, coming from outside of the campus, 
calling to deprive teachers of that absolute authority, the “ruler-in-mind” that Lung 
referred to, a privilege they have been granted since the first day they became teachers. 
Until this call, there has been difficulties in teachers touching students’ bodies and saying 
whatever they might like to their students. Not until this call, fear has flowed only from 
teacher to student; now it flows from students, parents, administrators, government, and 
advocates. It swirls about until no one is quite sure what they may or may not due, and 
what consequences may or may not come to pass. For Lien, she has been identified 
herself with that absolute power and she has only had one version of being a teacher. 
Faced with this call, she has decided to withdraw since today people are not expecting a 
teacher to be a teacher.  
*** 
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 Knowing that Lien has become less and less motivated as a teacher, I am curious 
as to why, in 2009, she attended a professional workshop regarding discipline. I think, 
perhaps, she is not as pessimistic as she described, still trying to look for alternatives to 
scolding and hitting. I ask, “What motivated you to attend the Positive Discipline 
Workshop?”  
 The answer surprised me. Lien went to fight for her beliefs in corporal 
punishment. “There are always people who love haranguing. I went there to prove they 
are wrong. They don’t understand things are not so easy in practice.”  
Lien starts arguing, “Do they know why a teacher punishes students? Above you, 
there is a principal, and above the principal, the educational authorities. Though the 
Ministry says that nowadays we should not evaluate students only by grades, the 
authorities—the whole society—still judge a school and the principal by its high school 
entry rate. So the principal puts pressure on you. Our school makes teacher performance 
publicly known. The administration announces at our morning rally, to the whole school, 
how many students who scored on their simulation exam high enough to enter the top 
ranked high schools; for example, ‘9th Grade, Class 4, 3 students.” One time, I got 
ZERO! I listened to them saying that I was a homeroom teacher with a ZERO. Don’t you 
need to use some measures, to have your children study hard? Have those humanists 
thought about this? They don’t. They had never considered that teachers are not teaching 
alone, but surrounded by other people who have expectations for you. The humanists go 
further requesting you to do otherwise—they ask you to not put focus on grades but take 
care of student individual needs and be patient about individual student progress. How 
could we make this happen?” 
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I ask, “So how did you feel about the workshop?” 
Lien responded, “I changed a bit my original thoughts about them. They actually 
do have their ideals. But what they suggested to do— I tried once after returning to the 
school—did not help but made my life difficult. They suggested us to try something 
different which helps get rid of punishment—do not set grade criteria for students. If 
there are no criteria, you will not need to punish students once they score below the 
criteria. Instead of punishing, you simply just urge them to learn. That’s all. They told us 
to give students a happier life. I listened to them and I did. I had given criteria and asked 
students to copy the questions and the correct answers as punishment if they scored 
below. But I did not do the same thing that time. It came the mid-term exam, and it 
happened that my daughter was sick and I did not take good care of my lecture that well. 
There was a translation question, which appeared on the exam, that I missed to teach my 
students. You know what? The parents called the Office of Instruction Affairs to accuse 
me. They said that my lecture was too happy and fun, and I gave students too few 
additional materials, which caused students to perform poorer than before. I was accused 
as an incapable teacher! Their suggested way is totally impractical in this real world.” 
Lien was more open than I thought. She tried different things. But such openness 
lacks an inclusive nature—she seems to easily yield to others’ opinions and expectations 
regarding how she should be a teacher. Humanists in the workshop said what a teacher 
should be, and she tried to be what they promoted, a teacher without punishment. But 
once the parents complained her as an incapable teacher, she was frightened and 
discarded the new trail. Her statements show little about how she perceives conflicts 
between two ideas, ideologies, philosophies, and how or whether she even tries to resolve 
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these conflicts in order to have coherent goals and actions. Being surrounded by those 
whose greatest concern is student performance, she simply follows the expectations of 
people immediately surrounded.  
 “Since the school only put their eyes on those top performed students, and we 
now cannot punish to push other students to improve, I simply do not have any particular 
expectation for students for whom the studying thing won’t be suitable. Before, I could 
hit them and saw if they could do better. Now, I might need to ask them to come over 
during breaks, orally testing them if they memorize the texts, or having them do the same 
paper tests for the second time to see if they can get the answers right gradually. Like 
yesterday, I sacrificed my noon break. I cannot do that all the time. It will take too much 
effort and time I cannot afford. Since the school does not care these children, I make 
things easier. Do not put too much effort and time for these children.” 
I ask, “What children do you refer as children ‘whom the studying thing won’t 
suitable for?’” 
Lien says, “Of course, they are those children mostly from families with lower 
economic status.” 
*** 
Lu, a colleague of Lien, joined us in the middle of our conversation. Lien believes 
that Lu, an on-duty homeroom teacher, could provide further insights. Lu has taught for 
10 years in three different schools, spending 2 years at each of the first two, and 6 years 
in the current—the first and the current one are in the countryside; the second is in the 
urban area.  
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Lu recalls, “Before transferring here, I had a lot nightmares. Urban parents won’t 
allow you to punish their children; even issuing a demerit will, they believe, hurt their 
children’s hearts.” The school principal called for “education of love,” advocating 
teachers to replace punishment with talking to students. Lu tried. She invested most of 
her time in students she calls “bad children,” but still their bad manners would not 
disappear from her class. These children missed assignments, smoked, said dirty words, 
and engaged in gang-like actives to exclude classmates who refused to follow their 
orders. She talked and talked to these bad children all the time. Lu found these children 
seemed to understand what she said and would try behaving as she appeared, but they 
would return to who they were when Lu could not have her eyes on them. “Good children 
had to always bear these disrupting things.” A deep guilt started filled with Lu’s mind. 
She felt very sorry about her incapability to offer those good children a nice studying 
environment. Good children blamed her. Good children felt that she backed up bad 
children as if they were “good friends;” good children wondered why they should 
behaved well since those bad children could do whatever they wanted without sanctions. 
“I owed these good children.” In those nightmares, her dreams were filled with guilty and 
she was frightened as to wake up at nights.  Lu finally decide to leave , transferring to this 
current school. This school allows teachers to punish students but teachers do not hit 
students as severely as the first countryside school she served. Lu felt teaching here is 
reasonable. She comments, “I feel capable. Via punishment, I can contribute a good class 
environment to good students.” 
I ask, “Can you give me an example—how did you talk to students if not 
punishing them?” 
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“Take the missing assignment for example. You have to start from a very far 
point. Tell him that handing in an assignment is his responsibility and being responsible 
should be a habit. Tell him that he might not have to hand in assignment after graduating 
from schools, but if he learns the habit to complete what he is responsible to do every 
day, he will have a better chance to find a good job. Something like this. You give him a 
just reason.” 
From my perspective, there must be some reason that a student does not hand in 
an assignment, which should be the central point in talking with these students, but Lu 
did not mention about this. I ask, “Why did your students not hand in assignment?” 
Lu says, “Because their parents do not care at all, so students have become used 
to just watching TV, playing video games, or doing whatever they want to do expect 
working on assignments after school.” Lu comments, “It is about ‘habit.’” From her 
perspective, students have the habit to do other things but homework at home. And it is 
not that they do not know what they do is wrong, but they just cannot break the habit. 
“They are not mature enough. They do not have the ability to control or constrain 
themselves. They always live in the regret that they cannot complete their assignments.” 
So Lu suggests punishment is necessary, not for correcting these habitual behaviors—
because you cannot do much about those— but for preventing these habits being seen in 
her class. “It’s about atmosphere. If you do not stop the first person, there will be the 
second and the third.”  
I ask, “So will the child eventually learn to behave right?”  
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Lu says, “When children grow up, they will be able to control themselves, and 
behave as they believed.” She described that for students who graduated and came back 
to see her, they changed.   
*** 
I ask, “Did this ban have any impact on you?” 
Lu explains that because the boundary between what is corporal punishment and 
what is not is unclear, sometimes she would like to punish students, but wonders if what 
she would do could be illegal, she would withdraw from dealing with student issues. “For 
example, before, I would discipline students by my own if they fight with each other. I 
might not call their parents or issue demerits but just disciplined them. Now, let’s just 
issue demerits or call their parents to deal with by their own.” 
I ask, “Discipline? The legal ban simply asks teachers not do corporal 
punishment. It does not ask teacher to not discipline students.” 
Lu says indignantly, “Because we have no ideas what exactly the alternative is to 
discipline students!” Lien follows, “Can you have them run? Is running corporal 
punishment? I still punish my students by having them run. I do not think asking students 
to run a round will cause any harm. But the Ministry won’t tell you explicitly what you 
can or cannot do. Finally, it seems that if students fall down or get injured—you know 
nowadays students might have weaker physical strength and cannot sustain easy physical 
tasks—the punishment will be called corporal punishment; if nothing happens, it is not 
corporal punishment.” From Lien’s perspective, whether the punishment is corporal is 
contingent on if students injuries. How this could work in practice? Try and see if 
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students fall down? Isn’t Lien’s worry about whether students would fall down the 
sufficient condition to not have them run?  
  Lu adds, “Here in this countryside school, our situation is more reasonable. 
Unlike a friend of mine, who teaches in the downtown city, and cannot even punish 
students with standing for 10 minutes—their local government made this limit—because 
it is officially viewed as corporal punishment. 10 minutes? For one child, ten-minute-
standing is nothing. They won’t FEAR it at all. Then teachers become very tired. Ok, one 
student stands for 10 minutes then sits down; another student stands for 10 minutes and 
sits down; then another…. Teaching students nowadays is like the game ‘hitting the 
mole!’ If I cannot punish the students beyond 10 minutes, you tell me. The government 
should tell me, what way instead will be effective when I use it at the first time.” 
Lu is asking for an alternative which can function the same as hitting or other 
heavy corporal punishment, that will cause fear and deter students from certain behaviors 
immediately. Yes, then there might be no alternatives except more cruel measures.  
Lien comments, “Teacher training did not train us the profession of discipline at 
all, but the government now thinks that we should have this profession so well that we 
should not need the stick.”  
I ask, “In general, is there anything you learned from teacher training that you feel 
helpful?”  
“No. Perhaps only one thing – the course Classroom Management taught us how 
to decorate the classroom.” Lien says. 
Lu adds, “Perhaps curriculum and instruction.” 
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Lien seemed to agree but she further argues, “But that course is just about 
instructional materials. It has nothing to do with discipline issue.” 
They were both trained by “Normal University system,” but went to different 
universities. They argue that their training could not be very different because the system 
is run by the same group of “professors who have no practical experiences in teaching 
middle school at all.” Lien says, “All discussions about classrooms were imaginary; we 
had no experience being a teacher in middle school, and neither did those professors.” Lu 
adds, “And they just lectured on THEORIES; very far from the reality.” 
I ask, “So you wish that you can have opportunities to learn alternatives?” 
Lu: “No. Just tell us what are the boundaries.” 
I ask, “So, what punishments do you want the Ministry to allow?” 
Lu: “Punishing students by squatting and standing up, running the athletic ground, 
or writing.” 
Lien: “ I will not ask them to do squatting and standing up because it might hurt 
their knees. After I became a mom, I grew more concerned.” 
Lu adds, “And punishing them by standing for a period of time.” 
Lien says, “Actually even if they permit punishing students by running, I am 
afraid whether some child may be unable to stand it. Children have weaker body 
nowadays. If something happens, it becomes the teacher’s fault.” 
I ask Lu, “You do not mention anything about hitting?” 
Lu says, “Hmm. Because it is difficult to control how heavy it is. Hitting should 
be allowed but the only issue is how heavy. I am afraid to hurt children.” Lien adds, “And 
when becoming angry.” Lu says, “Yes.” 
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Lien says, “We try not holding the stick when we are angry, but sometimes even 
yourself is not aware that you have been angry.” 
Lu says, “Yes. If we can have a professional who has expertise at hitting, things 
will work out.” 
I ask, “How can there be a profession like that?” 
Lu says, “I said it is difficult. Perhaps we should design a machine. You ask 
students to put their hands at some position and the machine hits.” Lien and Lu both 
laugh. 
I cannot believe what I just heard and I hear myself says, “That’s scary?” 
Lu comments, “I feel we should have a ban, but it should draw a clear line—what 
is really corporal punishment, what is not.” 
I have never expected that Lu would suggest we should have a ban. I ask, “Why 
do you think there should be a ban?” 
Lu explains, “Teachers make mistakes, either. Teachers really hold extreme 
authority. If you do not set some constraint, some teachers will live in lawless and 
godless situation (無法無天). Teachers might feel I am mafia that I can do anything; they 
might feel in my world, I am the only source of law. Eventually they might do things 
without any reason (無理取鬧).” 
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Chapter 4 
THE RISE OF THE STUDENT-TEACHER RELATIONSHIP 
Intuitively, the function of a legal ban on corporal punishment is to stop teachers 
from using corporal punishment. Indeed, it did deter some teachers. However, the four 
teachers (Liao, Lien, Liu, and Lo) I interviewed who immediately stopped hitting 
students and attributed their cessation to the ban all still believed that hitting students 
should be permitted. They stopped simply because it was now illegal. Moreover, they 
seemed to appear less likely to pursue the learning of alternative management strategies. 
They were also inclined to shift their passion and attention away from their students. In 
contrast, those teachers who stated that their changes had nothing to do with the 
legislation, or acknowledged the legislation as part but not the major cause of their 
changes, put more efforts on positive, constructive professional development. Most 
importantly, this latter group not only changed their practices, but shifted from believing 
corporal punishment was a legitimate strategy to arguing against corporal punishment. 
Thus, while the ban may have reduced corporal punishment in the short-term, it did little 
to foster the beliefs that would lead teachers to reject corporal punishment as an 
unacceptable practice. It leaves one wondering how successful the ban will be, long-term. 
What caused some teachers to react solely to the ban, while others were influenced by 
additional factors, and affected more deeply? 
 This is not an easy question to answer, for each teacher has his/her unique life 
happenings which lead certain development in their profession. Still, I found a common 
theme regarding how teachers relate to students and conceptualize the student-teacher 
relationship that might at least partially explain the difference between these two groups. 
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Teachers create a power in different ways. In this situation, it is useful to contrast 
those who adopt a coercive attitude to create power, and those who develop relationships 
with students that put the teachers in a position of power. Whether these two can co-exist 
in theory, in practice, they seem incompatible. Once a teacher learns the power of this 
quality of interpersonal relationship, they seem to become more willing to voluntarily 
give up using the stick.  Also, this positive affective connection with their students 
contributes to teachers’ psychological happiness and well being, and teachers grow to 
value these feelings and see the development of positive relationships as part of their 
professional aspirations. 
There seems to be a bit of a paradox, however, when considering the origins of 
teachers' desire for positive interpersonal relationships. As long as they continue using 
corporal punishment and creating a coercive environment, these new relationships are 
unlikely to emerge. And simply ceasing to use corporal punishment is unlikely to cause 
genuinely warm relationships to bloom; in fact, there is likely to be a chaotic period after 
the teachers have abandoned corporal punishment and before they have developed 
alternative strategies, a strong incentive to return to familiar ways. How, then, do teachers 
make the transition? The stories I will tell in this chapter provide some possible answers, 
as we examine how teachers forged relationships with students, and the catalysts for this 
transformation. 
Tsu 
“We teachers all grow up in believing this, 'without being cut and chiseled, the jade 
cannot be shaped as a useful vessel; without being hit, the person cannot be somebody.' 
Parents think 'I can hit my children whom I give birth to.' It’s not something merely 
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regarding how a school education should be, or what a teacher can or cannot do. Deep in 
our bones – since we were babies at home starting to be conscious about this world, we 
have completely surrendered to these values. How can teachers who have been living in 
such a way for twenty or thirty years suddenly realize, just because of a ban, that it’s 
wrong if an adult hits a kid?”  
 
Eighteen years ago, Tsu's proud mother bought her a present to make her ready 
for being a teacher—a stick. This stick is of a special kind, carefully chosen. It can cause 
pain but not injuries, and it is well-disguised, so that it doesn't immediately appear to be a 
punitive tool. Her mother told her, “You have to hit them; you have to. Hit them 
ferociously; give them 教訓29.”  
Tsu recalled, “Mom knows rattans would cause injuries, and wooden sticks could 
cause bruises. She helped me look for a kind of stick, a massage stick. It was cylinder 
shaped, made of many assembled long and thin bamboo sticks in the middle. Mom is a 
nurse. She said there are many acupoints around hands, and using this massage stick to 
heat these acupoints is good for students’ health. She reminded me to replace the stick 
constantly for the children's health; children’s hands get sweaty and the stick becomes 
moldy. She said, ‘Hitting them, it is just like massage.’” 
Now in her 40s, Tsu has taught in this school since the first day she became a 
teacher, teaching earth science and biology. She has been also a homeroom teacher for 
                                                 
29
 ‘Give them 教訓’ is similar to ‘teach them a lesson.’ It has educational implication but the 
lesson usually refers to the one taught by punishments or more specifically, biting or hitting. 教訓 refers to 
instruction, usually from the superior to the subordinate. It also refers to learned experiences/understanding 
from failure or frustrated experiences. Here, the lesson to kids is taught by the frustrated experiences of 
being hit fiercely, from their teachers, someone superior to them. 
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most of her teaching years. Her school is located in a rural area, close to the seashore. 
There are a total of 24 classes, about 30 students per class, from 7th to 9th grade. Parents 
trust her. They encourage her to use corporal punishment on their children.  “Once they 
meet teachers and feel that you look trustworthy, it seems that their kids are your kids,” 
said Tsu. Parents tell her, “It’s ok to hit.”  
Her colleagues hit. Tsu observed that as long as teachers created a system of clear 
rules for punishment to effectively manage their classrooms, using sticks would be seen 
as appropriate. In terms of effectiveness, raising students’ grades and manage students’ 
manners are two biggest concerns.  
Hitting can be of such a use to raise students’ grades, for example. An English 
teacher in Tsu’s school plays games when teaching English conversation. Students have 
to answer questions correctly in a quick tempo or they would be hit as punishment. 
Because students must concentrate on such a learning process for avoiding to be hit, their 
English performance improved, according to Tsu. “There was a student who scored zero 
out of one hundred when taught by his previous English teacher who did not hit. This 
student improved his performance to sixty when taught by this teacher who hit. This 
teacher was viewed as a savior because the student finally showed some fundamental 
ability for learning this subject. Parents and children do not complain. The atmosphere of 
such a game with punishment is like what we see in a TV variety show. There is no anger 
or hurt; it’s not as if a teacher became angry and hit you to teach you a lesson. And there 
is the positive outcome, improved grades, to support such practice.” 
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Teachers also offer students corporal punishment as an alternative to ‘being 
issued an official demerit record30’ when students behave inappropriately. Though there 
is school policy which guides the demerit system, the issue of demerits is controlled by 
individual teachers. For example, the policy might suggest that insulting a teacher is 
worth a small demerit, but whether a student’s behavior is deemed insulting is judged by 
the teacher who interacts with this student, and it is this teacher who has the right to issue 
or cancel the demerit. Official demerits will show up when students apply to continue 
their education at higher levels, but being hit leaves no record. Students usually choose to 
be hit, and teachers think hitting is more effective in deterring students than having a 
demerit written on a paper somewhere, so they prefer students choosing to be hit as well. 
This kind of barter, swapping strikes for demerits, is commonly seen in Tsu’s school. 
“It’s like a contract or agreement between students and teachers, made just between 
them,” Tsu commented.  
As for Tsu, she spoke the power of stick as if it was her final resort, “I did not hit 
very often. I hit for their manners, for their sense of morality, but not for grades or 
performance ranking. After speaking to them again and again, trying all kinds of both 
harsh and soft ways, and when time was tight, I told them I would hit them if they 
continued behaving in a certain way.” From Tsu's perspective, the power of waving the 
                                                 
30
 All of the Taiwanese junior high schools adopt similar demerit system. A conventional rule is 
that students will be issued “warning” for committing the lightest unacceptable behaviors such as not 
handing homework assignment, “small demerit” for lighter unaccepted manners such as smoking, and 
“large demerit” for serious ones such as fighting or cheating. Three warnings lead a small demerit, and 
three small demerits lead to a large demerit, and three large demerits would lead students to be expelled 
from school. There might be some rules to erase the demerit records, depending on school policy or 
individual teachers’ rules. Students usually would try to transfer to another school to avoid to be expelled 
from a school due to demerits. The demerit records are part of students’ official record which will be seen 
and examined when students transfer, enter a new school or apply for a school.   
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stick does not merely depend on to what degree the pain would cause but also on creating 
a sharp contrast between her normal warm self and her sudden cold harsh attitude and 
actions. . “I seldom hit. But when I turned extremely harsh suddenly, my children would 
be shocked and frightened. I am a female; my hit won’t hurt as much as that of a male 
teacher. But children can tell the differences between the normal me and the ferocious 
me. Because of the contrast, it worked with even just one heavy hit; students would cease 
doing whatever they intended to do.” It was this immediate effect of stopping students’ 
wrongdoings that convinced Tsu that hitting was effective. 
The ban seemed to have little impact at Tsu's school. The school administration 
delivers copies of policy to every teacher whenever it receives these documents from the 
educational authorities. There is no practical support regarding how to implement the 
policies; the documents merely iterate “no corporal punishment” by written word, again 
and again. “Who will read these reiterating words after several times?” commented Tsu, 
“Sometimes you would even find these words highlighted. However, if you know that 
these highlights were made by a teacher who was responsible for informing about and 
advocating the ban, and he himself still hit, you wonder if you should care about the 
ban.”  In her school, most teachers simply follow their own discipline rules with little 
concern as to whether they are violating the ban. 
The biggest impact of the ban at Tsu's school, perhaps was on a teacher who had 
been strongly complained about by the parents of a kid that was hit badly long before the 
ban was passed. The principal and many people were involved in helping to resolve the 
complaint. This teacher was, in the end, protected from any legal consequences. Tsu said, 
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“For this particular teacher, he becomes even more cautious about not touching his 
students because he knows now parents have an exact law to argue that you cannot hit.” 
For Tsu, nothing changed until the summer of 2009, 2-1/2 years after the ban's 
enactment. Corporal punishment had been illegal only on paper; nothing had been said, 
not even whispers could be heard on the air at Tsu's campus. That summer, though, Tsu 
received a polite request from an administrator, asking her to attend a workshop.  
*** 
Tsu was happy to take this opportunity. She commented, “I saved him (that 
administrator) because if nobody else would go, he would have to go by himself.” The 
local government had sent out an official document urging each school to send at least 
one teacher to appear at this “Positive Discipline Workshop31”. Tsu invited other teachers 
to join her, but not a single teacher said yes. It was a workshop held by the organization 
which has led the anti-corporal punishment movement in Taiwan, and made the 
legislation possible. Tsu recalled her colleagues’ responses, “Everyone hates this 
organization to almost spit on it!” Finally she went alone. She did not care much about 
the “bad reputation” the organization had but treated the workshop as a possibility to 
improve her profession, “I went to learn more ways to teach.” There, what she learned 
                                                 
31
 The non-profit organization, Humanistic Education Foundation has offered various kinds of 
professional development courses in teaching and parenting. After the legislation, they held this particular 
kind of Positive Discipline Workshop in every summer from 2007 to 2010 to target alternatives to corporal 
punishment. Most professional development courses, which are held and offered by the government 
educational authorities, whether required or optional, are free to schoolteachers. These are paid for by 
government educational budget. Instead, if teachers are interested in courses held by non-government 
organizations, they have to pay for these themselves. The HEF sought local government support to spread 
the information about the workshop, and sometimes even to offer funding support for teachers. How the 
cooperation works between the HEF and local governments depends on the political, social and educational 
atmosphere in the local areas.      
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went beyond prohibitions, beyond a simple set of strategies. It transformed her 
perspectives on teaching, students, and education. 
“I was shocked,” Tsu recalled. She was amazed to find that she had been living in 
a world where a central idea was missing: the idea that adults should show respect to 
children. Neither did it exist in Tsu’s mind, nor in the minds of a majority of people of 
the society where she lives. But once Tsu identified this absence, she realized it was 
evident in even the most ordinary life experiences, ones that Tsu shared with everyone 
she encountered in her daily life.  
In a talk at the workshop, the speaker described a situation in which most us who 
are Taiwanese have experienced. When parents meet acquaintances or friends of their 
generation in the company of their children, the children are expected to show 
“politeness” toward these adults. They are taught to immediately recognize these elders 
and call them, 叔叔 or 阿姨32, which expresses a respectful ‘hello’ to adults. In public 
places or during festivals such as Lunar New Year, the situation is particularly common, 
as families meet up at celebrations. Some children have a “sweet mouth;” they behave as 
adults expect. The encountered elders often praise these children, “you are very 乖33.” 
                                                 
32
 Literally, 叔叔 and 阿姨 are uncle and aunt. In such situation, children are not truly related to 
these elders. In Taiwan, children call adults who are of the generation of their parents 叔叔 or 阿姨, as a 
conventional respectful title. Calling people of elder generations by names are usually viewed as an 
inappropriate manner.   
33
 乖 is a commonly used term, used to praise those kids who listen to adults, following what 
adults say; 不乖 refers to the opposite, being naughty. For example, “你好乖 (you are very 乖)” is a 
common praise given by adults to kids. And vice versa, “不乖” is used to describe or blame kids when 
adults find kids to disobey. Notice that when using these phrases, adults’ primary concern is whether kids’ 
behaviors follow adults’ expectation or certain regulations or cultural expectations. And it is not kids’ right 
but adults’ or the cultural expectations to decide if kids are 乖 or 不乖. In other words, adults are not 
interested in ‘why’ kids perform in certain ways conflicting with the criteria, and not interested in ‘how’ 
kids can or cannot make these predominant expectations. They focus on whether you perform it. If not, kids 
are punished, and they have to figure out a way to correct their manners. 
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But some children are awkward; they may forget, not want to speak; or they may be shy. 
When this happens, parents usually feel that they themselves lose face. They either urge 
their children again and again, “Why didn’t you call? Hurry up! Call!” or scold their 
children publicly that they have “no politeness!” The spotlight focuses on children, and 
the tension doesn't let up until the children perform perfectly. The speaker said, “I always 
feel it’s unfair to kids. Shouldn't politeness be a mutual thing? Why should kids say hello 
to these strange old people? Why are we adults not responsible to say ‘how are you?’ and 
start a conversation when we encounter kids?”   
Tsu was “impressed” by the unbalanced relationship between adults and children 
hidden in this tiny life example, revealed by the speaker. She had never encountered this 
kind of respect until then. Being polite should be a manifestation of respect. Children are 
requested to show their respect to adults in a specific way, but adults are not obligated to 
do so. She found this lens irresistible, compelling her to examine what she had done to 
her students. While in the workshop, she started jotting down one idea after another 
regarding how she could make up for her previous interactions with her students, which 
had lacked this quality of respect. Meanwhile, she found that such respect was “a very 
difficult thing to learn,” that she had to consciously shift into another mode of thinking 
and sometimes she still found herself blind to the need for this mutual respect in certain 
situations. It was not natural for her: “We have grown up without having this in our 
culture.” In contrast, such difficulty might not be perceived for people live in another 
cultural context. She recalled a trip to the US, living in a B & B.   
“While we were watching TV at night, the American kids were running up and 
down on the stairs, screaming, sometimes spilling out their crackers on the ground. When 
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the bed time came at 9 o’clock, all kids shut up and went to their bed, and all the spilled-
out small pieces of crackers on the ground were cleaned up by the children themselves. I 
knew it very clearly that if the same scenario happened in Taiwan, it would be totally 
different. Taiwanese kids would be scolded by the parents severely all the time, “Why are 
you so noisy when we are watching TV? Can’t you sit down?” And the kids would be 
strictly asked to clean the crackers right away when they were spilled out. Instead, the 
parents I met in the US just watched TV with us, and no one ‘disciplined’ the kids, telling 
them that they should not run noisily in such a public area. No. They felt that children 
should run, should play.” 
In the world she was used to, adults are the ones who decide what constitutes 
appropriate and inappropriate manners and behaviors for children. They set the criteria 
that determine whether a child is praised, scolded, or punished. They can touch children’s 
bodies without their permission, if they believe they are doing something good for them. 
Children are seldom considered to have the right to express their own emotions, feelings 
and thoughts; they have few rights to negotiate how they should interact with their 
surroundings and other individuals and must act polite and happy even if they feel 
otherwise. 
In the summer of 2010, the workshop was held again, and Tsu attended again. She 
commented on this second experience that, “Even this time, I was still shocked that I 
couldn’t be so intuitive about the lack of respect in many cases.” But she has since taken 
actions to put her new awareness into practice. In situations similar to the hello scenario, 
“Since then, when encountering kids with their parents, for example, in the elevator, I 
would always smile to kids first. I feel by doing so, kids would be more willing to say “
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阿姨好 (hello, aunt,)” to me if the mother asks the kid to do so. And I would respond to 
the kid saying 你好 (how are you), and chat for several words. If the kid does not want to 
talk, I tell the parent that it’s ok because why they have to say hello, to talk to a stranger. 
I try to help the kid out.” In classroom management, she revised the way to decide class 
policy. Before, “Whatever I said, students should do it,” Tsu says, “Now, I talk to the 
whole class about why I have a certain idea to build up a system for this class, what 
atmosphere I would like to promote, and how these rules might help us to achieve our 
beautiful vision. And after the persuasion, I let them vote. If they vote no, we forget about 
it. If they vote yes, we work on it together.” 
*** 
Each time coming back from the workshops, Tsu promised herself revolutionary 
changes. The first time in 2009, she told herself “no corporal punishment at all.” She 
explained, “Not only no sticks, but I should try not using other punishments such as 
asking students to jump on the ground or run the athletic ground.” The second time in 
2010, she was even more determined, “I should not scold students. I would like to make 
sure I won’t hurt their self-esteem when I speak to them.”  
Both times, “I screwed up,” Tsu said. 
 To be able to not punish students physically or scold on them, Tsu found she has 
to take care of herself well. She cannot be drowning in an overwhelming workload and 
defeated by repeated failed attempts to convince students to behave as she wants. When 
her body and mind is overloaded, she can easily lose her own control over herself, and be 
taken over by her familiar, habitual ways of thinking and doing. Though “screwing up” 
was extremely frustrating every time, she soothed herself, talked to herself to clarify the 
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problem and take responsibility for it, and came up some actionable ideas to prevent a 
similar situation from happening again. 
In 2009, returning from the workshop, she was assigned a second homeroom for 
that year, in addition to the homeroom class she had taken care of for two and a half 
years. This extra homeroom class was an A-group class, of which the students had been 
taken from their original homeroom classes and reorganized so that they could be 
exposed to more purposeful training. They were the best performers in the school and 
there would be more intense instruction and higher standards for them, to ensure that they 
would eventually perform well on the high school entry exam. Taking care of two cohorts 
of students at the same time gave her a heavy load.  “Being too busy,” Tsu described, “As 
long as I myself couldn’t be in good condition, I would impulsively told them, “jump on 
the ground” or “go run around the athletic ground.” I know I still punished them 
physically.” Finally, she exploded; in a rage, she scolded the students heavily, not caring 
about their self-esteem. 
Raising her voice, she described her out-of-control emotional impulse at that 
moment, “I was so extremely angry, I couldn't treat them in a way that allowed them to 
save face. I had them gather in front of me, and yelled at them. I threatened them that I 
would tell the principal how badly they have done and I would call their parents to come 
to the school and tell them everything. I blamed everything on them: “why couldn’t you 
自愛34; why couldn’t you learn well what discipline is.”  
                                                 
34自 refers to self, and 愛 refers to love. 自愛 refers to cherish your good name. This term implies 
a moral expectation of the person who should take care of their own manners (self-discipline) well or 
he/she shames himself/herself. 
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After this explosion, she engaged herself in a serious talk about her anger. Her 
emotional status caught her attention most. All what happened, which she would never 
want to happen again, was because of her anger. Where did this anger come from? 
It is common for a Taiwanese parent to say to their child, “If you keep being 
naughty doing this, I will be angry.” When saying so, the parent usually puts on a strict 
face, and they wait to see if the child dares to continue behaving in the same manner. 
What follows is usually punishment if the child persists. The anger and the contingent 
punishment are all attributed to the children not being willing to behave as the adult 
expects. Kids are held responsible for the adults’ anger and the punishment they receive. 
The anger is perceived and believed due to students, even if they are not making this 
attribution unconsciously.  
The adult’s anger has been projected on to the children as a cultural habits of 
mind. But Tsu decided to take a careful look at it. She had convinced herself that she 
should do nothing that would disrespect students. “That night [after her outburst], I kept 
thinking about my anger. My students had behaved this way from the beginning. And I 
had been patient, tried different ways to see if these ways could change them. But on that 
day, I scolded them as if they were doing particularly worse this time. No, they are 
always like this. It was not because they behaved worse that I became mad. I was actually 
angry at myself, not at them. It was because I realized that I am incapable of making 
them change so I am mad at myself. It’s me who is incapable. Why should I scold them? I 
told myself that I will not scold them again before I can come up with a new idea about 
how to teach them.” 
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Tsu penetrated the habit of mind and reversed the attribution. How could she 
escape the habitual attribution pattern while other teachers might not? Another 
conversation between us may provide a clue. Tsu said, “I learned from a book that 
usually a problem comes from you instead of others in relationship with you. When I read 
it, I strongly wanted to deny what it says. But I knew; my denial merely reflected the fact 
that I didn't want to admit that the problem was my responsibility.” She has organized a 
reading group with several teachers since last summer. This book is one of those that they 
have read. 
Tsu was not defeated by setbacks. There were factors which she could not 
negotiate or change (two classes under her supervision at a time), which were not entirely 
under her control (students kept doing the same behaviors even she had put lots of efforts 
and time on them), and which are not easy to avoid (human easily turn to anger when 
tired). Rather than simply place the responsibility outside herself, she parceled it out, 
accepted that she lived with these imperfect conditions, took responsibility for her anger 
and made decisions to try to prevent her actions conflicting with her faith in the value of 
mutual respect. 
Escaping a habit of mind is just the first step, however. How would Tsu realize 
her goal of getting along with her students without corporal punishment, of exercising the 
power of respect? 
*** 
The day I visited Tsu was the last day of semester. School had been dismissed. 
The winter break started, but tomorrow everyone would return to the school for winter 
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session35. We talked in the school’s health center, which was about the size of two 
normal classrooms. We sat face to face on wooden classroom chairs. In the middle of our 
conversation, a male teacher poked his head round the front door.  
“You haven’t gone home?” he asked Tsu. 
“Soon. I am in a conversation. Is everyone gone?” Tsu replied. 
He answered,” Yes.” 
Tsu smiled and commented, “I work so hard!”  
She introduced us and explained my presence. “She is a graduate student. She is 
interested in educational policy and would like to know if there has been any change in 
schools or in me after the ban on corporal punishment.” Then she introduced her 
colleague, “our Chief of Student Affairs Office.” 
He said, “Policy, yes. It’s not easy. We are in two extremes. We hit students when 
became teachers. But now we should use different ways. We explore. One way cannot 
apply to every student.” 
Tsu noted, “I just told her that we only have 十八般武藝 (18 fests36), but there 
are 29 students in my class. I need 11 ways more.” 
He laughed and nodded, “You are so right. You need 11 ways more. Me? I need 
six hundred more!” As the chief, he is responsible for discipline issues of all students in 
this school.  
                                                 
35
 Schools have spring and fall semesters, which are normal academic duration. But most schools 
request students to attend school in winter or summer breaks; teachers give additional lectures or quizzes 
for raising students’ grades in senior high school entry exam.    
36
 This phrase is used to describe a person who has a variety of problem-solving skills to tackles 
all kinds of situations. Here, it was used by Tsu in the opposite way to highlight the challenging situation of 
a homeroom teacher.   
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They laughed heartily and he said goodbye to us, then left.   
Tsu looked at me and said, “If you don’t want to use corporal punishment, you 
have to have a lot more patience, and have many different angles from which to interpret 
a same situation. You convince students using different rationales and perspectives. But 
when you really have no alternative ways, you can only try moving kids through 
affection.” She tells a story of a student and how she dealt with an event which just 
happened yesterday, a story that reveals that Tsu is working on a kind of relationship with 
her students, one that will influence their behavior by moving their hearts. 
*** 
Yesterday afternoon, I had to leave school to take care of a family emergency at 
the hospital, so I couldn’t stay until the ‘big cleaning’ started. Before I left, I gave my 
homeroom students clear instructions of what they should do. And I pleaded with them, 
“Please, be considerate. Before you do anything impulsive, think of me.” There are only 
two class rules in our class, to be honest, and to be considerate. I don’t want to run any 
strict reward and punishment system, so the only way to sway them is through reason and 
affection. I told myself that treating them with respect is the only thing I can do and that 
they have emotions and feelings, too, so they would understand. Nevertheless, at 6:00 
pm, I received a call from the head of the Student Affairs Office.  
The head told me what happened. It was that kid. I was not surprised because I 
have spent an enormous amount of time on him since this semester. But he has been 
making progress. So I really wanted to cry. An idea caught me, “Tomorrow, I would 
scold him badly.” But soon, it occurred to me that tomorrow is the last day of this 
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semester, so there is no point in scolding him badly for anything on the last day. Then, I 
thought, he must expect that I will scold him terribly. If he expects that, I will not do it! 
This morning, the semester ending ceremony ended at 9:30. Then school was 
dismissed, and I asked him to come to my office. I said, “You have written the statement 
of what you had done. Now I only would like to ask you two things. First, did you have 
me in your mind when you did that?” 
Very surprisingly, I saw him nod his head and he said “Yes,” his eyes fixed upon 
me.  
“Then I don’t understand—why did you still do that?” I asked. “Before I left 
school yesterday, you were the one who shouted out the most loudly, telling me proudly 
that ‘Teacher, never worry. I won’t make you worry.’”  
He laughed. 
Then he started describing that he did work on sweeping the ground, but the girl 
who supervised him kept 煩 (bothering) him, iterating “hurry up and don’t be lazy.” 
Finally he was so mad and hit the fence along the corridor using the sweeper. Because he 
is a big guy, once he is mad and becomes rude, he causes great noise. The girl went to 
report him to a teacher who was serving on my behalf after I left school. The teacher 
came and 煩 (bothered) him again for his rude manner. Put simply, he had been 煩 
(bothered) by a little girl to an extreme that he could not help doing something bad. And 
that something bad caused even more bothering from a teacher. After that teacher left, he 
was very upset. And it was then about dismissal time. On his way to get his backpack, the 
supervising girl reappeared with her best friend. These two girls are the type who are 
eager to take on positions of responsibility. They must feel guilty and angry that 
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something happened under their supervision and it brought trouble to me. The boy, he 
had been ready to go home, but met these two girls unexpectedly; the best friend said, 
“You wait to see the teacher tomorrow!”  He was crashed! ‘ How come these two girls 
came back again to threaten me.’ Immediately, he stepped into the classroom, grabbed 
the chair of the best friend and threw it on the ground. The girls did not witness this but 
the best friend heard the loud voice. And she was frightened and cried.  
Everything that happened had been detailed in his written statement. I did not ask 
him to provide more details; my students always write long statements for what they have 
done wrong. I ask them to be honest about what happened. I just wanted to ask him why. 
He answered me that he threw the chair because “these two girls bothered him so badly.”  
I told him that I was not talking to him to blame him for anything that he had 
done. But I would like to tell him something. I said, “The reason you’ve done this is 
because when you feel 煩, you don’t know what to do? When you are mad, you don’t 
know how to make yourself better. Right?” 
He nodded. 
I told him, “Now I teach you how.” 
I had watched over and cared for this boy since the beginning of this semester. 
During the first month, I read a book for the whole class, titled “The Devil in the 
Classroom,” which was written by a Japanese writer about bullying. I told them that we 
will never accept bullying in our class. This boy talked back, “Teacher, you are the 
devil.” Because I was always interfering with his behaviors, he felt I was a source of 
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trouble for him. Since the second month, he became calling me 老大37. I talked to him, “I 
am your 老師, not 老大38. If I am your 老大 (mafia boss), I beat you. But I am your 老師 
(teacher), so I talk to you reasonably! But, still he is naughty and still he calls me 老大
here 老大 there when we walk across campus together. A funny thing was that students 
from other classes also started to call me 老大. Now I tell them, “You got it wrong. I am 
his 老大, not yours.”  
He has all kinds of friends. Whenever he walks along the corridor, anyone, boy or 
girl, says hello to him, smacks him on the butt, slaps his back, or they chase each other. 
He is from a single-parent family and lives with his mom. His mother insists on sending 
him to 安親班 (after-school private caregiver institution). His mother usually works until 
seven o’clock, sometimes to nine. She had come home to find many strange people in her 
home, some of them much older than his son, smoking or doing other stuff. So his mother 
decided to spend the money to send him to the institution. He goes there every day after 
school, and sits there working on quizzes or homework, until it is time to go home. When 
he goes home, his mother is already there. So there would be no strange people coming to 
their home. I have been trying to have him understand that these friend-like people close 
to him, across grades, across classes, inside or outside the school, might not be true 
friends of him.  
One time, there was a girl playing with him but came to me later saying that he bit 
her. I asked him why he touched that girl. He said that the girl scolded him first. I said, 
                                                 
37The mafia boss. 
38These two terms, 老大 (mafia boss) and 老師 (teacher) share a common word, 老. It is used to 
indicate these roles are superior or respectable. 
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“If people scold you, you scold them back or come to tell me; never touch them. What if 
you hurt her?”  He said, “I won’t. We always play like this.” I had told them ’You don’t 
want anyone including teachers to touch you to hit you, right?’ Teachers cannot, and 
anyone cannot. You cannot. And I iterated that he was 13 years old, and that there should 
be some boundary between girls and boys.   
He mumbled. 
And I said, “Ok. You call out all of your good friends have them gather here.” 
Then I added, “I guess there should be over 100 people who have a strong friendship with 
you, right?” 
He was proud when I said so, and he even thought for a while, then said, “I guess 
there should be 100.” 
Then I said, “I’ve taught so many years and I’ve seldom seen students who are so 
welcome as you are. Everyone can say hello to you, everyone can play with you, and 
everyone can tell me that you did something bad to them. Now, gather them here.” 
“Why?” asked him suspiciously. I had warned him earlier that one day I would 
gather all of his good friends and request them to cut off their friendship with him if they 
kept treating each other like this. 
I said, “You gather them and I compete with them.” I continued, “You ask them, 
each of them to say 20 merits of you. I say 20 and each of them says 20.” 
He immediately shocked his head, “It’s impossible!” 
I said, “But I guarantee. I can.” 
He laughed embarrassedly. 
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“So who knows you better? It’s me. I know you better. I know how good you are. 
So what I teach you, I want you to learn. They only know your badness because they 
always come to me and tell me that you’ve made trouble again. Every time, I cover for 
you. I say about your goodness to them. Think it over. Do you still want those good 
friends? Do they have any 義氣 (brotherhood)?” said me. 
He had a lot of champion runs, at 100 meters or any distance. And he is not 
fooling around when he runs. He is so focused that he can’t hear anyone yelling to him 
when he runs, like a wind. You should see his eyes. I once told him, ‘Please face each 
moment of your life with the focus you have as you run. You must be beautiful.” 
 
So, that is why yesterday before I left he promised me that he would never make 
trouble for me. I told him, “I teach you now. Because you are usually naughty, other 
classmates might not believe you. Therefore, that girl did not believe you really had me 
in your mind. But you told me you did have me in mind. So next time, you tell her, ‘I 
know. I promised 老大. I will make it clean. You come check in ten minutes.’ And you 
ask her to leave. You tell her. You tell her in the name of teacher; then she won’t feel that 
you wag your tongue.”  
He was taken aback and looked at me when I said so. I told him, “You can try 
this. Try it once. Try to say it.” 
Then I told him the second thing, “I feel you’ve made a lot progress because I 
knew you had a record of beating other kids badly when you were in elementary school. I 
guess at that moment, when you pulled the chair yesterday, you still hesitated as to 
whether you should throw it, right? And you had resisted the impulse to not beat that girl 
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but returned to the classroom to throw the chair, right?” I had checked the chair, and it 
was not broken at all. 
He nodded his head heavily. “Yes,” he said. He said he did hesitate about 
throwing the chair. And he chose to throw the chair when there was nobody inside the 
classroom so that he wouldn’t scare others. 
I continued, “You did make a lot progress but there is still a bit to go. Next time, 
please, when you are feeling impulsive, your hands shaking, please think about what I 
would say to you. Please, go look at sky and take deep breathes. Think about it: Once you 
throw it, no matter if it is broken or not, no matter if it hits others who have nothing to do 
with your anger or not, you will feel very sorry because you have never wanted that to 
happen. Please remember how much regret you will feel. You can put down the chair 
hard, but you don’t throw it down to the ground. Please, learn how.” 
His brother came to give him a ride home. I said, “Ok, that’s it for today. Do you 
understand? Go with your brother.” Because tomorrow we have winter session, I said, 
“See you tomorrow.” 
He ran out and came back to me, twice, saying “Goodbye.” He left, and I saw him 
smile.   
 
The chief of Student Affairs Office followed up on the incident, asking me how it 
went. I told him I had talked to this boy. And the boy’s brother asked me about the two 
girls. I said I would talk to them later because the issues are different. Now, I always try 
to think about whether a kid has put forth any effort. Besides, different kids need 
different assistance. This is really something which takes 心血 (heart and blood).  
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*** 
Having become determined not to rely on corporal punishment, as a homeroom 
teacher Tsu’s tasks have become even more cumbersome and intense. She tries to keep 
the class in an ideal state, without any punishment if possible. She explains, “Facing a 
whole class, 29 potential random impulses, I have to calculate and decide, according to 
‘return on investment,’ which one I should take care of first. I have to make sure the heart 
of the kid I deal with first is soft enough or the softest so that I can affect that kid the 
fastest. And I have to make sure the less responsive kids, for example the second and the 
third, will not have done too much damage to the rest of the class before I can deal with 
them. There are too many students, 29, for a homeroom teacher. Sometimes, I can be 
exhausted just dealing with five.” 
Returning to the case in which the boy threw the chair, she commented, “I know 
clearly that I can deal with it in this way because today I don’t have regular classes to 
teach. The school ends at 9:30 am. And I could say goodbye to all the other students so 
that I can take time talking to him. And yesterday I had my brain free for a whole night to 
think over what I could do. So, if this is a way which respects students and it is a process 
of true moral education, I feel in reality it’s difficult to keep doing this day after day.” 
She remains optimistic, though. “After one month, two months, or half a year, or 
one year, it will absolutely work,” she says. Still, “Not every teacher can gamble that 
long.”   
*** 
Tsu argues that the discipline issue is not simply a discipline issue. 
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 “It seems that the true test is whether you as a teacher would like to believe your 
kids or not—believe that they can keep improving, and they can finally make it despite 
that you haven’t seen it happen now. But, no. The real issue is not your doubt of your 
kids, but of yourself. You doubt whether you really affect them and change them. If you 
do, why does he still make mistakes? Then you doubt whether you’ve earned the kid’s 
heart. Sometimes, because you doubt yourself, you feel hurt; because you feel hurt, you 
decide, ‘I don’t have to talk about my emotions. Let’s just talk about discipline.’” 
I ask, “You draw a line, in order to protect yourself from being heartbroken?” 
“Yes,” said Tsu, “This is not merely an issue about education or corporal 
punishment. As you grow up, as you make friends, as you fall in love, and as you develop 
a relationship with your kids as a parent, there are the same feelings of affection. You are 
trembling with fear, wondering whether to give yourself to them. Is there actually any 
return? You love you kids; you give your love and you would like to see your love make 
them become people who can love themselves and love you in return.”  
I ask, “Are you afraid, too?” 
“Yes, I am. Compared with people around me, I feel I am more sensitive about 
my fear. Some people might not be aware that they have withdrawn and that they 
withdrew because they feared being hurt. You might not even know about your fear.  The 
emotion comes, and it goes. When it comes, you probably just complain about your 
students with your colleagues, and that’s all, and it’s gone. So, getting the bottom of these 
discipline issues, it has to do with whether you can get your own heart to settle down and 
clarify your responsibility in the situation. I am sensitive, so I struggle—should I gamble 
for it this time, or just let it be? I spend so much time thinking whether I should gamble 
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or let it be. When I am very tired, or very frustrated, and then one problem comes after 
another, the moment I am defeated, I feel that I should just let it be. I might punish my 
students. However, if the problems don’t come one after another, just one case a time, I 
will try. I will make myself go to a workshop, read books, go outside and take a breath or 
take a walk, or go listen to music. And then I come back, and without hesitation, I decide 
that I would like to, gamble again.” 
Tseng 
How I started out as a teacher who hit 
When the ban was passed five years ago, Tseng was new. She was twenty-four, 
and had been an English teacher for only three months. She serves a school that is located 
near the area where she grew up. Her idea about hitting was straightforward. “Kids 
should receive punishment, appropriate punishment, if they were 不乖39 (naughty, 
disobeyed).”  Little of what she learned from the teacher training program was helpful, in 
her view. She recalled, “In the early days, I dealt with students based on my memories of 
how my teachers had treated me when I was a student. I asked other teachers as well. Or 
whatever my colleagues did, I tried the same.”  
She could have become a baker; she loves baking. But she decided to take an 
academic path, not a vocational one. “I was haunted by the belief that 唸書40 (studying, 
                                                 
39
 More thorough discussion, see footnote 5 
40
 唸書, literally means ‘studying.’ It has been used to widely refer to all activities relevant to 
school work, including reading texts, preparing quizzes and exams, and working on homework. It also 
refers to the academic path. For example, as mentions, 唸書 is widely viewed as the only guarantee of the 
success of kids’ future. The devotion to an academic path is expected to be overwhelming. School kids are 
usually expected to spend almost all of their time studying even they are outside schools. The majority of 
students get school at 7:00am. Although the school dismisses around 4:00pm, there are classes after school 
for one or two hours, to review the contexts, give quizzes, or speed up the course progress. When kids are 
in nine grades (or even starting from eight grades), for preparing high school entry exams, they might asked 
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working for an academic path) is the best guarantee for a person’s life,” says Tseng, “and 
this also had a huge impact on how I treated my first cohort of students.” Tseng was strict 
about her students’ performance and urged them earnestly, “If you do not study well, you 
will become miserable. You will have to take some terrible jobs.”  Hitting helped with 
raising her students’ grades, which supported her vision of an optimal future for her 
students. She hit for students’ manners as well. 
The ban seemed, at first, remote to her; she barely perceived its relevance to her 
daily practice of a teacher, “I felt it is JUST a law.” The ban was something out there; 
there was no concern about breaking it or not. She explains that she never hit very hard. 
She could see no trouble that it would cause her or anyone else. She describes, “I  啪41, 
just one hit. It was impossible that my students would rebel against this.” Interestingly, 
while pointing out that there was no real rebellion, she felt her students were in an 
indefensible position, “I don’t know if other teachers also found this. My kids seemed to 
know there were in an undefensible position that if they did not hand in assignment, they 
naturally got hit. Is this a strange phenomenon? These two things, being hit and not 
handing assignments can have nothing to do with each other. But kids had shown me this 
association.” She seemed to be still somewhat puzzled about this without further thoughts 
when she brought this to our conversation.  
                                                                                                                                                 
to stay schools to study until 8 0r 9:00 pm. A majority of students go to cram schools as well to learn the 
content of texts again or the skills of passing the exams after school during weekdays or weekends. 唸書 
consists of all these activities which aim to enter the top senior high schools (and then the top universities), 
which usually guarantee a better professional positions in the future. What major of studying is important 
but where you obtain the degree means a lot. Curriculums and instructions in middle school mainly support 
the academic paths rather than vocational ones.      
41
 This is a word of onomatopoeia. It pronounced as ‘pa’, which is similar to the sound you would 
hear when you slap someone’s cheek.  
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Later, the school administrator started iterating that corporal punishment had been 
made illegal. Her perception regarding her situation changed. “I began wondering,” says 
Tseng, “whether I might get reported for committing a crime if I insisted in doing what I 
preferred to do. So I told myself, well, probably, there are some other possibilities 
(besides hitting students).” Despite a wish to escape from a psychological burden of 
doing something illegal, she found she did not know of any alternatives. “The ban did not 
tell you what you can do!” said Tseng. She felt the game was unfair to her, “They who 
were not in the first-line classrooms, they told you that you cannot do this, you cannot do 
that. I felt it was 屁 (fart).”  
She continued to worry, but also continued to use the stick till in the summer of 
2010. Her colleague, Tsu, invited her to attend a workshop which targeted alternatives to 
corporal punishment. Tsu urged her, “Go with me. Nobody enjoys hitting kids, right? 
You don’t, either. You just graduated a cohort of students. Here comes an opportunity. 
Let’s find some other ways, for your next cohort.” 
Contrasts lead to changes 
“I told myself, ‘well, let’s check out this place (HEF) where people keep saying 
love. Is there any magic there?’” Tseng accepted the invitation with a suspicious ‘wait 
and see’ attitude. Tsu was the kind of teacher that Tseng “would like to become,” and 
Tseng values the opportunities that Tsu recommends, but she was dubious about the 
institution which organized this workshop. 
Since over half a century ago, the educational authorities of Taiwan have 
advocated for educators to “love their students.” For example, in 1958, the Department of 
Education (省教育廳) conducted supervisory visits to public schools, and the minister 
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publicly argued that the common problems found during these visits, including teachers’ 
use of corporal punishment,42 were the result of “a lack of a love from educators (聯合報, 
1958, November 18) .” Such attribution or calls for love were restated every time serious 
corporal punishment cases were disclosed. For example, in 1966 (聯合報, 1966, May 12) 
, a fourth grade homeroom teacher angrily used rattan to whip his whole class, striking 
the students’ legs, arms, and buttocks “at least 5 to 6 times and at most 25 to 26 times,” 
because their average grade on the subject he taught was lower than that of other classes. 
After being whipped, students were asked to kneel on the ground. A student fainted. His 
head was hit the desk and the ground, which caused his death. The teacher was sentenced 
to eleven years in jail, and deprived of his civil rights for eight years. No concrete 
measures were created; no calls were made for teacher training or even considered by the 
educational authorities. It was treated as an unusual case, though the practice was popular 
in schools. In the public statement, the Department publicly “requested” that all other 
schoolteachers should bring their love to their students, using only this abstract term. 
At first, “education of love43” or teachers’ “love,” as advocated by the educational 
authorities seemed in conflict with all of the inappropriate actions carried out by 
                                                 
42
 Strict school policy regarding uniform (e.g., not allowing students to wear jacket regardless 
weather just due to the concern of unified beauty), charged after-school instructions by individual school 
teachers, and the use of charged reference book as part of official instructional materials. 
43According to Chen (陳宏淑, 2010), the title of the book “Cuore” by Amicis Edmondo De was 
translated as 愛的教育 (Education of Love) in 1924 in Chinese and circulated, particularly as readings for 
children; this book became very popular in 1970s. In 1977, a cartoon series, 萬里尋母, which was made by 
a Japanese animation corporation, was revised from a story from this book and the cartoon was introduced 
to Taiwan and played on national TV channel.  The translated and revised excerpts of its stories were 
included in the textbooks of Chinese of elementary schools during 1970-1980. Chen argued that the 
government authority utilized the materials of this book to promote its favorable moral values, such as 
being patriotic, being brave, friendship, politeness, filial piety, forgiveness, and diligence. On the other 
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educators. Gradually, these love-related terms became more specifically used to create a 
contrast with the practice of corporal punishment or an approach which emphasized 
hitting and scolding (打罵教育) (e.g., 張夢機, 1982, February 5; 陳麗芳, 1988, June 1) . 
In many cases, education of love refers to ‘talking to students calmly, tenderly’ instead of 
‘hitting or scolding students harshly’ (e.g., 胡寶林, 1982, February 5).  In early 
arguments either for or against education of love published in the major newspapers, 
“love” was usually discussed without clear, explicit, consistent explanations or 
illustrations regarding its actual practice.  Particularly, many people assumed that the 
students could be managed through talking; ‘talking’ to students does not refer to a 
specific educational strategy or to counseling, but ordinary talking and verbal persuasion, 
with no particular form or content. The inevitable ineffectiveness of such ‘talking’ was 
then used to argue for the necessity of hitting students. Later on, opponents of corporal 
punishment might be misrepresented as these ineffective advocates of love, even if they 
had developed and argued against corporal punishment from a position not based merely 
in love, but on specific educational, psychological, and developmental theories and 
practices. Direct or implicit rejections of “education of love” as an alternative to corporal 
punishment have been pervasive among schoolteachers. The workshop Tseng attended 
was held by an institution which has gained its fame in fighting against corporal 
punishment. 
                                                                                                                                                 
hand, some articles published in newspapers advocated this book because it illustrates love is the most 
fundamental element of education that teachers should do everything because of love (e.g., 聯合報, 1963, 
May 3) and it called humans to love this world with their hearts (也行, 1991, May 3; 陳美儒, 1993, July 
18). 
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Tseng recalled that those who attended the workshop read an excerpt from a book, 
“The Art of Loving,” by Erich Fromm. While reading Fromm’s retelling of the Biblical 
story of Jonah, Tseng discovered a contrast between two views of human error. Digesting 
this, she surprised herself with the realization that her motive of hitting students 
represented an alignment with one of views, one which disliked and would never have 
knowingly followed. This epiphany was a catalyst for change. 
“What changed your mind (to not hit students)?” I asked.   
“We read an excerpt from a book, The Art of Loving,” said Tseng, “The story is 
about someone who makes mistakes, in the Bible. In the story, there are some people who 
believe that you should directly report this man or punish him. However, Jesus, or God, 
does not destroy the people in that village, does not root them out because they are evil. 
Instead, when people make mistakes, regardless of who they are; when they make 
mistakes, (pause), besides law and justice, can’t we have more tolerance? Because your 
point, (pause), your purpose, is hoping the person who erred can improve. So don’t play 
the policeman all the time.”   
“Previously, you held the idea that you should punish any mistake?” I asked. 
“Mm. (Pause).Yes. I felt that if you don’t hand in an assignment, then I hit. If you 
disobey rules, then I need to give— Justice should step in. He who makes mistakes needs 
to be punished.”  
“From this excerpt, you found another way to treat mistakes?” I asked. 
“This workshop challenged me: What is your purpose? What do you really want? 
What I really want is to help my students improve.” 
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“But when you hit, you were caught up in the idea of giving a punishment 
immediately. You just wanted to teach them a lesson or uphold justice?” 
Tseng says, “Yes.” 
Tseng believes the job of upholding justice is that of a policeman, and she, as a 
teacher, instead wants to help students to improve, to change their behaviors. Uncovering 
her unconscious motive (upholding justice), one which she does not accept but yet had 
allowed to drive her actions made her question the legitimacy of her practice of hitting 
students44. Meanwhile, she was convinced that there are alternatives to hitting students 
worth trying.  Tseng particularly highlighted that she learned about “seeing my students 
from different angles.” 
Now, she intentionally fights her unconscious stereotype of students and actively 
engages in generating more positive perceptions of them. Also, she practices being 
empathetic when dealing with students’ wrongdoings. She discovered that forcing herself 
to take a new perspective helps her to establish a positive relationship between her and 
her students. Because of this relationship, students become more willing to consider her 
advice and enact changes by themselves, and Tseng is more likely to influence her 
students through cooperation rather than using sticks. Tseng described the changes in her 
interactions with students and her observations:     
“Back from the workshop, I become aware that I stereotyped my students in a 
reflexive manner. When walking along the corridor seeing a student, such thoughts might 
jump into my brain: ’See the way he looks! He must not love studying; he must be 
                                                 
44
 I wonder if it was because the ultimate punishment, being destroyed in the book of Jonah made 
how punishment was of no help of support a person to develop any further. 
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naughty; he must be a trouble maker.’ I discovered that the student can feel how I think. 
When I think in this way, he will just behave as what I believe. Now, I try to take it easier 
and talk to myself in different way, ‘he just doesn’t like studying that much; he just isn’t 
like those kids who always obey. Nothing is serious about him.’ Thinking in this way, 
students seem to be less defensive when interacting with me. They are less likely to argue 
or deny. And I won’t directly point out their wrong doings. The workshop taught us to be 
empathetic toward your kids. That is, you try to guess or figure out, for example, why a 
student did not hand in an assignment, and after identifying the issue, let them know you 
accept and understand their situation. Then you talk to them what you want them to 
change. Doing it this way, there are fewer conflicts between us. It won’t be a serious talk, 
maybe sometimes a little bit teasing. Students might feel embarrassed about their 
wrongdoings, and they express that they would like to make efforts to change. Doing it 
this way, though kids might not be able to do one hundred percent of what they promise 
me, they won’t resist or reject my recommendations or my care.” 
Through the practice of consciously changing her customary ways of reading her 
students (from ‘He must be…’ to ‘He is just…’) and interpreting their behaviors with 
empathy, Tseng feels a distinct change in the reactions from students. Her students are 
more willing to talk to her and cooperate with her in behavioral changes. Compared to 
her experience with the first cohort, she commented, “I won’t deny everything I did for 
the first cohort because there were some students with whom I got along nicely. But I 
was strict then, and hit them for this or that reason. We had a more tense relationship than 
that of this second cohort. Some students of the first cohort wrote me and told me that I 
was terrifying. I guess if I meet the first cohort on the street, they will hide out of sight. 
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But this cohort, I am sure we have more intimate relationships. If we meet outside the 
classroom, during break or outside of school, they won’t just merely see me as ‘a 
teacher’. We have something between us.” 
In addition to seeing change through building relationships, Tseng’s strong beliefs 
regarding the academic value of corporal punishment were also challenged by her 
boyfriend’s life experiences, which caused her to introspect about her own actions. “He 
said he had been an excellent student since he was a little boy. He behaved and 
performed perfectly. But one time when he was in junior high, he was slapped by his 
teacher. He had scored ninety out of one hundred but still couldn’t meet the teacher’s 
expectation. After that slapping, he changed. He became somewhat anti-social. He is in 
his 30s, but he still cannot forget that hurt.” Tseng continued, “I did not slap my students, 
but I hit their hands. I pushed myself and them to study for grades. I wonder if eventually 
all of these things will cause them to be afraid to go to school, to become uninterested in 
the subject I teach, or in general, in learning about the world at all.” She recalled her own 
learning experiences, “To get the best grades, I spent all of my childhood studying texts. I 
tried my best to memorize what was in the texts. In the end, I received an OK grade. But 
the huge impact on me is that I don’t like reading, even for pleasure. I can’t concentrate 
and I have no patience.” She added, “Now I only hope they will be happy in my class. Of 
course, they should meet some basic standards of academic ability. But I wish that they 
will still be interested in learning after leaving me, after they become a member of this 
society.” Half year ago, Tseng joined a reading group led by Tsu.  
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While Tseng is experiencing changes and learning of which many are relevant to 
cognitive changes in value or idea, the most challenging thing to not hit students reside in 
coping with her emotions that have a reason in the classroom situations in which she hit.  
Challenges 
“Anger,” said Tseng, “Immediately, there is a flow of anger which I don’t know 
how to discharge.”   
In classroom situations similar to that she could have hit students, Tseng describes 
that she has to practice to bear that anger until it fades without Tseng waving her stick. “I 
feel it needs practice. Gradually, I find I can bear my anger longer and longer. I feel I am 
making progress. Every time something happens to make me angry, I tell myself ‘Don’t 
be mad; don’t be mad.’ Every time students show bad manners or perform badly. I 
practice and I know I can do it. And I feel perhaps one day, such anger will never lead to 
hitting students. But,” she said, and jumped to an event involving her 2nd homeroom 
cohort that happened not long before the past semester ended.    
 “Almost to the end of the semester,” Tseng says, “ALL the subject teachers came 
to me, complaining to me about the same group of students. They either did not hand in 
assignments or performed badly. One day, I called them out in front of the whole class, 
asking them why they did not complete the homework assignments. They all said they 
had no special reason but were just lazy. I was so angry, and for the first time, for this 
cohort of students, I used the stick to hit them. They looked very shocked. They believed 
I was not a teacher who hit. On the second day, a mother called me. She said that her kid 
was crying at home, saying that his teacher hits and the kid was scared and didn’t want to 
come to the school.”  
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“How did you cope with this?” I ask. 
“I was a little hurt. This was not what I originally want to bring to their lives. I 
wish they will listen to my words, and I can be a person whom they can talk with. No 
matter how big the trouble is, they can have the courage to admit their mistakes, and be 
willing to work hard to not make the trouble again. However, once you use the stick, such 
trust seems to collapse. They seem to think, ‘The teacher hits, whatever, once she gets 
mad’. Next time, when I talked to them seriously, I saw their faces. They did not pay 
attention to what I was saying.” 
“After that, how did you get along with your students?” I ask. 
“I destroyed the trust between us. This is my fault. I keep telling myself, ‘bear it a 
little longer’,” Tseng pauses, takes a deep breath in and looks at me, “I try my best, to 
bear the anger.”  
I look at her. What she bears is much more than that anger. She is young, twenty-
nine years old. Her baby face with bright skin makes her look even younger, like a 
university student. She wears a short skirt, a black jacket and dark gray boots. On her 
fluffy short hair, there is a small hairpin with bright pink glass balls clamping on the front 
right side. She is responsible for a whole class of students, 30 students, fifteen years 
younger than her. I ask, “Why do you want to be a teacher?” 
“Be a teacher?” she asks. “I was not a kid who performed the best. In my junior 
high, there was a teacher. She sacrificed her lunch break, to teach me.  I was taken care of 
by her, which made me feel I should try my best for myself. I thought, ‘Isn’t it nice to 
devote my life to this?’ I believe education is GREAT. It’s not that you have money so 
you can do anything, but you bring an idea to a kid, which deeply impacts the kid’s life.” 
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Chapter 5 
TO BE DIFFERENT 
In Chapter 4, we explored the inner transformation into a teacher who teaches 
without sticks. These transformations enable Tsu and Tseng to be more aware of their 
own inner feelings and thoughts in relation to the outside world, an awareness that allows 
them to create a quality interpersonal relationship with their students in which corporal 
punishment has no place to stand. The primary struggles happening to Tsu and Tseng 
regarding using sticks or not do not reside outside themselves but their inner exploration 
of what a person or a teacher they desire to become and what relations they aspire to have 
with the world. Looking into their life history, they did not join the school being 
conscious of their favor or disfavor of corporal punishment. Instead, at first when they 
became a teacher, they ‘naturally’ inherited, from their parents and their teachers, and the 
majority of adults, the acceptance of sticks in schools, and acted accordingly. 
Nevertheless, they stepped on a different direction as they sprouts a self-identity as a 
teacher in which the stick play no role that is distinct form a collective teacher identity in 
which corporal punishment is a must or an option.   
Some teachers I interviewed experiences struggles otherwise to teach without 
sticks. Different from Tsu and Tseng, these teachers intentionally and purposely claimed 
their “original” disfavor of corporal punishment –becoming a teacher, or even before 
deciding to become a teacher, they had developed their ideas in disfavor of corporal 
punishment. They described what early life experiences or what their own personality 
they recognize and appreciate have made them to hold their position, and how teaching 
without sticks is a challenge or still a long exploration after becoming a teacher. 
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Their struggles are most due to the social pressures coming from the social milieu 
in which they are situated in. The social interactions with people in their workplace have 
caused them difficulties in being who they believe they are. The surrounding people 
question their existing positioning in disfavor of corporal punishment. 
Faced with the fact that a majority of teachers hit and fight for the right and 
rightness of hitting, implicitly or explicitly, some of these teachers began hitting even 
though they were not initially inclined to do so. They started use the stick, knowing that 
they should stop, but were unable to stop until they had learned alternatives or until there 
was a ban to force them. Some stopped after a single incident or just a few incidents, 
because they could not stand to continue. Others started hitting and might have continued 
if there was no ban on corporal punishment. And then there are a few teachers who are 
able to stand for their position and have never use the stick, such as Han.  
This chapter is the story about being different. I begin with the story of Han. I 
wish it gives us some clues as to why some teachers can better negotiate with those who 
oppose them and declare themselves different. The following stories are of other five 
teachers: Hu, Hsien, Hong, Hsu and Hou. The focuses are the moments of their life 
battles and how the ban means to them.  
Han 
“From elementary to junior high to senior high, and even to undergraduate, our education 
has been focusing on training you one thing: rote memory. Yes, all is about standard 
answers. You memorize the texts, the first, the second, and the third points. And you are 
always tested by multiple-choice questions. Even for the subject, Morality and Civil 
Education, there is a correct answer and you have to pick it up. Seldom are you asked to 
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present your ideas and write papers. This system asks you to follow its rules. You take 
whatever they teach you, climb for a higher ranking of performance. What happened to 
those teachers who hit their students as their teachers hit them? They grew up within this 
system, and they have never had a chance to feel that anything was wrong. They ‘eat 
tradition and do not digest it (食古不化).’” 
 
I walk in Han’s school around noon.  
Campus is quiet; students are bending over their desks, taking the required noon 
nap.   
The school is located in an urban district, middle-sized with 37 classes and about 
30 students per class. Han joined this school 11 years ago, teaching Life Science. Her 
office is with the 8th grade homeroom teachers. She just stated her 3rd cohort last year.  
Han is not in her office when I walk in. Other 8th grade teachers show me where 
her desk is and ask me to wait there. Teachers’ desks are clustered in the middle of the 
office room; teachers sit next to one another, working quietly. Waist-high cabinets are 
arranged against all the walls except the one with windows and two doors, one of which I 
had just come through. The tops of the cabinets are layered with reference textbooks, 
contact books, assignments to be graded, and quiz papers, blank or covered with marks. 
Not until then do I notice there are two students in this office.  
These two students, who are supposed to be napping in their classrooms, stand 
along one side the cabinet with their textbooks lying open on top of the stacks of books 
and papers. They stare at the texts, murmuring. Soon, the bell rings. The nap time is over, 
and it is time for the ten minute break before the first afternoon class. Clumping and 
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clattering, excited chatting and giggling spreads, flows in from the windows and doors, 
filling the room. The two students do not move. 
I watch the door, looking for Han. Instead, another two students appear. They 
immediately move to face the wall opposite the other two students, arrange their texts and 
assignment books on the top of the cabinets, and start writing, their eyes shifting back 
and forth between the texts and their assignment books.   
While I am watching these students, surmising that the first two were being 
punished by having to stand memorizing their texts, and the second two punished by 
having to copy their texts, Han appears. She walks directly to where I stand, and asks in a 
loud voice, “Where should we talk?”  I have no idea, of course. This is my first time 
visiting this campus and the first time I meet her. She continues, “Should we find a place 
where we can talk about secrets?” 
Surrounded by all other teachers, I ponder how I should respond: Secrets? Should 
we be announcing that she is planning on sharing secrets out loud? I smile at her. Han 
turns around and seems to have a place in mind already. I follow her. 
As we settle in, the bell rings. Our conversation takes place in a science lab, in 
which there are several teachers making soap as part of a science project. In the room 
next to ours, there is a lab class underway; the door connecting these two rooms is open, 
and the teachers walk into our room for supplies from time to time. I feel where we sit 
could not possibly be a place for sharing secrets.  But then, Han starts talking. 
*** 
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“I benefit from the legal ban,” Han says. “No one except me will fight for 
students’ rights in this school. They have never seen a teacher like me, always on 
students’ side. They feel I am a difficult person to communicate with.” 
She has never hit students. Moreover, two years before the ban was passed, she 
asked the school administration to replace one of the teachers who taught a content class 
to her homeroom students. This teacher hit students after exams, once for each point they 
scored below the set criterion. At first, Han talked to the administration, hoping they 
could stop this teacher; they failed. Finally, Han asked the administration to give her 
students another teacher who did not hit.  She fought for this for two years and finally 
succeeded. She could not believe how long it took to reach her goal. “My students had 
been hit by this way through the entire 7th and 8th grades.” 
Since the ban was enacted 4 years ago, “I have been less questioned by my 
colleagues,” says Han, “because protecting the rights of children is trending,” and what 
she has been doing, as a teacher, makes her “a forerunner.”   
But it was not until she was 22 years old, 15 years ago, that she started to develop 
the ability to think and act differently. It was in that year that she started her graduate 
studies and enrolled in teacher training at National Taiwan University (NTU). Before 
then, she was not aware that, usually, she did not “think” or that she did not know “how 
to think.” She had been “conditioned” to accept whatever the world gives her. Before 
then, she seldom considered whether and why she should accept an idea; the ideas she 
held seemed to just be there, in her brain, already and they were right, they must be right. 
She graduated from there becoming a person who is aware and concerned about who she 
is and what kind of teacher she aspired to be. 
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*** 
It took Han “quite a while” to blend in at a place with such a “liberal atmosphere” 
as NTU. She recalled, “It is hard at the beginning.” She was unexpectedly struck by ideas 
here and there. “But I devoted myself deeply to the life there. It is difficult to specifically 
point out any single thing that made me change. I was exposed to not only the courses I 
took from teacher training program, but people I met from all over Taiwan, from many 
different majors.” In the teacher training courses, “any idea which you believe right is TO 
BE discussed and CAN BE discussed.” She was challenged to reexamine everything. 
New friends were an influence, too. “We had dinner together, went out together and we 
always talked. I heard thoughts and arguments from different fields and angles. I started 
thinking retrospectively a lot, about my past student experiences.” She started to 
reconsider her past experiences and the traditional thoughts embodied while absorbing 
fresh ideas.  
The transformation of teachers’ role and responsibility regarding their students’ 
learning was a breakthrough.  Han says, “In our traditional educational system, how 
could anything ever be wrong with the teacher?” Students are the ones to be blamed for 
their not being able to perform and act well. She explains, “If you find students asleep on 
their desk in your class, your first reaction is to scold them. If students do not complete 
their assignment, you assume that they must be too lazy to work after school. If they 
perform poorly, you believe that they do not try their best.” Teachers believe that these 
wrongdoings deserve punishment, and punishment will cause students to correct these 
wrongdoings themselves. Teacher training interprets student behaviors from an opposite 
perspective: “If students sleep on your class, your class is boring. If students do not hand 
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in assignment, your assignment might be perceived as meaningless and useless so they 
would rather not to spend time on it. And if students perform poorly, you should examine 
your instruction.”  
I ask, “But how did you turn your beliefs upside-down?” 
 “They hit my pain,” says Han. “My physics and chemistry were terrible since 
middle school. I remember in the first semester of teacher training, there was a course, 
Theories of Learning and Instruction. In that course, I was first time introduced the idea 
of ‘misconception.’ The instructor explained that the understanding of scientific ideas 
will be impeded by the misconceptions the learners hold. I remember that he gave us an 
example about light and vision. He said that children may believe an object is seen when 
the light shines on it, without recognizing that the light must reflect from the object and 
enter the eyes. Yes, the example hit me. There were many moments in junior high I felt 
that I was not able to understand precisely what the texts said. Just as described in this 
example. I might miss some essential part of an idea, or there might be some gap or 
misunderstanding. However, those misconceptions of mine were not disclosed. I even did 
not know their existence. Not until then did I realize that it was not that I am incapable of 
learning physics and chemistry. If the teacher who taught me had ever made these 
misconceptions clear, if they had been aware the existence of these misconceptions, I 
wouldn't have had to suffer such terrible performance in physics and chemistry, thinking 
that I was the one who is responsible. I was enlightened and moved by knowing this.” 
The enlightenment went beyond learning and instruction. Han came from a poor 
family and attended a junior high school in a satellite county outside the capital city that 
could only offer limited resources for learning. At NTU, she was caught up in ideas 
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involving the social justice aspect of education. She recalled, “In the course Educational 
Sociology, I learned about the concept of social class. My family was poor and when I 
was a kid, I did not have anything to read other than textbooks at home.” She recalled the 
distinctions between her learning experience at her middle school and high school, which 
ranked as the second among all the high schools in northern Taiwan and is located in the 
capital city. 
 She recalled the experience of science lab in high school, “When we did science 
experiments, my classmates, who mostly grew up in the capital city and came from richer 
families than mine, were so excited that they would add all the chemicals together. Their 
‘experiments’ were far beyond what the teacher and the text asked us to do. I was 
astonished. I told them not to do this or things would explode. They just told me ‘It 
won’t’ and they insisted on having fun while doing experiments. I was trained that if the 
teacher says add 2 ml, then I add 2 ml. But they played. You know in middle school, we 
had such a lack of resources that we could never been allowed to try anything new. We 
even had to pay to replace a microscope cover glass if we broke it. How could we dare to 
mess everything up in the science lab? To my high school classmates, I was a live 
example of someone with no creativity.”  
She comments, “I saw what my high schoolmates did, but I did not have the kind 
of brain that understood the value of the way how they led their lives and its implications. 
My schoolmates were also always questioning and criticizing our school. Our high school 
was famous in Taiwan for the liberties it offered, and my schoolmates told me that we 
should not just follow the rules or just be satisfied with what the school was. They felt 
responsible for keeping our school a liberal academic institution. But I, I carried a brain 
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trained in another way, a traditional way. When I was there as a high school girl, I was 
not able to get it and I was not affected by that atmosphere. In fact, I spent most of my 
time studying because I felt I had difficulties catching up in my leaning and performance. 
And although I worked very hard, I did not perform well enough to enter top ranked 
universities. My university trained us in a traditional way as well. There were few 
opportunities for presentations or discussion in our classes. Almost all the evaluations 
were based on multiple choice questions, just as I had experienced from elementary to 
high school. Not until I started my graduate study at NTU did I have the chance to see all 
these past experiences in a different way.” 
She continues, “When the Educational Sociology course discussed the issue of 
social class, and when I learned that our education should eventually facilitate mobility 
between social classes, all these memories of past experiences came to me and they 
became vivid and filled with meaning. I was excited and I told myself, “Right! That is 
what education should do.”  
It became obvious to Han that people growing up in the lower social economic 
classes usually have more limited resources, and that the values and life strategies 
cultivated under the influence of these values usually greatly restrict their future 
possibilities.  She had experienced the contrast between schools in which the majority of 
students came from families of higher socio-economic status and her middle school, in 
which most coming from backgrounds similar to hers. The core values people held and 
circulated within these two kinds of institutions were distinct, or even completely 
opposite: creativity, diversity, and respect for individual feelings and thoughts versus 
obedience, uniform, and respect for the authority of teacher.  
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Han knows from her own experiences that the future of kids is not determined by 
their background, but if they are trained in narrower ways, they may be blind as to the 
sources of their own limitations and the possibility of new opportunities, and the mind 
requires time and effort to be capable of seeing alternatives. 
And it was in teacher training that she was introduced the concept of human 
rights: students, as individual humans, are to be respected. However, for her, it is not 
merely from the perspective of human rights that corporal punishment is not justifiable. 
There is simply no point in punishing or scolding students for their ‘failure’ if the 
teachers are the ones responsible 
Before becoming a teacher, Han had engaged in a training that was both 
personally and professionally profound. She developed a conscious awareness of the need 
to question whatever has been believed right. She now challenges the existing social 
values, believes and practices that her own life once embodied but now can revise or 
overturn. She has learned how to design and deliver lessons that better facilitate learning. 
She is convinced that education and a teacher’s job are “for students.” 
Stepping out of university, she got married, moved to the city where her husband 
grew up, and started teaching. She was a stranger in this new place, but there was one 
thing that was not unfamiliar to her: the middle school campus. The campus she joined is 
not that different from the one she experienced as a girl. People there still carry a 
“traditional” mind and act accordingly. The biggest difference is her. She now knows 
there are alternatives, and has a distinct vision for her students than her colleagues do. 
*** 
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Confronting conventional ideas and ways of interacting with students is her daily 
practice. Perhaps what more often times happens is that Han does not intend to be 
confrontational, but her colleagues feel confronted because they hold different mindset 
than Han. Even a little thing such as allowing her students to sit on her own office chair 
can provoke other teachers. Her colleagues believe that Han allows students to conduct 
themselves inappropriately and to disrespect teachers. Many of the mutual respectful 
behaviors Han engages in when interacting with students are read as “too nice,” or even 
“irresponsible.” Most of her colleagues have difficulties understanding her reasons or 
predicting her actions and reactions.  It turns out that Han is being confronted because of 
the person she is, instead of the reasons why she does these things. Her existence is a 
challenge to them, and they protect themselves from being “offended” by Han by 
reasserting their beliefs and practices in front of her, or attacking what she does. 
“After you called me about this interview, I did some investigating over these past 
two weeks. I asked students about their corporal punishment experiences. My homeroom 
students don't have such experiences. I don’t hit, and neither do the subject teachers who 
teach my students.” Han comments, “The administrators know me well. They realize I 
cannot accept subject teachers who hit. So they take this into account when they assign 
subject teachers to my class.”  
She conducted her investigations with students in other homeroom classes for 
which she is a subject teacher. Although many teachers did decrease or stop hitting 
students, Han discovered that all teachers of these students except her punish students by 
demanding that they copy their texts. The reasons why students are made to copy texts 
are extensive; some children said, “No matter what mistakes we made, we were punished 
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to copy the texts.” For example, if a student did not get their contact book signed by their 
parents, they might be punished to copy a chapter of their text. If they have bad manners, 
they copy texts, too. 
For Han, punishing students to copy text is corporal punishment, too. They write 
for hours and hours by hand. Han had found several times that some students who 
received such punishment worked on it while Han conducted her class. Students told her 
if they could not hand in the punishment on time, they will be requested to copy more 
times, for example, from three times to five times. 
Han is so confident about her instruction that she believes students would never 
choose to work on copying their texts in her class unless they are desperate to complete 
the work before it is due. Ironically, Han says, “Other teachers sometimes blame me 
about this. They think I should maintain a regular order, not allowing students to copy 
those texts because then they cannot pay attention to my class. I always murmur in my 
mind, ‘Isn’t it you who push students into this situation? And you blame this on me!?’” 
Parents, too, disagree with Han and question her practices. For example, she gives 
few conventional homework assignments of the type that aim to train students through 
memory and over-practice. In conventional thinking, time outside of class should be 
spent in working on things relevant to the content of textbooks and preparing for quizzes 
and exams. However, instead, Han assigns readings from outside their textbooks. Parents 
worry that the students in Han’s class are treated differently than other students since 
their kids will take the same entry exam for high school and will be evaluated by the 
same criteria later on.  
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The students themselves do not always accept the way she conducts the class at 
first. She seldom gives lectures or crams her students with correct and definite answers. 
Rather, she leads discussions to have students to discover ideas and have a reason for 
what they are learning. But, Han says, “Students cannot get it at the beginning. They have 
been trained to just sit there quietly and wait to write down or memorize what you tell 
them.”  
But Han has never shied away from carrying out what she has been trained to do 
and what she has believed is right for her students. Moreover, her faith is even growing 
stronger since she has become a teacher. This growth is related to her experiences with 
one of her homeroom teachers when she was in junior high. Not until she became a 
teacher did she know how challenging his job was and how much he meant to her. 
*** 
“In 7th grade, I met a very special teacher. It was 1986; martial law was still in 
effect, lasting until 1987. It was the tail end of Taiwan’s White Terror45. The social 
atmosphere was not open. The Haircut Regulation46 in schools had just been removed. In 
                                                 
45
 The martial law was in effect in Taiwan from 1949 to 1987.  The White Terror of Taiwan has no 
precise beginning and ending dates but in general refers to the period when the martial law was in effect. 
After the Chinese Civil War (1927-1950) between Koumintang (KMT) and the Communist Party of China 
(CPC), Koumintang lost the mainland and occupied the island Taiwan as its primary territory base. This 
war led to two de facto states, the Republic of China (ROC) in Taiwan and the People’s Republic of China 
(PRC) in mainland China; both governments claimed to be the legitimate government of China. Taiwan, 
ruled by the Koumintang government led by Chiang Kai-Shek, underwent a White Terror period. During 
this period, political dissidents were suppressed; most intellectual and social elites were imprisoned or 
prosecuted, convicted as “bandit spies (匪諜),” the spies for Chinese communists. The victims were both 
local Taiwanese and mainland Chinese, who followed KMT’s evacuation to Taiwan.  
46
 Before 1987, the Ministry of Education required all students to have exactly the same hair style. 
Males have to make their hair as crew cut, and females cannot have hair longer than 1 cm (or about 0.4 
inches) below their ears. After 1987, the Ministry of Education the removed this regulation, but schools still 
had their own regulations on students’ hair, similar but less strict. For example, males still require crew cut 
but longer, and females cannot have hair longer than 3 cm below ears. Also, the hair cannot be permed and 
colored. Violating school policy on hair would usually lead to demerits or punishments. Schools checked 
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the first semester, after the first midterm exam, our homeroom teacher gave us a student 
performance report, on which we were not able to find our names.”  
In retrospect, Han finds what this homeroom teacher did “unbelievable.” A 
student performance report without student names on it was a rebellion against the 
convention. In the White Terror, many intellectuals and social elites had been imprisoned 
or executed without trials, accused of being political dissidents who endangered the 
government because they held different opinions and ideas and acted accordingly. There 
was no right of free speech, no freedom of the press or of association. In a time like this, 
you had better not to talk, or even think too much, and had better act exactly as the 
majority acted. You did not want to be seen. It was a taboo to be unusual or to be 
different, no matter what the unusual or different is.  
The performance report Han and her classmates expected to see is a matrix 
consisting of students’ names and their grades for each subject. The performance ranking, 
based on the sum of students' subject scores, might be written explicitly or could be 
calculated from the information provided. However, Han and her classmates received 
instead a matrix which only had grades but no names. This report sheet was also used to 
inform parents as well: students had to take this report home, have their parents sign, and 
bring it to the teacher to confirm that the parents had signed. 
Han recalled, “Our homeroom teacher told us to mark the row of where our own 
grades were, put our own names on that row, and then take this home to have our parents 
                                                                                                                                                 
students’ hair in a regular manner (e.g., every Monday). Some school administrators would cut students’ 
hair right away when it did not follow the criteria. In 2005, the Ministry of Education asked all schools to 
remove all restrictions on students’ hair. A 2011 national survey conducted by HEF showed that there were 
still 91% of surveyed schools had school regulation for hair styles, and 50% of surveyed students reported 
that students will be punished or asked to fix their hair styles if violating the school regulation (Source: 
http://enews.url.com.tw/education/64075).    
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sign. The whole class was mad: How can the report have no identification except our 
own? We were all very upset.”  
Faced with students’ reaction, the homeroom teacher said, “Why does your 
mother have to know your classmate, XXX’s grades? She does not know XXX at all!” 
Actually, parents do care. They want to know their child’s grades and ranking, 
and those of all of their classmates’. The ranking with clear identifications matters. 
*** 
High school education in Taiwan is not compulsory; to attend a high school is not 
simply of registering with the school located in the educational district in which you live. 
When Han was a middle school student, attending high school required taking a 
nationwide entry exam and submitting a list ranking schools of interest. The best match 
between students’ grades and their list determined school assignment. The higher the 
grade is, the more likely you can enter the school you favor the most. So the ranking 
matters.  
Two things made this competition even more straightforward and the performance 
ranking even more critical. First, conventionally, there had existed a ranking list that told 
parents and students what schools were the best, and the ranking of the majority of high 
schools was somewhat fixed. Most students followed this conventional ranking when 
they filled out their priority list. Second, the entry exam tested students primarily on what 
the exact text of their textbook and every student was tested by an identical set of 
questions. Almost all of the answers could be found in the texts and if you could not 
remember the exact wording of the text, you usually had no way to choose the correct 
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answer from the options given. Every point earned is crucial, and every detail in the 
textbook could be crucial. 
The entry exam drove middle schooling. Basing instruction entirely on these tests 
has been criticized in Taiwan but it is a lasting phenomenon.  Principals strive for the 
highest ‘entry rate,’ which refers to the percentage of a junior high school students 
entering the top ranked schools, as key evidence of accountability. Instruction in middle 
school is often a matter of having students memorize the text, store this information as 
firmly as possible, and training students to become veteran testees.  
In Han’s time, most junior high students were grouped into classes based on their 
grades. The best performers were clustered in classes labeled as A-level classes (there 
might be B and C levels; some schools had more sophisticated hierarchy such as A+, A, 
A-, etc). Once students were assigned to a level of class, they rarely changed their class; 
for example, students were assigned to classes at the beginning of 8th grades based on 
their performance in 7th grade and their assignment would not change after 8th grade. 
The fixed group approach has been banned since 2004 but based on a nationwide survey 
in 2011, there are still 47% of surveyed schools use this approach or a variant, carried out 
explicitly or implicitly. Usually, the best resources, including the best classrooms with 
the best equipment and ‘star teachers,’ will be assigned to the best performers. Students 
from B or lower levels seldom have a chance to compete in this contest and may be 
physically separated from A students (grouped in a different floor level or even building). 
Middle school trains those best performers to answer the exam questions as 
quickly and correctly as possible. Schools usually hold 2 midterm exams and 1 final 
exam each semester, in which all students of the same grade level are tested using 
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identical questions, usually designed by schoolteachers. These school exams can be 
viewed as check points for students’ progress in preparing for the entry exam. Moreover, 
in 9th grade, some simulation exams across schools may be held as well; they could be 
city- or county-wide, or sometimes across cities and counties. Because individual 
students are tested by the identical questions as in the entry exam, their grades are 
comparable. The content and wording of the Simulation exams are designed by revising 
or imitating previously held entry exams – grades and ranking can be used to predict 
students’ future performance on entry exam and the best the school they might be able to 
attend.  
The high school entry policy has changed somewhat over time; for example, the 
questions are now generated through a standardized procedure, and they no longer call 
for exact recall but requiring additional cognitive skills. In addition, students can have 
additional opportunities to apply to a specific high school, and individual high schools 
might require materials other than grades and conduct interviews. Some high schools also 
offer limited application without the need of entry exam grades. However, the higher a 
school is ranked, the more likely it is that the school solely uses student grades to 
determine acceptance. The competition continues; you must outperform your 
schoolmates to make it into the highest ranked schools. 
The competition is a game that students cannot choose whether to play or not. But 
they are used to this, and have internalized the system. They see a performance report and 
automatically check who perform better or worse. Parents and teachers urge them to 
make progress, which means beating others. Students are encouraged to make friends 
with those who perform better than themselves and it is not wise to make friends with 
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those in B or lower level. If you make friends ‘lower’ than you, you might be thought to 
be ‘turning into a bad student’ and usually will be warned by your teachers. Parents, too, 
want to know what kind of students their kids are making friends with, good or bad. 
A performance report with identifications and grades might seem minor but it is 
exactly these sort of minor practices that together drive the “traditional system.” In this 
system, students are the scores they earn, rather than complete human beings. To increase 
performance, hitting is widely used, even to ‘motivate’ a student to score just one more 
point. To heighten the stakes associated with scores and encourage the fierce competition, 
public ranking with identifications is vital. Han’s 7th homeroom teacher fought against 
this system and a value which did not exist in that era; Han comments, “Now I realize. 
He fought for our rights, our rights of privacy. Grades are individual students’ privacy.”   
*** 
Not until Han faced the “system” as a homeroom teacher trained to be “for the 
students,” did she realize how her 7th grade homeroom teacher fought for them, only that 
she had such a strong liking for this particular teacher. Now she is able to appreciate what 
he had done for her, for their class in many ways. 
It was this teacher who also introduced outside readings to their class. They read 
copied excerpts from the books whose authors criticized the problematic collective 
culture, social characters and practices, and advocated the collective introspection to 
improve the society. One author Po-Yang (1920-2008), a victim of the White Terror who 
was once imprisoned for ten years, was later devoted to the issues of human rights, 
freedom and dignity. In 1994, he established and led Amnesty International (AI) in 
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Taiwan. These books are the only outside readings Han was exposed to during middle 
school.  
Han’s homeroom teacher also illustrated the true struggle for self-improvement he 
went through being a teacher.  Han recalled, “He treated us very nicely at the beginning 
but at the end of the first semester, he suddenly decided to hit us because we performed 
badly. Conflicts between him and students started. But he learned quickly and changed 
just for a semester. After the winter break, he stopped hitting us; he changed the way he 
taught. He tried very innovative ways of teaching. For example, we learned English 
through performing a play. We enjoyed the time we spent together and our classes. Our 
7th grade classes were reorganized before entering the 8th grade, so I was not in his class 
after that. But our class shared a very beautiful memory of our 7th grade.” 
Han continued, “Now as a teacher, I have more than those beautiful memories. He 
must have experienced some reflective process, to reconsider his ways of interacting with 
us, and shifted his perspective to improve his instruction instead of hitting us. He gave 
me an experience that when finally I could understand the values my teacher illustrated 
and promoted, I would be able to see it and name it. And I would be convinced to follow 
him, to fight for my students as he had done.” 
The battles for Han are seldom psychological conflicts between her own sense of 
who she is as a teacher and the sort of a teacher the administration, her student, and their 
parents want her to be. She invests all her endeavors to imagine, look for, learn and train 
herself in better ways of instruction and leading her students. The battles arise in how she 
can truly win over her students and their parents, and even other teachers and the 
administration to her side. She has to show the evidence. 
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*** 
Even though most of the tests given to students are still multiple choice and the 
educational system does still value grades most of all, Han does not believe rote memory 
is what she should ask students to do.  
This semester, her students are learning about the cardiovascular system, about 
pulmonary circulation and systemic circulation. Han said, “On the day before I started the 
instruction, I told them that after today’s class, they should be able to state how blood 
flows through the body and why. And I told them they will never need to rote-memorize 
after school by themselves, as they will for all other classes. My students did not believe 
me at the first. They said, ‘How could it possibly happen?’” I told them they will see.  
“I seldom give lectures. I ask questions; they are encouraged to come up with 
answers and throw their ideas out to the whole class, as long as they believe their answers 
are reasonable. I am not merely asking for the ‘correct’ answers. They have to use their 
brain and follow what I am asking about. For example, when it came to how blood 
returns from the body,  
I asked them, ‘Hey, so where should the blood go now?’ 
Some students responded, ‘The right side of the heart, the right side!’ 
I questioned, ‘Can it have other options?’ 
Some students said, ‘There will be no oxygen carried by the blue blood now. We 
should supply it with oxygen again. Perhaps it should go to the lung first?’ 
I commented, “So there are two ways, which one should it go?’ 
They were somewhat stuck. They felt the blood should pass both organs but they 
could not decide whether it is the lung or the heart the blood should first go to. They 
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started talking to each other, to try to figure out a reason. I paused and after a while, I 
tried to get them unstuck with a hypothesis and consider why it should work,  
I asked, ‘If the blood should go the heart first, why?’ 
This initiated another discussion that before the blood comes to this point, the 
blood has circulated through the whole body, including the capillaries. A student 
elaborated that ‘the blood pressure will decrease after the blood passes the capillaries.’ 
While we were discussing the capillaries, there was a student cried out,  
‘Teacher, I know. Are you telling us that the blood should go back to the heart 
first because then it can have enough energy to come out? If not, the blood cannot move 
to anywhere anymore?’ 
I said, ‘You are right.’    
In every class, we work on this kind of discussion all the times. Some students of 
mine believe that they must attend my class, that they must be very concentrated, and that 
they must answer the questions. And they understand they are not sitting there to figure 
out what part they should memorize.” 
At the first, students found her class strange. “They had been trained to fill out 
quiz papers and many of them were also sent to the private cram schools after school 
hours. They are used to not thinking in class, but to returning home to memorize and 
memorize…. However, they will gradually find out that they save a lot energy learning 
this subject if they follow me. As long as they sit in my class and answer the questions, 
they will just remember what I teach them. They don’t have to spend extra time outside 
my class to memorize these materials. Gradually, they start learning to think, to use their 
brain, they don't just sit there and wait you to tell them the right answers. Sometimes 
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some students miss my class because they are sick. They feel like they lost out! They will 
come to me and want me to go over the content as I did in the class.” 
*** 
I ask, “Why did you attend the Positive Discipline workshop in 2008? It seems 
that you are so clear about what you are doing.” 
 “I was sometimes puzzled,” not about her instruction regarding the learning 
materials but about guiding students’ manners. “I do not hit students. I talk to them, 
giving them reasons why they should not behave in certain ways. However, I found that 
kids do not like to listen to what teachers say. They easily feel or presume you are 
preaching (說教). I wondered what else I could do. In 2008, I hadn’t developed how to 
utilize reading as an effective way. I wanted to learn something helpful.” 
In the workshop, Han found that she had held an unrealistic idea. “I used to 
believe that I should resolve student issues as soon as something happens. And I believed, 
once I give them a clear reason why they should not behave in certain way, they will not 
do it again. If they do it again, I thought that either I was not clear enough or that there 
were other factors interfering with the way I am guiding my students. Holding this idea, I 
easily became upset. I thought that if I did things right the first time, there should not be a 
second time. If students did make the mistake again, I angrily asked them why they did 
again, and I reiterating the reason with intensity, hoping that they could get it. I might 
blame their parents, ‘Why didn’t your parents teach you well?’” 
Han continued, “One thing I realized in the workshop helped me end this constant 
struggle.” She is not able to name what exact events brought her to such a realization, but 
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says, “I understood one thing. It takes time to be able to see any change of students.” This 
realization also partly came from recalling how she has becomes the person she is today. 
“I was not who I am. I have walked a long way to get here. I was not able to pick 
it up right away when my 7th grade homeroom teacher, my high schoolmates, and even 
my teachers and friends in teacher training taught me things. I must have behaved in a 
way very different than what they expected. But I changed, and I keep changing.” 
 Reflecting more deeply, she says, “And what brought me the faith to keep 
changing and resisting tradition and convention? It is what they as humans had illustrated 
for me.” They illustrated differences and they led a life with some quality that Han later 
would aspire to have in her life. That she did not get it right away but eventually did get it 
was because it was embodied in them, and someday she could call upon her memories 
and see them. She paused, “So a teacher does not have to resolve student issues once and 
for all. That is not what is going to happen.” 
 She now will not treat a mistake, as a serious flaw, as she once feared it was. She 
says, “I will talk to the student, but not keep talking or iterating the reason and preaching. 
I will say what I believe is right maybe once and stop there. I am able to stop because I 
do not feel it’s a serious thing if something hasn’t been resolved yet. And every one 
stands on distinct grounds. I feel the whole thing is like that all of us are running around 
the athletic ground.  My students are 12 years old when they come to me. When everyone 
runs the 1st lap, they might be close to each other. But when some have reached the 12th 
lap, some students might be just on their 8th lap. That is, there might be several kids who 
are disciplined and perform very well and they are sweethearts, running their 12th. But 
every student has a history which might jeopardize them at different levels. A teacher has 
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to make up for what happened, to provide what might have been missed over the past 12 
years. How could this be made up within 5 minutes?”   
While Han was becoming more patient toward seeing changes in her students, she 
was exposed to a learning experience which offered her an approach that was 
diametrically opposed to “preaching.” The next summer in 2009, Han attended a series of 
professional development courses regarding reading education. The training took about 
100 hours, lasting a month. A colleague of her went with her. “We discovered a profound 
way to have an impact on children.”  
*** 
Han comments, “When a teacher reads books such as novels with their students, 
they create opportunities to talk about values and important ideas revealed or embodied 
in the stories. Directly speaking of what is right and wrong will become preaching.” She 
jumps to describing the challenges of getting along with her current homeroom students. 
“Some students are princesses today. And I happen to have more princesses than 
other teachers. My colleagues know this as well because some of them teach this class 
too.” Han says, “For example, one time, a student was supposed to put a thing back 
somewhere, but she seemed to forget. I reminded her to put it back, and she immediately 
talked back to me ‘Of course I know that. I always know that. Before you say this I had 
planned to do that. You don’t have to say that to me. I had planned to do this, but 
you….’.” Han commented, “You talk to them one word, and they will talk back to you 
ten times longer than what you said, to argue.”  
Her students seem unable to accept any messages suggesting they might be 
wrong. And these students often times show egocentric tendencies. Han believes this has 
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to do with doting parents. She argued, “Their parents seldom hit them nowadays. That’s 
good. But spare the rod doesn’t mean spare teaching them.” Han observed that these 
parents do not know how they should help their kids learn what appropriate conduct is. 
Instead, they give their kids as much money as they can offer, and meet their desires as 
much as they can. These kids are used to such doting ways and have difficulties 
acknowledging other ways of being treated well. Han explained, “You think that if you 
express your goodwill to them, they will accept what you would like to teach them. But 
no, they might not consider what you say because they don’t have to.” Their parents will 
give them anything they want no matter how they behave, so why should they listen to 
their teachers? Why do they have to care about other people?  
Han introduced a book as their reading assignment, “The Miraculous Journey of 
Edward Tulane” by Kate Dicamillo. The leading character is a rabbit, named Edward, 
who is made of china. At the beginning of the story, he was a treasure of his little owner 
and treated as an aristocratic member of their family. Yet he was not able to see and feel 
others and the world, only himself.  He was incapable of loving. In this story, Edward 
starts a journey of learning how to love.  
What happens in this journey of Edward fascinated the students, and they were 
interested and motivated to discuss the story. This story delineates how one might treat 
people around them and might be treated, what could happen to someone who interacts 
differently with their surroundings, what changes people can make and why, and what 
one can decide to become. It is a journey Han wishes her students to begin. The character 
mirrors her “princesses.” Through discussing and sharing about what happens in the 
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stories, she is trying to have impact on her students in a way that they won’t immediately 
take personally and resist considering alternatives. 
Returning to the point of parents, Han adds, “I have to teach their parents as well. 
I advocate for all the parents of my homeroom class to attend our class parent-teacher 
conference at the beginning of each semester. Now I am planning on guiding them more 
firmly that they have to expand their lives, too. They have to read good books, too. They 
have to learn a better way to get along with their kids, too, as I am doing.” 
*** 
She teaches her students to learn life skills from very tiny things. In their school, 
lunch is provided by the school. Sometimes students do not take fruit prepared as part of 
their meal. These fruits might be thrown away. Han teaches them how to make something 
delicious from these fruits. One time, the leftover fruit is guava. She quietly cleaned the 
guava and made pickled guava to treat her students. After they have tasted it, she asked if 
they would like to try making it by their own. Han described, “They have tasted it and 
know it’s good. So they are interested in how to make it. And a girl, who comes from a 
family with low socio-economic status, she was excitedly shouted out, ‘I must learn it! I 
must learn it.’ And she ran to the table where I stood. When Mother's Day was coming, I 
gave each of them an empty bag, asking them to make pickled guava to treat their 
mothers as their assignment. The day after, the excited girl wrote in her contact book that 
her mother loves pickled guava. And on Mother's Day, she made it in the early morning, 
and urged her mother to taste. Her mother said no at first,” probably because of being 
embarrassed to take what her daughter has done for her. “The mother did not taste it until 
she watched TV that night. The girl said that eventually her mother ate it. The girl 
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observed her mother while her mother was unaware, and saw her mother was tittering 
while eating the pickled guava!” Han comments, “Her mother also wrote on the contact 
book that she was surprisingly moved that her daughter prepared fruit for her.” Other 
times she taught students to make sandwiches and banana-pudding milk, and a student 
shared with her in the contact book that during the weekend, he prepared himself a 
breakfast, the sandwich and the banana-pudding milk.   
“I told my students, “One day, there will be no exams in your life. You will be 
done with all the exams at some point. And what is left is your life? I wish in your life, 
that you will be able to sit quietly to read a good book, to enjoy a breakfast that you 
prepare for yourself, to appreciate movies and art works, and to get along with yourself.  
Have fun.”  
*** 
Being curious, I ask, “For you, what is Positive Discipline?” I am curious to know 
how such a teacher thinks of positive discipline, which has been positioned as the 
opposite of corporal punishment by the advocate and the Ministry.  
 She is not able to respond at first. “This question is too difficult to be answered.” 
She tries while she is still thinking, “All of these. All of what I have done to create a 
friendly environment for my students. All of these are positive discipline. These are the 
contrast of corporal punishment.” She adds, “Why do I have to do this?  If I do not hit, 
my students will not hit in the future if they become a teacher.”  
 It is about the end of the interview. She says, “I have to go now. I must prepare a 
lecture for the last class today. Next week, the winter semester will begin. There is a 
special traveling exhibition of Balzac (Honoré de Balzac) in National Museum of Taiwan 
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Literature. I know students won’t go to see the exhibition just because they see the poster 
you posted on the classroom board. Students live in such a place like the desert. So I 
usually go to the exhibition first, take photos and introduce them to what is there. I will 
give them a guide today. Even we adults cannot understand well if there is no guide at all. 
This is what I am busy working on this week.” 
 Han stood up and asked me, “where is your next stop?” 
*** 
Han's tale of resistance and isolation, of replacing coercion with persuasion, 
causes her to stand out in our larger narrative, for she seems unique in her resiliency and 
commitment to reject corporal punishment. Indeed, teachers like Han are not common, 
but she is not alone, and the stories told by teachers with similar convictions bear a 
striking similarity to hers, as well as point out some interesting differences. In the final 
pages of this chapter, we will take a brief look at a few of these teachers, highlighting 
common themes and differences that might spark further exploration and debate. 
Hu 
Hu has taught social studies for 6 and ½ years in a suburban school of about 1500 
students and 30 students in each class. She has also experienced the job of homeroom 
teacher, which she held for the first three years. Now in her middle 30s, Hu's experiences 
growing up made corporal punishment unacceptable, almost inconceivable. Her parents 
did not engage in corporal punishment, and her teachers rarely used physical punishment. 
Her teacher training at NTU reinforced her experiences as a student, encouraging her to 
question the necessity of corporal punishment and the motives that drive teachers to use 
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physical force. As Hu said: “I will not allow others to touch my body, how could it be 
possible for me to hit students?” 
Like Han, Hu has suffered verbal pressure and taunting from her colleagues. “One 
time, I overheard that my colleagues chatted in office. They imitated the way I talked. 
'Hu’s students were talking in class. You know what? She then spoke to them “be quiet.” 
It was so tender.'  You knew that was not a compliment.”  
These colleagues mistook the sound of active, engaged students for misbehavior 
and Hu's loss of control. “They think my students dare to talk because I talk to my 
students courteously and I do not hit them. But I feel my class usually happily progresses 
and we get along each other well. For my colleagues, to have middle school students be 
afraid of teachers is critical in order to control them. But that is not what I want.”  
Also similar to Han's experience, the enactment of the ban was a source of relief 
to Hu. “I feel my colleagues become similar to me. The ban is helpful. I become not that 
special to them.” 
Hsien 
Hsien teaches civil education at one of the largest schools in the area, a school of 
which the high school entry rate consistently ranks first or second in the city. The school 
not only uses corporal punishment to promote student performance, they have strict 
policies on many fronts: For example, students are clustered into classes using the 
technically illegal grouping approach, and the school has specific rules regarding 
hairstyle and uniform. 
Hsien's story of being drawn into the use of corporal punishment by multiple 
forces pressing upon her to employ physical means of control is now a familiar one. She 
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did not start out as a hitter, but at some point, a point she can no longer clearly recall, she 
started hitting. “The whole thing was like a trap,” she commented.  
 “My major was law,” said Hsien, “so I have always felt that you cannot hit 
students. Hitting is physical assault. Even if there were not a ban on corporal punishment, 
parents could sue me successfully.” But Hsien, in her own words, “was young, and 
unable to control my anger.” Her temper left her vulnerable to adopting the same 
techniques that teachers all around her were using.  
 Hsien recalls: “I don’t remember for the first time why I hit a child. Perhaps he 
lied. And then I hit another child who did not hand in the assignment. I was concerned 
very much about their assignments; I believed they should definitely hand in 
assignments. I remember that I suddenly became very angry and I hit the student. I felt 
that I had talked a lot and stated and restated the rules so clearly, why did the student still 
do these things?” 
 Not only did Hsien's colleagues press her to use corporal punishment, as Han's 
had, Hsien gives us further insight regarding the role that students played in fostering a 
climate of corporal punishment. They had both practical and social reasons for 
encouraging Hsien to hit. From a practical standpoint, teachers have two options when 
students ‘misbehave;’ they can physically punish them, or give them demerits. According 
to Hsien, “When you talked to students that you wished them to stop their manner or they 
would be issued demerits according to the school policy, they told you, 'Hit me; don’t 
issue me demerits.' They had been hit, so pain is not a big deal. Pain is temporary, but the 
demerit record will follow them.” 
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In addition, the notion that teachers earn respect and credibility through corporal 
punishment is one that is deeply entrenched in Hsien's students. “I was the homeroom 
teacher,” Hsien said, “and the whole class had wished me to hit. You know? Students 
grew up by being hit. They judged if a teacher takes her responsibility by whether you 
discipline strictly, and if you refused to hit, they thought you shirked the responsibility in 
order to protect yourself, from getting trouble, from being sued. They told me, 'Teacher, 
just because you are not tough enough, they dare to behave so!' Of course, they did not 
want the hit on themselves, but they would counsel me that I should have hit their 
classmates. They could not stand it when you did not hit those students who disrupted the 
order, the discipline.” 
Hsu 
Hsu is in her early 40s and has taught for 11 years.  She teaches math and has 
been a homeroom teacher. She has a struggling history fighting against being inflicted by 
corporal punishment, even to an extreme of killing herself. She hates corporal 
punishment since she was a little girl but she painfully found that she could not help 
hitting students as she became a teacher. She bravely regained herself as she learned 
alternatives. Here I present her story using the 1st person point of view: 
My mother struck me. We ran a grocery store. If people came in to buy stuffs, and 
we kids did not show the politeness, saying appropriate hellos to the customers, my mom 
would suddenly smack our faces in front of these customers. She was so emotional. One 
time I did not go home immediately after school, staying in school playing with my 
schoolmates. She rode her motorcycle to the school looking for me. When she found me, 
she beat me badly there. 
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My sister would run away from being beaten by mom, but I had never. I had this 
idea, “OK. I am your daughter. You have the right to beat me; then beat me to death.” I 
stood there, without saying any word, without running away when beaten. And I went to 
school, with bruises and scars on my leg skin, to show the whole world that she beat me. 
I thought about killing myself. Our grocery store sold all kinds of stuffs, candies, 
cigarettes, wine. We had pesticides too. I took one bottle of it, and one time, I squatted 
long in front of that bottle. I would like to drink it. I talked to myself, “I really did not 
want to stay in this home anymore. I am not a bad girl but why I am beaten all the times.” 
I starred at the bottle for so long but I did not have the courage to have it.  
And strangely, my mother bought me lots of beautiful clothes, and she would 
dress me beautifully. We lived near many relatives of my mother. They told me, “See, 
how nicely your mother treats you.” I fought against what they said, without speaking 
out, “No, she was just doing something shallowly.” 
After elementary school, I was sent to a private high school, and lived in the dorm 
during weekday. My mom did not hit me anymore. But teachers hit me. I listened to them 
only when they hit me. During weekend, I went home feeling something wrong. No 
matter what I did then, my mother would not hit me. I then tried to sleep so late until 
noon, in order to test her. But she still did not hit me. I felt that it must be a trap. I did not 
believe what happened. So I started doing things to test her. For the whole junior and 
senior high, even in university, I kept challenging her. We were in extreme tension all the 
times. 
Then I became a teacher. I struck my students. Particularly, for the first year when 
I joined this school, I did serious strikes. I was not confident to be a teacher who could 
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manage students well. I felt I had to be superior to my students as the policemen have 
certain power to handle the stealer. I chose to hit them. I felt deeply guilty after I hit my 
students. When I hit, my emotion became very hyper. And after that, I felt exhausted; the 
body became very weak, without any energy. 
When I hit, I often talked to them without thinking, “I don’t believe I cannot 
manage you!” And that was exactly my mother treated me. She told me when I was a kid, 
“I don’t believe that I am not able to handle you. If you are steel, I will have you bend.” I 
was a copy of my mother.  
I knew I could not continue doing that. I was wrong to hit them, just as my mother 
was wrong to hit me.  
And in the second year, I decided to take course from Teacher Chang47, and 
joined them as a volunteer. I was so immature and emotional that I had to devote to some 
development. Since then, I started learning other strategies. 
 
Finally, Hsu pointed out that zero corporal punishment is almost impossible. “In 
my view, it’s difficult to really make the prohibition of corporal punishment into practice. 
The biggest difficulty for me is that many students have been hit by their parents, or been 
verbally threatened. Because they have been educated by this way, they are incapable of 
just listening to the reasons you talk to them. When you try to persuade them nicely, they 
feel that there is nothing big. Unless you put on strictness and take threatening ways, they 
won’t care. For the most recent two cohorts of students, I hardly hit them. But I now will 
instead punish them to do labor rituals, to run the athletic ground, or to stand. Standing 
                                                 
47
  Teacher Chang is a private institution that promotes counseling practices in Taiwan. 
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should be a corporal punishment, right?” She also described that the ban is a major reason 
why she is still being a teacher, “I see many people do things I don’t think right. This 
place seems to be not like the way I believe it should be. The way I deal with it is leaving. 
But now I think I will stay longer.”   
Hou 
Hou has taught Chinese for 12 years, and she just transferred to this new school 1 
and ½ years ago. Declining the possibility to visit her at her campus, Hou set up our 
meeting in a Starbucks, intentionally to not cause any attention from her colleagues, 
particularly for the issue regarding corporal punishment. She “does not want to become 
“a target,” who is known for the disproof position of corporal punishment. Hitting is “so 
popular” in her current school; Hou explains, “I overheard my current colleagues said, 
‘How could it be possible that teachers don’t hit?’ I try not to be found that I don’t hit.” 
She hides herself saving a ‘private’ room so that she can guide her students without the 
peer pressure that she knows will challenge her.  
As a close friend with Han—Hou met Han in her pervious school and sat next to 
each other in the same office for years—Hou admires Han for she received such a liberal 
teacher training that is different from hers, and those inspiring ideas Han has offered. 
Knowing that I just interviewed Han several days ago, she asks me excitedly, “Did she 
tell you that ‘if students do not learn well, it’s because teachers do not teach well?” She 
elaborates that she felt it was so right when Han told her this, but it is really a “new” idea 
to her. It has opened an alternative view to interpret students’ failure and mistake and 
what her responsibility is. However, she knows she is not a person of Han’s “direct” style 
– tell students directly that she will not hit them, and claim in front of colleagues that her 
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disapproves corporal punishment. She explains, “I am not that type of person, who can 
get the idea right at first having so clear rationale and just do it.”  Standing in the front as 
Han does will make her too vulnerable to carry out her learned but still being developed 
ideas.  
It was Han who introduced Hou to me because she believes Hou might provide 
insights for how a teacher shifted from using the stick to put it down. I discovered that 
Hou started being a teacher using stick not because she had favored and endorsed the 
power of stick. In contrary, she had been long known “corporal punishment is not a good 
thing”. She recalled, “I was in my second grade and my brother was in his middle school. 
I saw his rebellion, his pain. He was hit by all kinds of ways you could not even imagine, 
for grades, for the entry exam to high school.” However, her own testimony about her 
brother was not enough for her to step on a different path by her own.    
When she witnessed how common and taken-for-granted teachers around her used 
stick, she found it was so easy to let the conflicting ideas slip by and there seems to be no 
immediate need to resolve the conflicting between the fact she hit student and her guilty 
feeling that “I know it is not right.” She appreciates the stimulating discusses Han had 
brought to her, and eventually the legal ban is a relief for her. She had been waiting for 
the moment it passed. 
This ban gave her a clear moral reason to put down the stick immediately without 
any excuse. “Since there has been a law, I cannot take the lead violating the law. Hitting 
is now like that I know I cannot run the red light but I still run across the street in front of 
my kids. If I violate the law, how could I teach kids to follow the law?” And her students 
embraced this ban as well. She recalled, “I remembered clearly that kids were very, very 
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happy. It was also a transition time, almost the end of the first fall semester for that 
homeroom seventh grade. Some kids even talked about the ban in my class on the day 
after it was just assed. They said to me excitedly, ‘Corporal punishment has been banned, 
the legislation has been passed.’ I responded to them, ‘That’s nice! Let’s start over.’” 
Furthermore, this moral justification, which derives its power from legal and 
judicial systems, works much more easily than educational philosophical debating to 
justify her position to others. Different people hold distinct educational ideas, but now 
she feels there is a clear right or wrong in terms of what you should do. “It’s simple. I 
cannot hit and you cannot as well.” And the argument cannot be defeated. “A previous 
colleague came to asking why I can not use the stick. I told her, ‘It is a law. Kids are 
smart. They know it is illegal. Don’t break the law.” 
Though the ban helped her to put down the stick, but not until attending a Positive 
Discipline Workshop in 2008 did she become aware what she had intended to impose on 
students—fear. “It is fear we create to force students to do what you want them to do.” 
She was convinced by the workshop that fear has nothing to do with having students 
learn to think. “Now I try to make my guidance to students as a process of idea exchanges 
and thought persuasion, between my students and me.” But her students “feel puzzled” at 
first. “I care their manners more than their academic performance. I care if they come late 
for what they should be on time. I care if they can take good responsibilities for what they 
are doing. I do not allow students to copy homework assignments from others as other 
teachers might pretend that they do not know and just take the assignments. I care their 
character. If they do something wrong, I care how they think and why they decide to do 
so.” But her students told her that their previous teachers only cared about grades, and 
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what Hou asked was never a concern of their teachers before. Hou commented, “They 
have difficulties understanding why I just talk to them but not punish them. They were 
not able to get the point at first.” 
Hou discovered that her most difficulties resided in that “Students do not trust 
adults.” She described, “I am now taking a 7th grade homeroom class just for one 
semester. They suspected what I did. Poor kids. They always wonder that you are going 
to hit them badly, picking them up. Any action you do to them makes them wonder you 
are picking them up, troubling them. They had been treated as that way since they were 
born. So they test you. At first, they tested me via lots of surreptitious incorporation. I 
had to firmly and repeatedly told them why I want them to do this this or that that, and 
meanwhile, conveying my goodwill and sincerity again and again. They don’t believe 
that you would do things just for them and you are caring about who they are. So now, I 
tell them that regardless of how you have been treated before, it was the past. I want to let 
them understand that they can be treated well and I am showing them. And I want them 
to know that any person are worth being treated via reasonable communications, so do 
you. So between you and me, we do so. 
One semester has passed; she described the discovery, “I found changes on the 
faces of my student. They look softer. They become opener. They are taking off their 
arms. They are returning to how their ages should look like. They returns to themselves, 
children.”  
Hong 
Hong is in her early 40s and has taught first civil education and then integrative 
activities for twelve years. Her school, having about a total of 3300 students and 30 
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students per class, is located in a rural area and just next to a national university. She 
stated that she hardly see teachers hit students at campus. The particularity of her situated 
campus—which she emphasizes in the interview that most students in this district come 
from higher socio-economic status—was viewed by her a reason as to why they have 
fewer issues regarding if teachers should use corporal punishment or not. These children 
are watched over much better by their parents than usual, without much use of corporal 
punishment; sometimes, perhaps “too well,” Hong commented. “Some parents tried 
every possibility to volunteer within the campus not because they love to be volunteers 
but because they would like to monitor how their children work in school and if they 
need extra helps” Even in such a corporal punishment free environment, she experiences 
some conflicts regarding what it means to be a teacher and why corporal punishment does 
not work. 
Hong described that she was originally not inclined to consider corporal 
punishment because she is “a person of compassion” and does not like “to be enemy of 
others.” Interestingly, a belief of hers regarding the human nature, “inherently evil” led 
her to a law major when she was an undergraduate. She describes, “I transferred my 
major from Chinese to Law, wishing that I could contribute to this world, utilizing the 
political power to make good laws to protect good persons.” Graduating from university, 
she worked as a congressman assistant in the Parliament several years. Becoming a 
teacher was unexpected. There came a chance and she became a teacher. Not until then, 
she did not realize that the legal system is in nature punitive, which seems to be conflict 
with what she believes what a person she is, of compassion. 
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“I remembered, in my teaching statement, I still emphasized that I would like to 
cultivate and supervise kids’ manners through good law education.” But one thing 
changed her. She used a stick to hit a boy—the first and the last time she hit. 
“A parent gave me a stick. She told me that I could hit her kid as I wished. I had 
never used that stick to hit her kid, but finally used it to hit another boy. I hit on his 
buttock five heavy times, and my heart almost shut down! Anger, the anger made my 
heart very hurt.”  
That boy kept handing in homework assignments late. Hong described what 
brought her to that point, “I didn’t know that he had learning disability. He was examined 
with emotional disability later but I hadn’t known earlier. I just felt that how his motion 
could be always so slow. I felt that he was smart, but why he could not do better. One 
time, I suddenly became very mad and then I used that stick to hit him.” She was not 
intended to do so before getting into that point. She recalled, “I did not prepare to hit him 
and I did not tell him in advance if he did again I would hit. I just in a sudden took the 
stick and hit him in front of the class.” What happened next confused Hong. “After I hit, I 
saw him smile! It was not a bad smile. The smile seemed to say, ‘Finally, someone cares 
about me.’ He appeared happy. I felt so strange.”  
After being calm down, Hong looked for an explanation as to why this boy 
reacted this way. She discovered that this child has seldom received any attention from 
his parents or other caregivers. This boy interpreted her action intervening his life as “this 
teacher cared about me so she did something to me.” He felt he was watched over and 
taken cared by Hong even it was the pain inflicted on his body. Hong described that this 
boy even told her later, “You don’t have to hit me. I will fear just by seeing your eyes.” 
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Though this boy acted accepting Hong’s hit and the fear Hong brought to him. 
Hong did not feel right. “I know what he wanted was not fear but caring. And I also know 
on the day I hit him, the hitting from my side had nothing to do with caring but only 
anger: I was incapable of controlling my anger.” 
 Hong reflected on this and said, “This event taught me; my emotional anger is 
unnecessary, and caring is the key. I had never hit him or hit anyone since then. I tried 
my best to take care of him or my students, as their mothers.” Her reflection went farer, 
“Many years have passed. I realized that the power of law is limited. The law or judicial 
system always has no power to control certain people, and those who behave well might 
not because of the law at all. It is like that we should wear helmet when we ride 
motorcycles or you will be fined for five hundred dollars. For many people, whether they 
wear the helmet has nothing to do with that they might be fined. They understand why we 
need wear a helmet. Even you ask these people to not wear the helmet, they would just 
wear it. In nature, there is no element of education within the law or judicial system.” 
She changed her mind about being a teacher, too. “My teacher contract was 
originally only for two years. Being a teacher was not my ideal profession at first because 
I did not think it is a big career.” Almost in the end of her contract, she actually had not 
figured out what to do next, “I had been disappointed about myself; I seem to not able to 
do something big.” The principle and administrative chiefs helped her out. They wanted 
her to stay and they actively talked to her regarding how she might resolve the contract 
issue and stayed there. Hong said, “Their acceptance and kindness unexpectedly altered 
me: For the first time I wondered that this world has real good persons who can have 
significant influences on others’ lives. They had shown me through how they treated me, 
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and I then told myself that it is now my turn. Perhaps, I should stop feeling that I could 
do something else bigger because being a teacher, from now on, I am a significant person 
to students.”  
Finally, commenting on the ban, Hong responded, “Many teachers might not be 
clear about their role. They are still haunted by what bargaining chips they can hold in 
their hands so that they can have power to do this this and that that to their students. No, 
you have to touch their hearts.” 
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Chapter 6 
ANALYSIS OF TEACHER CHANGE 
Although for most of my readers, a Taiwanese middle school campus is likely an 
unfamiliar environment, perhaps the stories themselves are not. Via the stories, readers 
might find these lives echo or conflict with their stories about teachers, education, 
schools, punishment, discipline, Stories enable us to access an environment that we might 
never have opportunity to enter, to gain insights that are valuable to our own lives. 
In addition, from a methodological perspective, these teacher stories illustrate 
that, at an individual-level, the meaning and influence of a legal ban cannot easily be 
uncovered without taking a closer look at events through the teachers’ own eyes. Across 
individuals, there are themes and features, held in common or in difference. 
In the next two Chapters, I move to a deeper analysis and interpretation, centering 
on two emphases of this research inquiry: 1) teacher change with regards to corporal 
punishment (Chapter 6), and 2) the significance and limitations of the legal ban in 
bringing about change (Chapter 7).  
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 asked readers to primarily utilize a narrative way of knowing 
(Bruner, 1986). Chapter 5 responds the first to the third research questions of this 
dissertation; analysis and discussion in Chapter 6 cover the third and fourth questions. 
The final two chapters will primarily engage readers in utilizing paradigmatic way of 
knowing (Bruner, 1986). 
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I: What changes happened? 
At first, an overview or overall message concerning teachers and corporal punishment is 
challenging to find, given the uniqueness and complexity of each teacher’s story and the 
imbued profound subtleties of their personal meanings.  
Through continuous reading stories, however, I found some narratives relate more 
similar experiences and some highlight contrasts. Observing this, I decided to see if 
teachers could be clustered into subgroups, to identify and name themes based on the 
observed similarities and differences across teachers. 
I began by focusing on those teachers whose stories struck me most—those that 
did not change and others who experienced revolutionary transformations. I identified 
features and themes that could best differentiate these two sets of exemplars from one 
another regarding their professional and personal development. I used these features and 
themes as a framework to examine whether others among the 23 teachers might share 
these qualities. Gradually, subgroups emerged through a back-and-forth process. I used 
the first-emerging-themes to see if these features and themes could be applied elsewhere, 
while being open to identifying new themes that I might not have initially recognized in 
the exemplary teachers. I then refined the themes, making them more inclusive for 
teachers while also recording new uniqueness that might lead to reorganization of groups.  
Through this process, I developed four categories—resister, transformer, 
harbinger, and adaptor, primarily based on the following three dimensions that I 
uncovered. 
• Identity/Problem-solving dimension: What issues did these teachers perceive as 
most relevant to their teaching and how did their perceptions drive their everyday 
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efforts to deal with these issues, their daily problem solving processes? And, what 
problem solving strategies do they use and feel necessary and effective? 
• Source of pressure/struggle dimension: What struggles or pressures did they 
experience the most, and did they arise from the outside (e.g., the legal ban, the 
Ministry, the reform atmosphere and advocates, their colleagues, their students, 
and parents) or from the inside (e.g., their own perceived incapability of resolving 
problems)? How did these struggles and pressures intervene in their decision-
making and actions regarding whether they used corporal punishment or not? 
• Change Dimension: Did teachers experience any changes regarding corporal 
punishment (or punishment in general) as it pertains to their own values, beliefs, 
and ideas or practices, whether due to the ban or not? How were these changes in 
individual lives initiated and how did they evolve? What factors did teachers 
perceive and interpret as critical to their changes? 
 
Using these three dimensions, the teachers clustered into four subgroups. In 
Chapters 3, 4, and 5, not all of the 23 teachers’ stories are told. I selected 11 teachers’ 
stories to tell, because these best illustrated the commonalities and differences, within and 
between subgroups, respectively. Here, I provide further significant details about the 
entire 23 participant teachers in relation to their subgroups, including how many of them 
are belong to each cluster, a summary of their subgroup, and some additional details of 
their lives that enrich the stories told before.  
Before getting into each subgroup, it is important to note that such classification 
and summary should be interpreted with caution. Clustering teachers is not because I 
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believe that people can fit into a fixed classification. As can be seen that the teachers 
across groups also share certain commonalities, and more importantly, that teachers 
evolved, aligning sometimes more with one subgroup, sometimes another. Nevertheless, I 
believe that this sort of classification creates a framework that facilitates discussion of the 
change or transformation that we are interested in seeing during educational reform and 
the conditions that might make such transformation more possible. Table 6 provides a 
quick review of the three dimensions and subsequent classification. I believe it is too 
simplistic if taken alone; it is only useful and meaningful in the context of the stories 
from Chapter 3, 4 and 5, and the following summary.  
For the convenience of discussion, I denote each teacher as T plus a number, such 
as T-1, to refer to teachers, rather than use their designated pseudo-names (see Table 4). 
The order of numbers assigned did not involve any particular meaning except the order in 
which I conducted the interviews with the teachers, which was completely based on 
availability of times for interviews. 
The Resister. 
In Chapter 3, I tell stories of three teachers, T-11 (Lien), 12 (Lin), and 23 (Lu). 
Beside these three teachers, another 4 teachers, T-4, 6, 20, and 21 also belong in this 
subgroup. The resisters were pro-corporal punishment in the interviews, and the legal ban 
had little impact on their beliefs and views of punishment. They had strong convictions 
regarding how schools maintain order, with little questioning of the status quo. Their 
action was mostly driven by student wrongdoings (according to teachers’ definition or 
school policy), and they believed that their key role was to punish these wrongdoings so 
that they could prevent such acts happening again.  
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Resisters did adjust practically to some degree, driven by a negative tendency to 
avoid being caught, reported, or sued because the ban made corporal punishment illegal. 
Among these 7 teachers, 2 of them (T-12 and T-23) continued, with more caution  (e.g., 
less frequent or less severe), their practice of using corporal punishment, particularly the 
use of sticks. Others seemed to have stopped or minimized the use of sticks because they 
were afraid of being sued (T-11, 20, and 21), afraid of losing their jobs and pensions (T-
4), or they simply recognized it as an illegal practice and did not want to violate the law 
(T-6). After the ban, they appealed to what they perceived as milder ways of punishments 
(e.g., asking students to copy the text) or the ways that functioned as punishment to 
‘condition’ students (e.g., giving rewards or incentives for good manners—positive 
reinforcement; T-12 and T-20). Some of them withdrew from the situations that increased 
time spent dealing with student issues (e.g., left homeroom teacher duty and chose to 
become subject teachers or school administrators with less course load; T-11, 20, and 21). 
Throughout the interviews, the majority of resisters spent most of the time 
arguing why corporal punishment should not be banned (or should not be completely 
banned; all teachers are in this group except T-4) and describing how disruptive and 
difficult today’s children are. The teachers also showed a lack of empathy, particularly 
toward children from lower socioeconomic statuses or families that could not function 
well to support children (all teachers in this group did, except T-20).  
The Transformer. 
The two teachers, T-14 (Tseng) and T-15 (Tsu), discussed in Chapter 4, had used 
corporal punishment and had used the stick to hit students, but they abandoned corporal 
punishment while attending the HEF’s Positive Discipline Workshop, coming to believe 
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that corporal punishment cannot be justified. Neither had ever had strong reasons for 
using corporal punishment; Teacher, T-14 took the use of stick for granted and just used 
it as other teachers did at the beginning of becoming a teacher. T-15 mentioned that she 
was not a teacher inclined to use any form of punishment, but corporal punishment could 
be used when she needed it. Both experienced a revolutionary transformation regarding 
the development of their ideas about what it means to be a teacher and the relationship 
that they could have with their students.  
T-15 explicitly stated that she gave up the stick because she learned a new 
concept, respect, which never existed in her previous mindset. She now was convinced 
that respect is a mutual thing between all individuals no matter if they are adults or 
children. Once she grasped this meaning of respect, she felt a need to adjust her practices 
to adhere to this ideal. She felt that not only the use of stick, but other coercive methods 
and even verbal reprimands cannot be justified. And she learned over time that her ability 
to respect students depended on how well she could manage her emotions and work load.  
T-14 uncovered a previously held but unconscious idea, which rose every time 
she saw a wrongdoing of her students—a need to uphold the justice by punishment. She 
was surprised that this unconscious idea had dominated her interpretation and reaction to 
student behaviors. In the workshop, she rediscovered her original thoughts about 
education, that her duty as a teacher is to help students improve instead of seeing 
punishment as a kind of justice. She then began to use other strategies and alternative 
perspectives to control her impulse to punish students.  
During the interview, T-14 and T-15 expressed that they did not recognize that the 
ban impacted them, but we could find some indirect references in their narratives. For 
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example, T-14 mentioned that the legal ban gradually made her feel that one day she 
might be caught breaking the law, but that the ban did not provide guidance as to 
alternative forms of discipline, and only specified what not to do.  
Without recognizing that the ban may have been affecting them indirectly, their 
transformation began when they attended the HEF’s Positive Discipline Workshop. The 
workshop aimed at assisting teachers to learn alternatives to corporal punishment. The 
HEF had provided similar workshops before the ban but used other titles for their 
workshops. The HEF tailored their professional workshops after the ban, specifically 
highlighting alternatives as options to avoid corporal punishment. The legal ban helped 
them rework their seminars to directly address teachers’ immediate needs after the ban, 
which in turn allowed T-14 and T-15 to engage in an inward reflection and develop new 
mindsets that guided their future practices. 
Another participant teacher, T-19 falls into this cluster as well. I will discuss this 
later in more detail. Here, I simply want to emphasize that T-19 had used many forms of 
corporal punishment before the ban. He experienced an inner transformation that 
eventually brought him to believe that the prohibition had a positive impact on him, 
giving him a chance to pause and think where he should go as a teacher in the future. All 
three (T-14, 15, and 19) found greater value in their relationships with students, and 
discovered that a positive relationship is the key to having profound, long-term, impacts 
on students’ lives.  
I classified another two teachers, T-1 and T-8 as transformers. Their changes were 
primarily initiated because of their relationships with their own children. As a strict 
teacher, T-1 admitted that she had many detailed demands for her students because she 
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was very concerned about classroom cleanliness and order (e.g., she described that the 
most satisfying moment of being a teacher was seeing that her students capable of 
making the classroom so clean). Though she did not actually use the stick very often 
before her transformation, she did not object to hitting, either. There had always been a 
somewhat distant relationship between her and her students, but T-1 did not care very 
much because she thought she had always a distant person, by birth. 
In 2008, her son went into the first grade, and she found herself using demanding 
ways to interact with him more. Soon she discovered that he did not enjoy talking or 
interacting with her very much. With her own child, she felt the need to resolve the 
distant issue. About the same time, she saw the advertisement for the HEF’s Positive 
Discipline Workshop and decided to attend hoping to improve her relationship with her 
son.  
During the workshop, she was immersed in a very supporting environment. She 
stated that people there had deep empathy from which they read and interpreted others’ 
words and behaviors. She felt she had never met this kind of person before. Those 
feelings of being supported and empowered stayed with her after the workshop, and she 
realized that she had treated her son, her husband, and her students without empathy.  
Upon her return, T-1 told her students of the workshop and her desire to give up 
the stick. She had learned there a kind of interpersonal relation, relating to a holistic 
emotional experience, that completely changed her notion about the kind of relationship 
she could both with her students and her family. She did not think the ban had made 
impact on her, but the workshop made available because of the need for alternatives to 
corporal punishment seemed to contribute to her unexpectedly. 
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Another participant, T-8, fiercely hit students in her early years of teaching. She 
was the homeroom teacher of an A-level class, and believed the stick necessary to raise 
student performance. She decreased her reliance on the stick after about six years (1998) 
when she decided to step down as an A-level homeroom teacher. The legal ban in 2006 
did not have any impact on her practice.  
After about 15 years of teaching, in 2007, she discovered her third-grade son 
suddenly became very rebellious. She hit her son sometimes, and her husband—
influenced and trained by his mother —would strike their son to a degree that she 
claimed could be viewed as abuse. She described a time when she and her daughter held 
each other crying while witnessing how her son was beat by her husband.  
One day she discovered something: When her son appeared hateful, she found his 
face familiar. She suddenly realized that this face mirrored that of adults violently 
punishing children. She made a revolutionary connection: her son learned these attitudes 
and behaviors from adults. She began working on giving up the stick in earnest, and 
started paying attention to any professional development courses, to improve her ability 
to deal with student issues. She eventually convinced her husband to stop, too. Her son 
continued to be very sensitive but seems to be more stable.   
The relationship with their own children is a significant theme for several 
teachers’ change, though I did not organize these teachers into subgroups based on this 
feature. In two other cases, T-17 (harbinger) and T-19 (transformer) also mentioned how 
their own children had influenced them to become more empathetic toward their students, 
and T-11 (resister) alleviate the severity of her punishment inflicted on her students. In all 
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of these transformative stories, it seems that interpersonal relationships were an essential 
element in bringing about change.  
The Harbinger. 
In Chapter 4, I focused on teachers who were against corporal punishment from 
early on, long before the ban. Their dislike of corporal punishment was related to their 
identity formation, the kind of teacher they would like to become. The formative process 
usually involved deep self-reflection on the nature and consequence of corporal 
punishment in relation to children, to educators, and even the whole of society. 
In addition to the five homeroom teachers (T-2, 7, 10, 17, and 18) whose stories 
are told in Chapter 5, another three subject teachers, T-3, 5, and 22 fall into this 
subgroup. They, too held clear ideas as to why they did not like the stick. Subject 
teachers seem to encounter less pressure in terms of classroom management and had less 
responsibility in resolving problems with disruptive students. Thus, unlike the homeroom 
teachers, who were heavily criticized by their colleagues for abhorring corporal 
punishment, subject teachers receive less notice in this regard. The five homeroom 
teachers all stated that they benefited from the legal ban because it reversed the political 
right. Before the legislation, though the Ministry had administrative regulation that 
prohibited corporal punishment, the use of stick was viewed as a must and the natural 
thing in schools. After the legislation, even while the majority of teachers had not given 
up the stick and were protesting the ban, the harbingers gained a new power from the law, 
validation for their corporal punishment position.  Once the ban was in place, their 
confidence increased  (T-7, 10, and 18), and now had a strong reason to not hit (T-7 and 
T-17). They even stepped forward to convince other teachers to give up their sticks (T-
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17). The other three subject teachers had seldom received negative treatments from their 
colleagues and stated that this ban did not have much impact on them.  
Four of the 5 homeroom teachers (T-2, 7, 10, and 17) experienced some kind of 
transformative process prior to the ban. What use they had made of the stick felt like a 
wrong turn on a long journey, and when they found their way once again, it was with new 
perspectives, more confidence and greater determination. T2 (Han) mistook convention 
for necessity at first, but her teacher training program taught her “how to think. “ When 
she became aware of that she had to question her current notions and examine their 
truthfulness with openness, she was more ready than others to do this. She was also better 
trained, to design instruction that relied less on tedious repetition and drill. Her style of 
instruction seemed to make disruptive behaviors less frequent. She was also well 
positioned to teaching her students how to think, and to confront her colleagues and fight 
for her students’ rights without fear or confusion regarding her identity. 
Another, T-7 (Hou), knew hitting was a bad thing but she could not quit it by 
herself. She eventually gave up the stick with the help of T-2, the Positive Discipline 
Workshop, and with the help of the legal ban. The external prohibition of the ban was a 
happy event for her, giving her the motivation she needed, Her colleague, T-2, also 
helped T-7 to reconsider her role as a teacher. Becoming aware of her own belief that she 
needed students’ fear to maintain order, she made an explicit decision to no longer rely 
on fear.  Furthermore, she realized that made students distrustful, and this gave her the 
mission of reversing this situation. She felt vulnerable in her new school because most 
teachers took using stick for granted, though. Consequently, she hid and devoted to 
herself to her own educational ideas in secrecy. 
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One teacher in particular, T-17 (Hsien), had never been hesitant to fight inequity. 
She left a company that paid females less than males and another position after giving a 
speech criticizing the government. She had protested for all kinds of social issues. From 
such a background, using a stick was, to her, controlling students with illegitimate 
authority. However, she had joined a very strict school and her colleagues pressured her 
into using the stick on occasion because it seemed that a good teacher should do so. It 
took deeper reflection and a reexamination of her argument for and against corporal 
punishment to set her back on her original path. After the legislation, she further 
persuaded other teachers to give up hitting students so that they would not violate the 
law. 
Sadly, T-10 (Hsu)’s mother fiercely hit her; the experience was so devastating, 
she had even thought about killing herself. She knew the consequence of corporal 
punishment well, she knew she should not hit. But she had little training in alternatives 
before becoming a teacher, and initially reacted to students’ wrongdoings as her mother 
had. Anguished by her own actions, she sought professional assistance and eventually put 
down the stick. In doing so, she found that the most difficult thing for a teacher who does 
not use the stick is that most students have already been hit by their parents or previous 
teachers, and seemed to react only to coercive discipline. The challenges to abolishing 
corporal punishment in her working place had brought her close to leaving the 
profession; she thought that the ban might just make her stay a schoolteacher longer.  
The Adaptor.  
Two teachers, T-9 and T-13 seemed to be the least bothered or encouraged by the 
ban. With 12 and 16 years of teaching, respectively, both had developed alternatives to 
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the stick before the ban, and had good relationships with their students. This did not mean 
that they never engaged in corporal punishment, however. T-9 hit students when she was 
the chief of the Office of Student Affairs. People expected the person in this position to 
hit, and she felt it necessary to prove she could carry out her duties. T-13 seldom used a 
stick, but did use other forms of punishment to manage students. After the legal ban, both 
immediately stayed away from the stick. They were noteworthy in that they seemed to 
have few difficulties making this change, experiencing very little emotional, cognitive, or 
practical struggle. As a self-acclaimed lifelong learner, T-9 said that she would simply 
adapt to the current trend. Both emphasized that it was not only the legal ban and the 
increasing social concern regarding human rights, but that such a social atmosphere made 
students less likely to be controlled through coercive authority. These teachers saw the 
social trend coming and just shifted to fit in. 
 
One teacher, T-16, did not fit any subgroup; his life and career situation shared 
few similarities with those of other teachers. He had taught for 30 years, and he stopped 
hitting students after the first several years. He recognized that many middle school 
students might be born without the ability to study well or might come from families in 
difficult situations. He felt could not punish them for what they couldn’t control. The ban 
did give him relief, however, taking away his colleagues’ ability to attack him for not 
using corporal punishment. 
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Table 5 
 
Four Subgroups and Three Dimensions 
 
Problem Solving / 
Identity focus 
Source of pressure/ 
struggle 
Amount and 
Quality of change, 
Source of change 
Resisters 
 
Punishing students 
for their wrongdoings 
 
Societal trends, anti-
corporal punishment 
advocates, the 
Ministry of Education, 
protesting parents and 
students 
 
Mild qualitative 
changes, such as 
reducing the 
frequency of 
punishment 
 
Some pressure from 
ban 
Transformers 
 
Student improvement 
and potential; own 
self-emotional 
control and self-
reflection, desire for 
trusting, caring 
relationships 
 
Own emotional control 
and developing as a 
teacher 
 
Identity changes, 
changes regarding 
beliefs about 
education and 
teaching 
 
Came about through 
workshops, indirect 
from ban 
Harbingers 
 
Student improvement 
and potential; own 
self-emotional 
control and self-
reflection, desire for 
trusting, caring 
relationships, desire 
to cultivate certain 
society through 
informing students 
 
Colleagues and 
administrators who 
favor corporal 
punishment; own 
emotional control and 
desire to develop as a 
teacher 
 
Identity changes, 
changes regarding 
beliefs about 
education and 
teaching 
 
Increased confidence 
in their positions and 
better position to 
advocate, due to the 
ban 
Adaptors 
 
Management of all 
sorts of tasks, 
especially time and 
resource management 
 
Not specific and 
unclear 
 
Just follow what the 
ban demands 
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In summary, the ban had many positive effects. It made harbingers’ lives easier 
and encouraged some to advocate against corporal punishment. It created a need for 
workshops and motives for seeking out alternative ways to discipline and work with 
students. Adaptors were affected positively, at least superficially. However, resistors, 
those that the legal ban targets as an opportunity to make the most significant change, 
engaged in only minimal alterations of their behavior, and they may have simply dropped 
one coercive behavior for another. 
Perhaps if we look at those harbingers and transformers who have used corporal 
punishment at some point, we might be able to identify why resisters were so little 
affected, and what might persuade them to make further changes.  
II: What changes are we looking for? 
As I have mentioned, resisters are very concerned with order. An ideal school, to 
them, is one that is without any disruption, and all students are potential troublemakers. 
Further complicating matters, maintaining order is related to an idea of ‘fairness’ or 
‘upholding justice” for resisters. For example, T-12 explicitly described the pain caused 
her by a group of children who “make trouble all the time,” and she further labeled them 
as “not ok,” or “爛的”. She believed corporal punishment the best way to not only deter 
disruptions but also to motivate good students to continue to behave and provide what all 
good students deserve a nice classroom environment where they can focus on their 
studies. T-23 actually had nightmares over her guilt toward the good students if she could 
not control the disruptive children. Resisters will only value strategies that maintain 
order. 
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Among the 7 resisters, 4 (T-4, 6, 11, and 12) had attended the HEF’s Positive 
Discipline Workshop once. Two, T-11 and T-12, explicitly disapproved of many of the 
ideas and practices suggested in the workshop.  Ideas presented at the workshop that they 
did find acceptable were still seen as only working under certain conditions, not in most 
schools. Not in their school. 
 T-4 seemed partly convinced by the workshop (e.g., believing that corporal 
punishment is only a short-term solution), but she rapidly moved through many 
conflicting ideas, sometimes supporting corporal punishment and sometimes withdrawing 
her support. T-6 was the only one who explicitly revealed that she did not like how she 
interacted with students, but she did not know what to do about this. “I dislike myself 
when every time I am so angry.” She stated that she “felt a very positive energy” from the 
workshop and she tried the suggestion to “consider students’ wrongdoings in different 
views.” However, she still believed that her management was not as effective as that of 
some teachers, who were far stricter than she was. 
To sum up, it is not that resisters had never been exposed to, thought about, or 
tried alternative ideas. They are, however, driven by an overarching perspective based on 
punishing wrongdoing. Any attempts to incorporate new ideas that were not consistent 
with this perspective were likely to be abandoned before they could be fully learned and 
implemented.  
In contrast, for all the transformers and harbingers except T-18 and T-22 (who 
grew up experiencing little corporal punishment, had never held pro-corporal positions, 
and had never doubted that corporal punishment is wrong), had lived within an 
environment where either their parents or teachers inflicted corporal punishment on them, 
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and viewed corporal punishment as an inevitability. They had not thought of it as 
something to reject or accept. They learned to use it even though they did not like it. 
Once they became aware of the principles underlying their beliefs, and reflected upon 
them as something to question, accept, or reject, change was possible.  
 Transformational learning. 
This is a special kind of change, involving a holistic paradigm shift. Giving up the 
stick as a form of punishment doesn’t guarantee a change in mindset, nor does attending 
workshops. The ideas of transformative learning, introduced decades ago by Dewey 
(1933), was rediscovered in the 1970s, primarily within adult education. Researchers 
have been studying this particular type of learning as a process of becoming mindful, and 
therefore capable of transcending limits that once had been mindlessly accepted. 
Dirkx’s 4-lens approach.  
In his overview article, Dirkx (1998) explored four leading researchers in this area 
(Paulo Freire, Jack Mezirow, Larry Daloz, and Robert Boyd) and the conceptual 
frameworks they employed. I utilize Dirkx’s classification to discuss how these four put 
distinct emphases on the psychological mechanism or developmental process involved in 
transformation and what prerequisites open us up for transformation. 
Paulo Freire. In Freire’s conceptualization, transformation of the self involves 
consciousness-raising, a critical awareness of existing structures within a person’s 
society that might have contributed to inequality and oppression of the life of that person 
and the lives of others. Pursuing literacy education and the liberation of the poor in 
Brazil, Latin America, and Africa (Freire, 1970) , Freire advocated dialogues— “the 
encounter between men, mediated by the world, in order to name the world (p. 88)”—to 
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raise the critical awareness. A true dialogue, he argues, cannot proceed without critical 
thinking which allows for possibilities outside the current reality, in contrast to naïve 
thinking, which perceives only the ‘normalized’ today and values only that reality. 
Learning and education based in dialogue can free us from merely adapting to the norm, 
the existing current, and allows us to do the thinking that reshapes the existing and future 
social structures and human lives within this structure. 
Jack Mezirow. Mezirow’s work on transformation aligns with his endeavors to 
build a conceptual foundation for adult education, focusing especially on how adults 
construct meaning for their lives (Mezirow, 1989). Prior to Mezirow, the field of adult 
education emphasized learning knowledge or skills relevant to evolving occupational 
demands. In his study of adult females returning to college (Mezirow & Marsick, 1975), 
Mezirow identified a cognitive mechanism that he named perspective transformation, 
terming it a structural change in the way we see ourselves and our relationships 
(Mezirow, 1978). Without this, we unconsciously absorb sociolinguistic, moral-ethical, 
epistemic, philosophical, psychological, aesthetic assumptions, that become the habits of 
mind that might hinder adults’ life-long development because our values, beliefs, and 
sense of self are anchored in these references.  
If an individual revises his/her previous references and then acts in a way that the 
new reference affords, transformation occurs. The transformation can involve as many as 
10 phases (Mezirow, 2000), though someone may not experience all phases, nor in any 
particular order. The phases describe an event that creates disorientation and 
dissatisfaction that brings a person to recognize their assumptions for what they are, 
causes them to question those references and actively construct a new standpoint from 
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which they can act, at first provisionally, and then with greater competence and 
confidence. Mezirow views discourse—dialogue involving the assessment of beliefs, 
feelings, and values—as central to transformative learning (Mezirow, 2003).  The most 
fruitful discourse involves having quality information, ridding one’s self of biases and 
distortions that interfere with weighing the available arguments and evidence, and being 
able to accept whatever comes of this process and act upon it (Mezirow, 1991) 
Larry Daloz. Daloz approaches transformation from a developmental perspective, 
with learning as growth. Daloz argues that transformation in meaning-making has to do 
with their general developmental movements. The way a person makes meaning of 
experiences in his/her young adult phase might no longer be valuable and useful in 
his/her later adult phase (Dirkx, 1998). Unlike Mezirow, Daloz does not emphasize the 
rational, logical, and cognitive aspects of transformation but considers transformation as 
more a holistic evolution. 
Robert Boyd. Boyd, who derives his work from that of Jung, sees development, 
consciousness, and transformation as centered on an intrapersonal relationship with the 
self. The process is as what Jung conceptualized as individuation, in which human 
development of the self happens via the integration of the unconscious with the 
conscious, while retaining autonomy. Boyd argues this process relies more on self-
knowledge in imagery or other forms of symbolism instead of linguistic forms. It is a 
holistic experience of delving into the unconscious aspects of self that remain hidden 
from the conscious. Those who have discovered this process can influence their own 
sense of self, their interpretation of the world and their actions in ways that the uninitiated 
cannot (Dirkx, 1998). 
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Recognizing that the term “transformation” has been so widely used and now 
seems to refer to any kind of change or process, Kegan (2000) advocates a more cautious 
use, so that people can more precisely differentiate transformation from other sorts of 
learning and change. He listed six points (pp. 47–48): 
1. Transformational kinds of learning need to be more clearly distinguished from 
informational kinds of learning, and each needs to be recognized as valuable 
in any learning activity, discipline, or field. 
2. The form that is undergoing transformation needs to be better understood; if 
there is no form, there is no transformation. 
3. At the heart of a form is a way of knowing (what Mezirow calls a “frame of 
reference”); thus, genuinely transformational learning is always to some 
extent an epistemological change rather than merely a change in behavioral 
repertoire or an increase in the quantity or fund of knowledge. 
4. The concept of transformational learning must also be broadened to include 
the whole life span. 
5. Adult educators with an interest in transformational learning may need a 
better understanding of their students’ current epistemologies so as not to 
create learning designs that unwittingly presuppose the capacities they seek to 
promote. 
6. Adult educators many better discern the nature of learners’ particular needs 
for transformational learning by better understanding not only their students’ 
present epistemologies but the epistemological complexity of the present 
learning challenges they face in their lives. 
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Kegan contrasts “trans-form-ative” with “in-form-ative” learning, which can be 
understood in parallel to Piaget’s (1954) distinguishing between assimilative and 
accommodative process; the former involves conforming new experiences into existing 
knowledge structure, and the later the structure itself changes to include the new 
experiences. 
Moreover, Kegan introduces “a relationship, or temporary equilibrium between 
the subject and object in one’s knowledge,” from constructive-developmental theory, 
which he argues transformative learning always consists of. This subject-object relation is 
particularly valuable in understanding the transformation I found in harbingers and 
transformers. 
Kegan argues that while we engage in knowing this world, there is the object we 
are targeting to know, and the subject, which is not involved in the knowing process. 
Kegan (2000) described it this way:  
 
The subject-object relationship forms the cognate or core of an 
epistemology. That which is ‘object’ we can look at, take responsibility 
for, reflect upon, exercise control over, integrate with some other way of 
knowing. That which is ‘subject’ we are run by, identified with, fused 
with, at the effort of. We cannot be responsible for that to which we are 
subject. What is ‘object’ in our knowing describes the thoughts and 
feelings we say we have; what is ‘subject’ describes the thinking and 
feeling that has us. We ‘have’ object; we ‘are’ subject. (p. 53)  
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The developmental process of transformation is one by which what was subject 
becomes object, so that we will be able to examine the object’s knowledge source, look 
for and tell who authorizes this knowledge, and validate its truthfulness. The 
transformation changes the way of knowing from identifying with (subjecting to) external 
sources of knowledge and ideas unconsciously and uncritically to an examination of the 
truthfulness of external resources of knowledge critically, deciding how to process it and 
place it into the existing knowledge structure. While turning subject to object, a person 
rejects a previous unconscious way of taking some assumptions as natural without any 
awareness that he/she can have choices to decide to take it or not and should develop the 
capacity to discern the truthfulness of those assumptions on his/her own. This person not 
merely rejects what he/she had believed in but what he/she had been identified with.  
Kegan’s conceptualization, from my view, is well aligned with Freire’s idea of 
liberation. In Freire’s theory, the transformative learning process allows the oppressed, 
who have been identified with the status quo, to struggle without awareness of how the 
social structure has caused their struggles. The liberation involves the oppressed seeing 
themselves as an instance, an object living in a particular social context of which the 
characteristic features that have caused the difficulties can be clearly identified.  The 
occurrence of transformation is a rejection of staying the status quo and a consciousness 
that there is other possibility to rebuild the social context as to how it operates and 
functions and the relationship between the self and the situated context.  
 
 The form of subject-object relationship and its transformation is useful in 
considering and characterizing teacher change in this study. The transformers 
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experienced such a subject-object transformation, in which at some point in their lives 
they discovered that they had identified with the system unconsciously. After they 
became aware of it, they rejected it and shifted to an alternative perspective, which 
valued interpersonal relationships. The harbingers T-2 explicitly described the 
transformation experience as being taught how to think critically. Some harbingers 
seemed to have never identified themselves seriously with the wrongdoing-punishment 
system, so they did not have transformation experiences regarding corporal punishment 
(T-3, T-5, T-18, and T-22). Another two harbingers (T-10 and T-17) had consciously 
rejected the wrongdoing-punishment system, but their teacher-training did not provide 
them the skills to become the teacher they would like to be, and with pressure from their 
colleagues, they got lost for a while. Hence, to be able to completely convert to and act 
consistently with the new way of thinking, teachers have to learn new skills and tools that 
support the new ways of thinking. As shown in T-2’s experiences, she received better 
training, and was able to design and conduct alternative instruction, and was confident 
enough to choose to go her own way. In contrast with harbingers and transformers, 
resisters identified with an existing wrongdoing-punishment system so deeply and 
without self-awareness, they see no alternative and reject possible options too quickly 
because they cannot, from their position, adequately conceptualize teaching not founded 
on punishing wrongdoing.  
 Utilizing the idea of subject-object transformation, we can better characterize the 
psychological processes involved in moving away from punitive teaching, and toward an 
anti-corporal punishment stance. Teachers have to make those pro-corporal punishment 
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values, beliefs, or assumptions become the object, so that they could question and 
validate them. 
 However, anti-corporal punishment will not lead anywhere if no alternative ways 
of thinking are acquired. Being against something only defines the things to be against, 
not an alternative I believe that two keys to developing alternatives emerged in my 
analysis: a) A constructive way of creating a collective sense of identity; and b) The 
power of interpersonal relationship, both of which have been illustrated by stories in 
Chapter 5 and 4, respectively. 
A constructive way of creating collective identity.  
In Chapter 5, we looked for reasons why some teachers are able “to be different.” 
Like all other professionals, an individual teacher has his/her own self-identity while 
relating himself/herself to a collective professional identity. Conflicts arise when the self 
becomes inconsistent with the collective; cognitive dissonance pushes for either the self 
to reform or the collective to change. For those teachers who are able to truly reject 
corporal punishment in a society where using corporal punishment is so common, they 
showed a greater capacity to differentiate their self from the collective, and hold attitudes 
and values distinct from the majority. Resisters, in contrast, cling to the existing 
collective identity, and without such belongingness they suffer insecurity. For those who 
transform, why did they not feel threatened in this way?  
I discovered that these teachers’ collective sense is generated NOT by passively 
assimilating the existing norm but autonomously constructing a vision for their role as 
teacher. This autonomous construction is where they gain their sense of belonging from; 
they believe they are creating an alternative collective identity, not only meaningful to 
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themselves but to others in this profession. As T-2 stated, she followed her middle school 
teacher. She hopes that her students, if in the future becoming a teacher, would follow 
her.  
The power of interpersonal relationship.  
This is illustrated via the stories in Chapter 4, examining how teachers exercised 
their power to impact students. Resisters and Transformers resorted to different 
interpersonal power relations. Resisters stubbornly relied on coercive authority that 
aimed to impose fear upon students. Transformers acquired a persuasive power that 
comes from a quality interpersonal relationship without elements of threat. Teachers who 
identified themselves with the system did not conceive of alternatives or rejected 
alternatives. However, Transformers, whether they felt forced to stop (T-19), or stopped 
in a more autonomous way (all other 4 transformers) gained a rich interpersonal 
relationship with their students and were able to harness this relationship to influence 
students’. For example, T-14 learned from the workshop to “see her students from 
different angles.” She started to engage consciously in fighting against her habitual ways 
of reading her students’ behaviors (e.g., from ‘He must be’ that kind of bad students who 
do not study to ‘He is just’ a child who does not enjoy studying that much) and 
interpreting their behaviors with empathy. She was amazed to find that students 
responded to her very differently after she changed the way she saw them. Her students 
became more willing to talk to her and cooperated with her. Comparing her experiences 
with the 2nd cohort of homeroom students with her 1st, she commented,  
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I won’t deny everything I did for the first cohort because there were some 
students whom I got along with nicely. But I was strict then, and hit them 
for this or that reason. We had a more tense relationship than that of this 
second cohort. Some students of the first cohort wrote on the cards they 
gave me after graduation, telling me that I was terrifying. I guess if now I 
meet my first cohort on the street, they will hide from my sight. But this 
cohort, I am sure we have more intimate relationships. Doing in this way, 
though kids might not able to do one hundred percent of what they promise 
me, they won’t resist or reject my recommendations or my care.  
 
III: How did transformation happen? 
I have discussed that a subject-object transformation is found in teachers who 
have taken corporal punishment for granted but eventually gave up the use of stick and 
turned to pro-alternatives. In this phase, I aim to see if these teachers’ transformative 
experiences can be characterized in some common way, even though these 
transformations emerged from unique experiences and thoughts. 
In my analysis, I discovered that the initiation of transformation very often 
happened while they were immersed or actively engaged in a narrative scenario. 
Moments of enlightenment did not come from a logical understanding of an abstract idea. 
Rather, it was when those abstractions were became part of a narrative, either of 
themselves or others, either told, read, or actually playing out the present time, 
I termed these moments “epiphanies“ or “moments of where to go.” In 
epiphanies, teachers encountered fresh perspectives for viewing their students or their 
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situations. They suddenly realized that punishment or corporal punishment was 
unnecessary once they could bring new perspectives into their world. These moments 
usually happened when they sought external professional development, such as training 
programs or the advice of other teacher. They were at a crossroads, forced to stop and 
consciously reflect in order to free themselves from their struggles with corporal 
punishment. 
In chapter 5, I described the story that T-2 vividly recounted to me. T-2 
emphasized that during the entire teacher training program, instructors asked her again 
and again to utilize what they had learned in class to re-examine experiences from her 
youth. It took a while for her to grow accustomed to this kind of critical reflective 
thinking, but when she replayed her own difficulties in middle school science after 
learning the idea of “misconceptions,” she found the insight it gave compelling and 
exciting. She was deeply affected by the idea of social class mobility because this idea 
gave significant meaning to the all her memories of growing up lacking resources and 
contrasting her own worldviews with her peers. Moreover, when she learned about 
human rights and the idea that teachers are the ones responsible for students’ failures, the 
episode regarding her favorite teacher came to her. She deeply appreciated that her 
teacher gave her these memories, which she would one day reflect upon and find 
profoundly meaningful. T-2 wished herself to become the story character that her teacher 
was. 
In Chapter 4, T-15 was hit by the idea of “respect” through a narrative scenario a 
speaker at the Positive Discipline Workshop used. She was “impressed” by the 
unbalanced relationship between adults and children that went unnoticed and 
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unappreciated until it was pointed out by the speaker via the narrated scenario. She stated 
that, she had never “seen” it until then. This new understanding connected with her visit 
to the US and her re-discovery that the attitude the US parents held toward their children 
is another example of respect. Although, she found that such respect was “a very difficult 
thing to learn” she kept examining the idea of respect in her own life and stories of 
herself.  
For T-14, it was a moment when the workshop she attended discussed a Bible 
story retold by Fromm. She shared with others two conflicting ideas in the story. The 
first—punishing to uphold justice—was an idea she was surprised to had dominated her 
reactions when she saw students’ wrongdoings. She found the other way of thinking in 
this story—people are not to be punished but supported so as to improve—echoed the 
original reason she became a teacher. This moment of enlightenment was a spark around 
which she could transform her life as a teacher. 
Moments of where to go. 
At these moments, teachers realize that they must debate and decide how they will 
teach. I illustrate these moments by T-19, T-1, and T-8’s stories (all transformers). 
T-19’s critical junctures were initiated by classroom impasse; he felt constrained 
by the ban and was put in an untenable position; he had to reject the ban or rethink his 
values and practice. Here is the “embarrassed” moment he highlighted in the interview: 
You demanded him (student) to clean the classroom ground. A student of today 
might not do it. He might talk back to you, “Why me? There are other students in 
this class.” You feel dumbfounded. That is, you will be embarrassed right there, 
totally. A stalemate….It is just a simple demand, asking a student to do something 
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as what I had always done before. But you cannot make him to do it now, and it 
became a very dead situation that you have no way out…. Before, when students 
they rejected to do it, I might spock to them, “Ok, if you don’t do it, I would hit 
you.” Even sometimes they might decide not to do it still, at least they were 
punished by me. But nowadays, you cannot punish students, and when such 
moment happens, other students are waiting. They are watching to see a play in 
which a teacher has no way to deal with a situation [bitter smile]... 
T-19 was inclined to meet the expectations of society, sometimes at the expense 
of his own beliefs and thoughts. I usually saw his actions as a balanced outcome of 
multiple external pressures from school administrations, parents, students, and recently a 
new element–the ban. Before the ban, the school administration’s emphasis on order and 
regulations through punishment and authority seemed to dominate him. However, the 
students changed; they would fight against authority, talking back directly to teachers. 
After the ban, T-19 accepted the external mandate and focused on avoiding a lawsuit. 
However, the loss of authority and power that he had built for himself through corporal 
punishment led him to continual moments of embarrassment. The ban was an irritant, 
preventing him from regaining his equilibrium. 
To resolve uncomfortable feelings, he tried drawing upon other life narratives to 
reconsider his interactions with students. He had his own teenage child who he found he 
could not control, and he reflected that you could not expect them to grow as exactly you 
want. He then tried to change the demanding way of interaction and found that he and his 
students could have better relationships, which had never occurred to him. And he 
reflected that he was not a person who tended to be that authoritative. Because of the ban, 
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he was able to hear a voice in his mind that he had not heard for a very long time, one 
that told him that education takes time, and that corporal punishment was not the only 
recourse he possessed. 
In evaluating the influence of the ban, T-19 did not believe that it was the ban that 
changed him directly, but it did provide him with an opportunity: 
If we have no such a law, probably I will feel different way as I do now. That is, 
though I now also feel corporal punishment is—I always feel it’s not good—but if 
there is no such a legal regulation, I might have no opportunity. It’s the process of 
adjustment due to the law pushes me to think. ...I might not able to have such a 
thought even after I retire. Yes, it is because some of my personal thoughts (which 
primarily led to my changes), but I feel this law, push we teachers to think, 
between you and your students, the relationship, how to balance. 
 
As described in the section on Transformers earlier, T-1 and T-8, experienced 
poor relationship and interactions with their own children instead of their students. And 
their motives for looking for new perspectives were to resolve these difficulties and to 
rewrite their own stories. 
 
The transformation of the punitive mind, a mind that had been formed through 
unconsciously submitting to the coercive authority dominating Taiwan society, requires a 
psychological subject-object move that allows the mind to differentiate itself from a 
previously passively built identity. Alternative values, beliefs, and ideas must be brought 
into personal experiences.  However, the availability of alternatives does not guarantee 
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transformation, nor does a pure logical consideration of the alternatives facilitate true 
transformation. Transformation happens in those moments like epiphanies or moments of 
where to go, either in narrative critical reflection or in action, when the mind sees those 
once familiar stories of others of themselves can be realized, interpreted, retold, or 
recreating if using a new set of assumptions and perspectives.   
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Chapter 7 
EVALUATION OF THE LEGAL BAN 
Although the ban on corporal punishment in Taiwan might have many effects, it 
is reasonable to suggest that the anticipated outcomes might include: 1) lowering the 
incidence of corporal punishment, and 2) developing a cultural norm that is less 
supportive of school corporal punishment.  My evaluation, then, will start with examining 
the teachers’ narratives with regard to these two aspects. 
Lower the practice rate? 
Some of the teachers stated that they and their colleagues were not impacted at 
all, or that the use of sticks stopped or declined. None of the interviewed teachers stated 
that they observed more use of sticks at their campus due to the legislation. This is 
consistent with the nationwide surveys indicating a decrease of hits on students’ bodies. 
However, some forms of punishment seemed to increase, such as punitive writing 
(copying texts, copying exam questions and answers, etc.) and some teachers specifically 
stated that the increase of writing was to replace sticks. The situation was serious in some 
cases; some of the homeroom teachers interviewed found that their students spent every 
night writing these punishments until going to bed and could not do any studying or 
anything else, or that students had to write these punishments in regular class to prevent 
past due assignments that would lead to more punishments. Table 6 showed some forms 
of corporal punishment became more popular across years. 
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Table 6  
Punishments that Decreased or Became Popular  
 
Punishments 2005 2007 2012 
    
M E 
Hitting on hands or buttocks 47.7% 23.4% No data 
Deprivation of basic human needs (e.g. breaks, 
eating, restroom) 19.5% 8.9% 38.5% 69.8% 
Verbal humiliation (e.g., 白癡, 豬, 廢物, 去死, 神
經病, 不要臉等) 9.6% 7.6% 47.4% 39.8% 
Punitive Writing No data 65.4% 66.4% 
Standing more than 10 minutes 9.7% 35.0% 
No data Excessive physical exercise (e.g., running, jumping, 
push-ups, sit-ups) 9.7% 12.3% 
Note. Percentages referred to how percentage of surveyed students who self-reported that 
they experienced that punishment; M: Middle school; E: Elementary school (Humanistic 
Education Foundation, 2005, 2007b, 2012). 
 
Standing and writing may be becoming popular because of Ministry policy. 
“Adding homework (no limit criterion)” and “having students to stand (no longer than a 
class period each time; no more than an accumulate time of 2 hours a day)” are two forms 
of corporal punishment the Ministry of Education specifically listed as accepted ways of 
disciplining measures in their 2007 announced “Attention Points.”  Also notable is the 
increase of verbal humiliation (e.g., “idiot,” “stupid pig”) and of hate (e.g., “go die”). 
It is hard to make direct casual relationship between the legislation and the 
changing practice rates. However, the teachers who participated in my study stated that 
teachers turned to other less direct forms of corporal punishment or verbal humiliation 
and threat whose practice rates in 2012 (writing: 65.4% at middle schools; verbal 
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humiliation: 47.4% in middle schools) had reached or gone beyond that of hitting in 2005 
(47.7%).  
Develop alternative cultural norms? 
Making something illegal is usually a declaration of new values in opposition to 
the traditional sociocultural beliefs and conventional practices. The content of this legal 
ban states that this legal prohibition is to protect students’ rights to physical integrity and 
human dignity, and to claim the country’s responsibility to provide remedy solutions to 
the harms to these rights. However, for teachers, what did these new terms and values 
mean to them? Let’s start with a conversation between teacher Tang and I that revealed 
an awkward situation teachers encountered when being informed about the legislation.  
 
TANG: Where did I learn about banning corporal punishment? I guess first from 
the media, and from my school colleagues. I remembered that my colleagues and I started 
questioning, “what is corporal punishment?”—we discussed the definition. The most 
commonly used way is, ah, holding some stuff, ah, the weapon, the stick or something, to 
hit students. Very direct this way?! Yes. 
WT:  Did you talk about what the law is, or what content it says?  
TANG: No. We did not discuss in that details. 
WT:  Then what else were the conversations about? 
TANG: We shouted out, "What? What did the Ministry of Education say? 
Students can no longer be hit by teachers now?" 
WT:  You didn’t use the term ‘corporal punishment’ but ‘hit’ in your 
conversations? Did you refer corporal punishment as just hitting? 
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TANG: Ah. We used both. But we were still chatting about the definition. I 
remembered later in a school meeting, we were given a list, on which were different 
forms of punishments that would be counted as corporal punishment—not only was 
hitting included, other punishments with certain criteria were there. For example, how 
long would be too long for asking students to stand so the standing would become 
corporal punishment, or how many times would be too many for students to copy their 
textbook as punishments. Also, within one day, the total accumulative time for having 
students stand was regulated. 
WT:  Where did the document come from? The Ministry? 
TANG: Yes. Ah, No, actually from the county government, the local Department 
of Education. 
WT:  Did your principal hold the meeting? 
TANG: Yes, the principal. 
WT:  What was your first response? 
TANG: Me? I talked to myself, "Oh, God, how come?" Because we were used to 
use these listed measures, you know? Suddenly, ah, I felt “What should I do in the 
future?” I was wordless. I felt I did not know how to respond to this. But interestingly, 
meanwhile, another thought came to me too: “So, there is actually some other way (than 
these listed ways) I can do to students?”  
WT:  When you had this thought, did you have any example of the ‘other way’ 
in your mind? 
TANG: No. I had no idea. It was just a thought. 
WT:  Did the principal discuss alternative measures?  
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TANG:  No. 
WT:  Was there any training workshop regarding alternatives provided by the 
school or the educational authorities? 
TANG: No. 
WT:  Handing in that list was the only thing your principal did? 
TANG: Yes. Ah, and he also said, “In the future, there was a term, positive 
discipline.” Then the term was born. Then we used that term to refer to what we can do. 
WT:  Did you talk about what positive discipline meant? 
TANG: No. 
WT:  The principal requested you to use positive discipline instead, but there 
was no explanation regarding what was positive discipline? 
TANG: No. 
WT:  No how-to documents? 
TANG: No, no, no. I had no idea about what positive discipline was, until I 
attended 人本48 (HEF’s positive discipline workshop). 
 
In the process of being informed about the legislation, Tang and her colleagues 
had never read the legal articles addressing new ideas about student human rights and 
government responsibility, and those key terms, corporal punishment and positive 
discipline, were unfamiliar to them. In practice, Tang and her colleagues simply used 
some measures and did not use others, and they had never labeled some measures and 
                                                 
48
 Literally translated, it is “Humanistic Education;” here Tang used these two words to refer to the 
Humanistic Education Foundation positive discipline workshops, which were held by the HEF every 
summer from 2007 to 2010. 
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some not. They had a hard time discerning which forms of punishment were corporal. 
Intuitively, teachers might recognize the most direct way, hitting students, as corporal 
punishment. I found, however, that this recognition could come not from realizing that 
the physical nature of hitting violates students’ rights to physical integrity, but from 
recognizing it as a severe form of punishment. Because of this, milder forms of 
punishment that likewise violated physical integrity were not recognized as corporal. 
Teachers wanted a comprehensive list because the new terms were founded in new values 
and ideologies that were foreign to them. In 2008, 1 and ½ years after the ban passed, 
Tang learned the term “positive discipline” in an HEF workshop. The workshop was not 
a mandated professional development course from the government, and Tang has never 
been informed or requested by her school administration or the government to take such a 
workshop. She discovered the HEF’s workshop on her own. 
Even so, compared with other teachers I interviewed, Tang’s experience of “being 
informed” actually seemed far more informative than others. In other cases, teachers 
recalled that they were repeatedly asked by the principal to not use ‘corporal 
punishment,’ and that was all—there were no further discussions about the definition and 
no mention of positive discipline. Two teachers (Lien: T-11 and Liu: T-20) reported 
explicitly that they believed the Ministry had never announced a definition of corporal 
punishment, which is not true, and two other teachers (Hong: T-5 and Dong: T-13) were 
not sure if the Ministry announced any definition. 
In addition, Tang was informed by both the media and the principal. Many 
teachers did not recall being informed by their principal at all, learning only about the 
legislation from the news media. In the surveys I conducted from 2008 to 2010 I asked 
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teachers to report where they first heard about the legislation. Among a total of 84 
elementary and middle school teachers49, 63 of them (75%) checked that they learned 
from the news media, and only 10 (12%), 16 (19%) and 13 (15%) checked from their 
principal, school administrators, or other non-administrator colleagues. 4 (5%) reported 
that they heard it from the HEF. There were 20 who checked multiple resources, and 
among these 20, 19 checked the news media. 
Learning about new legislation from the news media is common. However, for a 
person who is directly impacted by legislation to never be told of the law except by the 
media could be very frustrating and confusing. Let’s also take the legislative procedure 
into account. The first proposal was sent to the parliament in October 2005, and it was 
passed in December 2006. There was a period of 1 year and 2 months during which the 
Ministry of Education was involved in the whole procedure (the Ministry is required to 
proposal its version of any amendment or legislation once the legislators have initiated a 
legislative process for any educational laws, and all versions are competing with each 
other; the Ministry has to defend its’ proposed version), so the Ministry should have 
known that the ban was very likely to be passed. Particularly, the teacher associations had 
publicly argued and negotiated with the Ministry regarding the definition of corporal 
punishment via all kinds of advocating and lobbying activities in 2005. Some issues such 
as the definition confusion did not occur until the ban was passed but it was recognized 
earlier. Therefore, the Ministry should better prepare the educational leaders (principals 
and administrators) to do a better job to prepare teachers, including being responsible to 
                                                 
49
 Fifteen of them were interviewed in 2011. Among these 15 teachers, 11 (73%) checked the 
news media, none checked the principal, 2 (13%) checked school administrators, and 4 (27%) checked non-
administrator colleagues.  
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inform the progress and the result of this legislation and communicated all the new values 
and concepts underlying this legal ban. Rather, teachers gained the information mostly 
from the news, and the exchanges of values and ideas seemed to be absent during the 
whole process and even after the legislation. 
In terms of the anticipated effect that this legal ban might reshape the social 
norms, from the experiences of my interviewed and surveyed teachers discussed above, 
there were little concern and actual measures to facilitate its happening. Some 
interviewed teachers did receive the request to attend workshops held by educational 
authorities, but the way it was informed and managed revealed other problems. Here is an 
excerpt of Han’s narrative.  
 
How was this legal ban policy implemented? I remember that it was in 2007 when 
the ban was just passed. There was a positive discipline workshop, which was 
held by the local government, a whole day activity in some city government 
building. Do you know how our school chose which teachers should be sent there? 
A weird thing in Taiwan is that these required professional workshops by the 
education authorities are all held during working weekdays. So the teachers who 
attend these workshops have to take an official leave and the school has to find 
and pay other teachers to teach their courses on that day. Unfortunately, the 
normal situation is that the school is short of money. So, as you could imagine, 
the teachers chosen to go to the required workshops are always those who have 
least courses on that day so the school will pay the least. I was chosen that time 
because I did not have any or just had one class on Wednesday. There were two 
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teachers who went with me. One was a life science teacher, who had no class on 
that day as well. Another was an art teacher who only had morning classes or 1 or 
2 in the afternoon. What is the problem? When we three sat together eating lunch 
there, we found it ironic that this positive discipline workshop was supposed to 
teach teachers who hit students to stop doing so, right? However, the three of us, 
whom our school sent out, were those who actually did NOT use corporal 
punishment. So those who still use corporal punishment might have never 
appeared in these kinds of workshops, being never taught about alternatives. 
 
Hearing Han’s story, I wondered that perhaps that Tang’s experience of no 
information regarding workshop was due to that their administrators did not make the 
information publicly known—They might purposely choose certain teachers to appear in 
the workshop in order to save their money.  
According to an official document the Ministry of Education published in June 
2007 along with their announcing of attention points and the definition of corporal 
punishment, it delineated a plan to promote Positive Discipline. The timeline for this plan 
was from 2007 to 2010. It did include professional development activities as one policy 
strategy, and the document stated that they aimed to train seed teachers via these actives. 
However, from Han’s shared experience, it is questionable that the school administration 
sends certain teachers to the training with an aim that these teachers will become seeds 
that can help reshape the campus culture and practices. These chosen teachers might be 
chosen for other irrelevant reasons, and did not function as seeds because other teachers 
even did not know there were some teachers retrained via these courses. So the designed 
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mechanism to reshape the cultural norm at campus was not implemented to support its 
purpose. 
Nevertheless, this critique might be too harsh to the Ministry. As I have discussed 
in the Chapter 1 that the Ministry has never been the leading role in anti-corporal 
punishment movement; some of the officials once considered approving teachers’ right to 
punish or inflicting temporary hurt, and some publicly supported corporal punishment. 
The Ministry is run by human agents, and the majority of people worked for the Ministry 
might also favor corporal punishment as well. The president of Taiwan, and the Chief of 
the Ministry during 2000 to 2008 might be strongly motivated in ending school corporal 
punishment, but their civil servants and state representatives might not be able to adapt to 
the ideas and aims and to develop effective supporting measures.  
Significance and limitations of the legal ban 
A paradox. 
In the previous section discussing reshaping social norms, I argued from the 
perspective that how well the Ministry created opportunities for teachers to learn 
alternative ideas. Such perspective examines the possibility of this legal ban from a 
positive angle—the potential of this legal ban might be greater if the policy 
implementation could have done better. Yet, I would like to go further questioning that 
whether the nature of a legal ban itself as an advocacy strategy introduced some obstacles 
to reshaping the exiting sociocultural norms—examining the legal ban from a negative 
angle. 
Once something becomes illegal, the legislation implies punitive consequence if 
people committee it, and those who still committee it in a regular base are in a sudden 
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living under serious scrutiny. One significant unhappy complaint from those teachers I 
called resisters in this study was that they felt teachers as a whole have been viewed as 
potential criminals by the whole Taiwanese society. For example, as we have seen in 
Chapter 3, Lien (T-11) described that she perceived that anyone outside schools could 
blame and intervene whatever teachers did to their students, and she had a psychological 
conflict that what (hitting and scolding) had made her a qualified and respectful teacher 
before now made her the one who is blamed or a potential criminal; Lung (T-12) viewed 
a collect “you” as the enemy or troublemaker for teachers. Such feeling was not found in 
harbingers, transformers, and adaptors.  
At the first glance, we might feel that the unique reaction from the resisters to the 
legal ban is self-evident and not worth further attention since this group of teachers used 
more corporal punishment in their regular daily practices so that they were surely bear 
more pressures. It might be true. Yet if the negative emotion brought into this group of 
teachers’ lives by this legislation actually helped little with their changes in their original 
minds and ideas regarding corporal punishment (which is the ultimate aim of this reform 
movement) or perhaps made it more difficult due to teachers’ strong resistant feelings 
and emotions, shall we take a closer look at the negative effect of this legal ban even it 
seemed to have practically decreased the frequency of more severe corporal punishment 
previously used? Would it be the case that the negative effect shrining the possibility of 
transforming minds? 
Let’s return to resisters’ perceptions and reactions. The first question I would like 
to ask is why resisters reacted differently than other subgroups. It was not merely because 
they had used corporal punishment more than others. There was a teacher, Tung (T-19) 
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who originally relied on severe corporal punishment as well, but he gave up his belief of 
corporal punishment after the legal ban. Based on my interview with him in 2006, and the 
testimony from one of his students who I personally knew, Tung’s corporal punishment 
had been fierce. As we have described in Chapter 5, Tung stopped the use of stick first 
merely in fear of being sued. However, he did not withdraw and did not try to take risk to 
use his stick after the legislation even encountering difficulties disciplining students. 
Instead, he discovered the power of abandoning the coercive way of treating his students, 
rediscovered the meaning of education, and reconstructed a kind interpersonal 
relationship with his students. 
So what made people to react differently to an external force such as a legal ban 
and what are the possible effects of this force? Motivational theories provide us some 
clues.  
Self-determination theory. 
Self-determination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000) is a research framework that has 
been employed to study how the situated social and cultural conditions facilitate or 
undermine the natural process of personal self-motivation (volition and initiative) and 
healthy psychological development (well-being). The theory views that humans develop 
in an organismic dialectical way: Humans are active organism who has tendencies to seek 
out challenge and novelty and intergrade the experiences into a coherent self. However, 
this growth would not well develop if the organism were not supported by nutrition. 
Three essential elements of the nutrition are autonomy, competence, and relatedness—
means that individuals should perceive as little coercive force as possible, should feel 
capable, and should be positively related to others. While individuals are supported by 
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these three, people act following an intrinsic motivational tendency that they are least 
motivated by extrinsic motives; they are committing to do things primarily because of 
enjoyment, curiosity, playfulness, interests, and driven by the desire for exploration and 
mastery. These intrinsic motives are viewed essential to social and cognitive development. 
Despite intrinsic motivation is ideal, most people do not live in such a 
motivational mode, particularly that many of us grow up experiencing extrinsic social 
pressures, rewards and punishments, and various kinds of responsibilities attached to our 
assigned social roles that have interacted with the active natural tendency and shaped 
motivational reactions different from being driven by intrinsic needs. Ryan and Deci 
(2000) then argued that we should not focus on the question that whether people are 
driven purely by intrinsic motivation or not (strictly speaking, this is seemingly seldom 
occurring in real lives); rather, the concern is how the external motivations affect 
people’s self-determination of their actions that would better support their behavior 
quality, ongoing persistence of tasks, and well-being, as the intrinsic motivation will do. 
In the condition that people attempt to foster certain behaviors in others (e.g., 
counselors-clients, educators-leaners), these attempts are extrinsic instead of intrinsic to 
the others. The others’ reactions might range from being passionate to being lack of any 
motivation or unwillingly to the attempts. To foster the others to react in an intrinsic 
tendency (being passionate toward the attempt), the extrinsic motives employed should 
allow the others to react as more self-determined as possible (more autonomous). 
According to the self-determination theory, there are four types of extrinsic motivations 
that permit different levels of autonomy and result in different kinds of self-regulation 
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behaviors. Deci and Ryan invented a subtheory, Organismic Integration Theory (OIT) to 
detail these external motivations, its properties, determinants, and consequences. 
OIT defines four types of extrinsically motivated behaviors that reflect a 
continuous spectrum of how autonomous these behaviors are regulated, from low to high 
autonomy—external, introjected, identified, and integrated regulated behaviors. An 
action driven by external motivation performs in order to satisfy external demands, 
rewards, and punishments—the behavioral mechanism follows operant theories as 
behaviorists suggest. Individual who typically behave driven by externally motivated 
perceived that their actions are controlled by factors external to themselves hence have an 
external perceived locus of causality. An action driven by introjected motivation 
performs in order to avoid guilty or shame and protect self-esteem. Individuals are not 
controlled completely by compliance to sources outside of them, but self-control is still 
influenced by a social judgment that has been internalized as an internal reward and 
punishment system, and they perform to demonstrate ability to maintain the feelings of 
worth that is mostly consistent with the value of situated social contexts. An action driven 
by identified regulation refers to that the motivated behavior is perceived and interpreted 
as personally important, so this determination, compared with the previous two types, is 
more from the personally internal needs and significance. Finally, integrated regulation 
occurs when identified regulations are completely assimilated to the self, meaning that 
individual needs and importance of all aspects have been synthesized while actions are 
taken. In such action, individuals have highest self-awareness and these actions share 
many features of intrinsic motivated behaviors. Individuals’ different actions might not 
all be regulated in a particular extrinsic pattern, but they might appear to be inclined to 
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more (or less) extrinsically regulated. In addition, individuals who are inclined to more 
autonomous regulation perceive better well-being.  
 
Self-determination theory provides us the views to analyze interviewed teachers’ 
reactions to the legal ban. Return to the question regarding why resisters reacted to the 
legal ban differently. Those teachers in the resister subgroup, compared with teachers in 
other subgroups, had their personal history mostly driven by external regulation. For 
example, as we saw in Chapter 3, Lien had a history of making personal decisions 
yielding demands and expectations from her families or friends, and when it comes to 
using stick or not, she seemed to be dominated by either the pressure coming from the 
school administration’s demand regarding student performance or by her self-esteem that 
she should earned herself some credits when being compared with other teachers publicly. 
Lung was driven by a perceived feeling of reward and punishment. She viewed the 
undisciplined students and additional work to assist students as punishment to herself, 
and many of her reasons as to why being a teacher related to financial reward and 
benefits.  
Having such an extrinsic regulated tendency, it is very likely that resisters might 
be influenced more than other subgroups by the legal ban that has punitive consequences. 
The punitive consequence is an external regulation that would draw resisters’ attention, 
and their actions in general hence would be more toward avoiding the external 
punishment instead of considering how this legal ban might be more autonomously 
related to themselves and hence being capable of creating positive coping strategies and 
personal meanings when encountering this challenge. 
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Resisters’ historical actions were in general more extrinsically regulated. They 
yielded themselves to either this one external force or that one. So, the legal ban is just 
one of these external regulations. Why did they complain this legal ban rather than just 
yield to it as they yield to other external regulations? The prominence of this legal ban is 
that it is a ‘competing’ external force—the goals of this legal ban were distinct from 
those that teachers previously yielded themselves to. Teachers had been used to those 
previously existing adapted social norms, followed what those norms asked them to do, 
and converted themselves to be consistent with the world functioning under those 
‘normal’ values. Before the legal ban, the majority of these external demands and their 
goals had supported each other to a certain coherent extent; even if teachers themselves 
did not like those demands, they had tried to fit in and received rewards or social 
recognition for their compliances to these demands. They had worked so long to match 
themselves to that previously existing world, but now the legal ban—intervening their 
ordinary lives not only in an externally regulated way that in general they were less likely 
to say no to but this external regulation seemed to have the most authoritative power 
beyond all other external regulations because it is a law—asked them to abandon the 
whole perceived coherent world they had constructed and lived in.  
Therefore, the point is not whether this ban is an external regulation perceived by 
these teachers, and hence they felt painful because their sense of autonomy was 
undermined. Rather, they were already of less autonomous tendency, and the pain came 
from that the legal ban asked them to not to be conditioned and dominated by the 
previously yield external forces.  
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Is there any way that resisters could get out of such a situation? One autonomous 
way is that instead of feeling terrible about the legal ban, teachers could actually utilize 
the very power of this legal ban as a tool to break their links to the previously forces that 
had controlled them. Interestingly, this is one thing we saw in harbingers. For example, 
Hou (T-7) and Hsien (T-17) described that the legal ban had become a strong justification 
for them to resist the questioning form their colleagues, regarding why they did not use 
corporal punishment. But this is why they are transformers, because they transformed to 
not fit into the majority. How about the resisters? What are the ways for they to be out? 
The difficulty is that they have to be aware of their being conditioned by many forces and 
have to have autonomous reasons to be separated from those previously inflicted 
conditions. The whole challenge returns to their established tendency to act less 
autonomously.  
As I emphasized in Chapter 5 that all interviewed teachers are still evolving; 
resisters are too. Though they were most resistant, their narratives and some reflections 
revealed some clues to make a breakthrough. Studies from self-determination theory 
about the relation between autonomous tendency and well-being provide some theoretical 
evidences of what I argue hereafter. 
According to the self-determination theory, the more the autonomous regulation, 
the healthier the well-being is. Compared with other subgroups, resisters appeared more 
negative while they commented not only on the legal ban but on their general life 
circumstance relevant to their role as a teacher, their ideas of interpersonal relationship 
with students, their views of students and education, and their perceived images of 
themselves. For example, Liao (T-6) argued that a teacher is naturally a role that students 
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must hate if a teacher does wants to have them to be educated; for her, the strict discipline 
and punishment is perceived as necessary ways as to how students can be educated. 
While she described this, I felt that she expressed this as an unpleasant sacrifice that she 
has to live with everyday—she has to be hated so she can be a good teacher. Lung (T-12) 
expressed a very unsatisfying atmosphere while talking about the parents and 
troublesome students she had to “deal with,” and she would do something else fun to 
balance the teaching job that was not that fun. Lo (T-21) expressed that she wished she 
was a teacher living in an old time because teachers in old time were highly respected by 
the society without receiving much questioning, and she stated that she did not know how 
long she could still enjoy her role as a teacher if this respect is vanishing. Lu (T-23) was 
somewhat not able to understand why students did not like her and even attached her 
since she believed she was doing right things. Recently, a class of students attached her 
by written insulting words saying that “Why don’t you become a hooker since you are a 
teacher failure” because Lu angrily reprimanded these students about their interrupting 
behaviors. Lien (T-11) had been in an unfulfilled mode through her life up to date when 
being interviewed. Facing these unpleasant feelings and happenings, resisters struggled. 
This legal ban might have introduced some possibilities for them as to questioning if they 
should live with those unhappy stuffs. 
The legal ban first seemed to stop them from the most severe ways of punishment, 
hitting students. Though this might not be perceived as their autonomous choice at first, 
but this change brought new experiences to them. Li (T-2) reflected on the change of her 
students. Besides her homeroom classroom, she taught in several other classes as a 
subject teacher. Before, she would hit them if they disrupted the class or if they scored 
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lower than expected. She had little interactions with these students after leaving their 
classrooms. Even they met each other at the campus, these students hit by her usually 
appeared indifferent and even called her by some unpleasant nicknames while they saw 
her far from where they stood; Li had been used to this kind of interaction. However, 
recently, things changed. She discovered that students in her subject classes now would 
say hello to her and even chatted several words with her. And she made an attribution 
that this might be due to that she now stopped using the stick. She enjoyed this change.  
Liao (T-6) attended the HEF’s Positive Discipline workshop and reflected that she 
seemed to gain positive power after returning to school. Though compared with 
transformers’ experiences of attending this workshop, Liao could not describe the details 
as to what had made her to feel that way; she did find that being teacher could be in 
another positive mode. She discovered that such positive power did not last very long 
after returning to the school; she gradually fell back into a more negative situation. While 
we discussed what changes she had made after the workshop, she paused and said, “To 
tell the truth, I hated myself to be angry. I would like to find different ways that are 
derived from positive attitude without being angry, but it seemed that I am now still not 
that capable of doing that.” Once she experienced a positive feeling of being a teacher, 
she became less tolerable about living in negative mode.  
As for the two withdrawing cases: Lien (T-11) and Lo (T-21). Lien withdrew 
from being a homeroom teacher and less devoted to her students. But previously, she had 
been so conditioned by her environment, and I wonder perhaps the legal ban actually 
played a role that helped her walk away from those less autonomous daily practices. Lo 
decided to develop her role as an administrator in which she found herself helpful and 
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held positive attitude toward her new position. She stated that because of her experiences 
of once being homeroom teachers, she now was capable to assist her colleagues in a more 
empathetic way and would find best ways to support them.  
Lu (T-23) expressed very unpleasant comment on the lack of clear definition of 
corporal punishment. But she actually believed that taking away the stick from teachers is 
a good idea even she still believes in other forms of corporal punishment. She did worry 
that she might be too angry as to hurt students and now the legal ban could prevent 
herself and other teachers from the worst scenario with a psychological explosion she did 
not want to have. 
In this analysis, we see that for resisters, the legal ban that forced teachers to stop 
the use of stick or even withdrew from their original way of devoting to students might 
introduce opportunities for them to experience strange but positive feelings of themselves 
and about their role as a teacher. These positive feedbacks contributed to their healthier 
well-being, which might gradually encourage them to walk away from their previous 
controlled status and become more autonomous. Nevertheless, the challenge is that, 
meanwhile, they were constrained by their identification with the existing discipline 
system and practices. If they walk away, they are taking risk to lose their sense of being 
and morality—their pride and dignity of being a teacher is deeply derived from that 
existing discipline system. 
The limitation of this legal ban. 
What did the legal ban really challenge? Yes, it is challenging teacher use of 
corporal punishment. But the emergence, sustain, and disappearance of a social practice 
implies more than the life of itself. A social practice is a manifestation, an illustration, 
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fully or partially, of certain though systems. Corporal punishment functions in Taiwanese 
school to support and define a system of disciplinary though. Therefore, the legal ban 
does not simply challenge the use of corporal punishment. It challenges a kind of 
disciplinary and educational though system. And corporal punishment is a special type of 
punishment. Ultimately, the legal ban questions if punishment is needed in our society. 
The function of corporal punishment. 
How does corporal punishment function to support and define a certain type of 
disciplinary system? Let’s return to Chapter 3. Following Lung’s narratives, we first saw 
that how the utilization of corporal punishment creates a whole system of schooling that 
eventually itself requires corporal punishment. Lung described that she learned that some 
students who were more difficult to be “disciplined”—less capable of meeting all kinds 
of school demands—would perform better if being hit. The distinct effectiveness of 
corporal punishment on her students then generated her knowledge of students—students 
were categorized as how well corporal punishment could apply to them. Eventually, she 
argued that corporal punishment is the only measure that works for a group of bad 
students who could only be disciplined by corporal punishment. Lung herself created her 
need of corporal punishment; however she seemed to not be aware of her creation process. 
Instead, she made the created category of bad students as the premise: There are bad 
students, so she had to use corporal punishment. If from the beginning, corporal 
punishment has never been an option, then there would be no need to use corporal 
punishment. 
Lung went further. The idea of the taken-for-granted categories of bad and good 
students was delivered to her students, and eventually her students justified her use of 
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corporal punishment. She taught her students that if they were punished (=bad students), 
it was themselves who were bad to cause this. Therefore, if they would like to be good 
students, they should not make themselves to be hit. Actually, it was Lung who decided 
what behaviors deserved corporal punishment and what not. But in this process, she 
became transparent. So, Lung did not only create the knowledge of students but educated 
students to identify themselves to this created knowledge as if it is an self-evident rule 
and its existence has nothing to do with her, the teacher. 
We turn to another teacher in Chapter 3, Lu, who herself is an illustration of what 
then happens to the students who identify themselves to those knowledge as Lung has 
created, and eventually develop a certain kind of mind that completely believe that it was 
the punished who can decide their goodness or badness and that teachers are helpers for 
their goodness via corporal punishment. 
While we were discussing if corporal punishment taught students to use violence 
because teachers demonstrated violence via corporal punishment, Lu argued against this 
idea. She argued that even she was inflicted corporal punishment by her teachers when 
she was young, she is a good person now, not like those “bad” guys doing disrupting 
things to the society. She believed that the reason why she did not become disrupting 
guys using violence is because she truly believed that teachers hit her was for her to be 
good, but those bad guys did not truly believe their teachers so they became resistant to 
this society. Her view of members of this society and the ideas of good and bad category 
is a copy of how Lung views her students. And being a teacher, Lu now was doing what 
her teachers had taught her. Does the exercise of violence teach violence? Yes. Lu did 
learn the use the violence form her teachers. Nevertheless, in Lung or Lu’s knowledge 
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system, they differentiate teachers’ hitting from bad guys’ hitting because teachers are 
good guys. Violence is not defined by its nature, but defined by who uses it—this is what 
teachers taught them. 
What did this tell us? The practice of corporal punishment did not merely function 
for teachers to stop students’ wrong doings as teachers claim. As Foucault argued, 
punishment has its constructive function; through the exercise of coercive power, the 
coercive measure itself functions in some way, and creates the knowledge to define a 
system that support the coercive measure itself. In our discussed case above, it created a 
particular kind of mind that believes that their goodness were defined by not being 
punished and as we see in many resisters’ arguments, that humans are not capable of 
behaving themselves without coercion and threat. All forms of punishment could function 
this way. The particular of corporal punishment is that it is the extreme form of 
punishment that made the extreme disbelief of human capability that human can act well 
autonomously and be a good person via self-determination. Teachers who believe in 
corporal punishment are once students who have been taught that they should not believe 
that they had autonomous power of self-regulation to an extreme extent. They do not 
believe themselves and they do not believe their students as well. And their students learn 
from them this. If their students become teachers one day, this goes on and on.  
How far the reform can reach?. 
So what is the limitation of a legal ban or any advocacy measure to eliminating 
the use of corporal punishment? I believe that the limitation resides in that people 
perceive that it only targets “corporal punishment.”  
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As we can see in the previous analysis, corporal punishment is just the most 
effective coercive measure due to its degree of coercion and the pain caused are of the 
highest level. If the movement itself cannot point out the nature of corporal punishment, 
and explicitly communicate that all the punishments supported a punitive disciplinary and 
educational system and the aforementioned creations of this system repeats, people, even 
those who are transformers and harbingers wondered whether the mild way of corporal 
punishment should be allowed: 
 
Hou:  I won’t tell my students directly that I won’t hit them even I will not. I 
don’t have to let them know my bottom line. I have them wonder a possibility that 
I might hit.  This conflicts with my belief—making them wonder is making them 
to be threatened. But, I doubt if humans can live completely without extrinsic 
force?  Children, growing up in our society, have been trained deeply by, most of 
time, extrinsic forces. Unless children are raised in really really perfect family 
without these forces, children cannot self-regulate themselves without extrinsic 
stuffs. Even if there is no stick, there should be, like an Office of Student Affairs, 
just like that there should be laws for a society. When I really cannot deal with 
some students who had been deeply conditioned by the extrinsic forces, I can say 
to them, “You go to the Office.” Nowadays, the office will not hit them; they 
might just issue demerits or ask the parents to come. I believe children have good 
nature. But there should be something extrinsic ultimately existing in this world. 
It’s impossible we only depend on our own, our morality.  
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Hsu:  Sometimes I feel perhaps some forms of corporal punishment are 
necessary. There are so many students who have been treated by corporal 
punishment that they would not listen to you by words. 
 
Tsu: I doubt if I really can treat students in a totally different way. I have to 
fight against their past 12 years in which they have been educated by old ways—
no one taught them how to respect others and how to love themselves. And these 
students, between 13 to 18 years old, cannot self-control well yet. Perhaps 
behavioral modification, which is sort of a kind of extrinsic control, is not a bad 
idea. For example, for students who did not hand in assignments, I demanded 
them to run just only a round. I made it not an unpleasant demand but even an 
interesting one. We just learned about the faster heart beating, to some extent will 
benefit forced vital capacity. So I asked them to have me check their pulsation 
after running, to see if their runs contributed to their health. After finishing that 
round, they often ran back to our class excitedly and happily and tried to be the 
first for me to check. The whole process is not a pain. Nevertheless, when they do 
not want to do homework, they might think of that they would need to run outside 
in this winder season blew by the cold wind. And hence, they decide to complete 
their work. Students might hence change their habit of not doing homework via 
this process. And once less students making mistakes, we can spend more time 
applauding good things instead of fixing problems. Students might understand 
what you say, but their body has memories. For the past 12 years, they have been 
used to other ways of living. I doubt they can suddenly control their bodies. Like 
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me, even in my age, I know I should not be angry to my students, but I cannot 
have good control of it every time even I do not like be angry.     
These teachers who had stopped the use of stick encountered a puzzle as to if 
milder forms of corporal punishment or non-CP punishments should be totally banned. 
To me, these arguments about the need of punishment sound familiar to me; they are not 
that different than those resisters argued. Resisters were particularly bothered by some of 
their students who could only be controlled by the stick. The only difference between 
resisters and the other two groups was that the resisters were asking more severe way of 
punishment and Hou, Hsu, and Tsu who had totally abandon the belief and practice of 
using sticks were asking if it matters to use mild way of corporal punishment or threat. 
They shared a need of punishment, which is derived from the reality that our current 
society is run by a punitive model.  
We believe harbingers and transformers had turned to not believe in corporal 
punishment, but they share ideas with resisters. Take the definition of corporal 
punishment as example; if we examine what punishments harbingers and transforms 
would view as corporal punishment, there are surprises. They share an ambiguous sense 
of the definition of corporal punishment with resisters. Figure 1 has a list of punishments, 
and the color indicated that how each individual teacher decided if a particular 
punishment was corporal punishment or not. The symbol “o” indicates the particular 
punishment was used by teachers up to date when I interviewed them, and “x” indicates 
that teachers used it before but has stopped; if a cell has no symbol, teachers had never 
used that punishment. Figure 1 shows that the cumulative statistics for each punishment 
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regarding how many percentages of interviewed teachers viewed it as corporal. Figure 1 
and Figure 2 indicate these patterns:  
1) In Figure 1, if we examine teachers’ responses along their belonged groups, 
harbingers—transformers/adaptor—resisters, from the left to the right, we find harbingers 
as a whole recognized the most numbers of punishments firmly as corporal, and resisters 
as a whole had the most numbers of punishments that they either could not decide or did 
not view them as corporal punishment. One harbinger (Hong) firmly recognized all listed 
punishments as corporal. Another harbinger (Hou) and one transformer (Tsu) did not give 
any ‘No’ but could not decide for three punishments. All other teachers at least gave one 
No.  
2) Some punishments gained higher consensus across groups as being corporal 
punishment, but others did not. Figure 2 provided summative statistics for each 
punishment; Figure 1 provided more details. Only the first two listed punishments were 
viewed as corporal punishment by all teachers.  A notable thing is the direct form or 
corporal punishment, hitting on student bodies, the 4th listed punishment, not all teachers 
viewed it as corporal punishment. A transformer, Tseng, did not view it as corporal 
punishment, and a resister, Lung, could not decide. Tseng had expressed that she did not 
believe hitting is right and she worked hard toward not having herself hit students. Lung 
instead still used the stick and believed she should have the right to use it.  
3) Those forms of punishments that teachers currently used were more likely to be 
reported as not corporal punishments. These reported used punishments are milder ways 
in the list. If we examine the 10th to 14th punishments, there is almost no difference across 
groups in terms of their definition and practice or these punishments.  
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Not only resisters, but many harbingers and transformers also used milder forms 
of corporal punishment and some of them did not view those forms as corporal. These 
harbingers and transformers might perceive a need to use punishment when faced with 
children who have been used to extrinsic control. And these milder forms listed are the 
most popular candidate punishments currently available for them to use, just like the stick 
was the most popular form that had been previously available for decades. These milder 
forms are currently either not banned literally (e.g., running), or actually explicitly 
included in the Ministry’s suggested measures (e.g., standing, and labor service) or 
allowed by teachers’ interpretation of the Ministry’s suggested measure (wring=adding 
homework assignment). These milder forms of punishments replace hitting. In the first 
section of this chapter, we saw the increasing practice of demanding students to stand and 
to write, which replace hitting. And other measures that would cause high degree of 
extrinsic control and threat such as verbal humiliation had increased in an amazing rate. 
The CRC has been advocating banning all humiliating treatments of children as 
well. And actually the advocates in Taiwan had put banning humiliating treatments in the 
proposed amendment regarding banning corporal punishment but could not make the 
humiliation part included in the final passed ban. Does this imply we should revise the 
ban to add humiliating treatments or have another ban? Could we eventually get to no 
punishments via banning one by one? I wonder this battle would go on and on. Forms can 
be invented; forms are manifestations; all these punitive forms serve the same need to 
exercise extrinsic threat and control, psychologically or physically.  
A ban on an exiting “practice (corporal punishment)” is very likely to make some 
specific forms of it (hitting) gradually disappear if people accept that these forms are of 
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that practice. The prohibition demand can only go this far in terms of elimination and 
meanwhile, the prohibition demand creates, it is creating new forms (which might not 
been recognized as a member of that banned practice such as writing) in order to serve 
the need originally the banned practice served. As long as the need of extrinsic forces 
continues in our culture and society, people will appeal to the most effective (most 
coercive and threating) form of extrinsic forces available and its use soon become taken-
for-granted or perceive as a choice of “no alternatives.” In educational milieu, 
punishment is the most effective accepted form among all coercive forces, and corporal 
punishment is the most effective form among all punishments. So as long as we live in a 
punitive system that the need to utilize extrinsic force is created within our daily lives 
everywhere including our homes and our schools, punitive forms will be continuously 
creating.  
Since the needs created by the society itself still, can we get rid of it? Let’s return 
to harbingers and transformers, they had been experienced transformation though they 
might still have limit because they still live within a society full of extrinsic control and 
the control engraved on their minds and bodies as well. But they have gone far away 
from the most coercive world. What can we learn from their transformation? Their 
transformation has a prominent feature that they believe humans are possible to live in 
another system without punishment if they are not living in this current one. For example, 
Tseng explicitly pointed out that the trust and its power to influence students are 
completely incompatible with punishment, and Tsu believes in respect, which 
incompatible with punishment though they both might not be able to control themselves 
to not punish all the times, or sometimes perceive the need because their situated world is 
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punitive. Yet they believe a possibility eventually we might get rid of it. Han has been 
devoted to increase this possibility—she has identifies how the punitive systems go on 
and on and she wishes to demonstrate alternatives by her own to cultivate different minds. 
How can we expand such a belief to wider population? Tseng suggested,  
 
Teaching any particular strategies is of no use, because teachers encounter 
different situations and they have different personalities, but ideas are powerful, 
such as that I was hit by discussing the ideas in Fromm’s “The Art of Loving.” 
You have to spread the alternative ideas, thought, and views in any ways you 
could think of. We do not know when a teacher will be hit. It depends. But if 
these alternatives available enough, once the time comes for a teacher, she will 
change completely. 
 
Following Tseng’s words, we do not know if eventually we can get rid of the 
punitive system, but if we believe humans can live without punishment, and there is a 
possibility we might be able to get rid of it if we start rewrite the world in another 
completely way that is incompatible to punitive system. We might get closer? 
Did the legal ban contributed to this rewriting idea? The answer might be yes. It 
allowed some transformers and harbingers in this study to become more confident in their 
positions and advocated more about their positions. But the ban can only go this far again. 
How far transformers and harbingers can reach—while they have been leading this 
collective transformation and contributing to changing the social conditions for their 
colleagues, students, and other people surrounded them—also depends on the conditions 
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our society provides and how all the other members contribute to create and spread 
alternatives that not only are different but have to be incompatible to the punitive system.  
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Figure 1. Individual teacher’s definition and practice of corporal punishment 
 
Figure 2. What is corporal punishment? 
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Some widely recognized definitions of corporal punishment are listed in Table 7, 
including the one announced by Taiwan’s Ministry of Education in 2007. These 
definitions usually include two parts, a general description and some exemplary forms. 
Although the general descriptions among these definitions might have slight differences 
due to their specific or unique concerns, it is common that the concrete forms involve: 1) 
the use of physical force (with hands or other tools) on children’s bodies; 2) 
uncomfortable body positions or postures; and 3) excessive body exercises. The Society 
for Adolescent Medicine (1977) also includes the prevention of urine or stool elimination 
as a form of corporal punishment, and specifically added occasional force to restrain 
students from danger in schools is not included. The CRC (Donald E Greydanus et al., 
2003) emphasizes that no matter how light the pain is, the practice with an intention of 
inflicting pain on bodies is counted as corporal punishment. Save the Children (2006) 
added that the threat of using any of their listed forms of punishment is also viewed as 
corporal punishment. Donnelly and Straus (Harper et al., 2005) highlighted that the 
corporal punishment they targeted was not those severe forms that would cause injuries 
but those recognized as necessary means to inflict pain on children with the intention to 
correct or control them.  
Surveys in Taiwan (2005) have identified some commonly used forms of corporal 
punishment (see Table 2). All of these forms can be identified as corporal punishment 
using any listed definitions in Table 7, including the official definition by the Taiwanese 
government. When I use the term corporal punishment in this study, I refer to these 
identified concrete practices in Taiwan, which includes the most common three types of 
punitive practices (physical force on bodies, painful postures, and excessive exercises) 
plus the deprivation of physical needs, such as eating or urinating, regardless how much 
light or heavy pain it causes on or whether teachers and students argue that it does not 
hurt. I do not exclude those practices that cause injuries, and I do not refer to the 
occasional needed force to prevent students from danger. 
 
Table 7 
Definitions of Corporal Punishment 
Institution Definition 
CRC (2006) The Committee defines “corporal” or “physical” punishment as 
any punishment in which physical force is used and intended to 
cause some degree of pain or discomfort, however light. Most 
involves hitting (“smacking,” “slapping,” “spanking”) children, 
with the hand or with an implement–a whip, stick, belt, shoe, 
wooden spoon, and so on. But it can also involve, for example, 
kicking, shaking, or throwing children, scratching, pinching, 
biting, pulling hair or boxing ears, forcing children to stay in 
uncomfortable positions, burning, scalding or forced ingestion 
(for example, washing children’s mouths out with soap or 
forcing them to swallow hot spices). In the view of the 
Committee, corporal punishment is invariably degrading. In 
addition, there are other non-physical forms of punishment that 
are also cruel and degrading and thus incompatible with the 
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Convention. These include, for example, punishment which 
belittles, humiliates, denigrates, scapegoats, threatens, scares, or 
ridicules the child. 
Save the Children 
(Harper et al., 
2005) 
Physical punishment includes hitting a child with the hand or 
with an object (such as a cane, belt, whip, shoe, and so on); 
kicking, shaking, or throwing a child, pinching or pulling their 
hair; forcing a child to stay in an uncomfortable or undignified 
position, or to take excessive physical exercise; burning or 
scarring a child (and the threat of any of these actions). 
Donnelly & Straus 
(2005) 
The use of physical force with the intention of causing a child to 
experience pain, but not injury, for the purpose of correcting or 
controlling the child’s behaviors. 
Society for 
Adolescent 
Medicine 
(Greydanus et al., 
2003)  
Corporal punishment refers to intentional application of physical 
pain as a method of changing behaviors (Donald E Greydanus et 
al., 2003). It includes a wide variety of methods such as hitting, 
slapping, spanking, punching, kicking, pinching, shaking, 
shoving, choking, use of various objects (wooden paddles, belts, 
sticks, pins, or others), painful body postures (as placing in 
closed spaces), use of electric shock, use of excessive exercise 
drills, or prevention of urine or stool elimination (Straus & 
Mouradian, 1998). Corporal punishment in school does not refer 
to the occasional need of a school official to restrain a dangerous 
student or use physical force as a means of protecting members 
of the school community subject to imminent danger.    
Taiwan’s Ministry 
of Education 
(2007a) 
During education process, with the aim to punish, teachers 
exercise force inflicting on student physical body or teachers 
request students themselves or other students to exercise force 
inflicting on student physical body, or teachers request students 
to take particular body positions, and cause students to feel pain 
or being hurt physically or psychologically. Examples include 
(1) teachers inflicting force upon students' bodies such as biting, 
hitting with tools, slapping, and hitting on hands, buttocks, or 
other parts of bodies, (2) teachers requesting students themselves 
or others to inflict force on students' bodies such as requesting 
students to slap themselves or slap each other, (3) teachers 
requesting students to maintain certain positions or movements 
such as jumping up and down, kneeling, walking as ducks walk, 
carrying water buckets on shoulders, standing on one leg, or 
other similar positions or body movements.   
In Chinese: 體罰定義：指教師於教育過程中, 基於處罰之目
的, 親自自, 責令學生自己或第三者對學生身體施加強制力, 
或責令學生採取特定身體動作, 使學生身體客觀上受到痛苦
或身心受到侵害之行為. 中所列舉之體罰具體項目包含：1) 
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教師親自對學生身體施加強制力：如毆打、鞭打、打耳光、
打手心、打臀部或責打身體其他部位; 2) 教師責令學生自己
或第三者對學生身體施加強制力：如命學生自打耳光或互打
耳光等; 3) 責令學生採取特定身體動作之體罰：如交互蹲跳
、半蹲、罰跪、蛙跳、兔跳、學鴨子走路、提水桶過肩、單
腳支撐地面或其他類似之身體動作等。 
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Legal ban  
The legislation was an amendment to the Fundamental Law of Education, which 
serves as the constitution of all educational laws in Taiwan. That is, all educational laws 
should not conflict with the Fundamental Law of Education—if the existing educational 
laws conflict with the Fundamental Law of Education, they should be revised as well, and 
the new laws should not violate it.  
The new Article 8 Paragraph 2 says (Bauer, Dubanoski, Yamauchi, & Honbo, 
1990; Grossman, Rauh, & Rivara, 1995), “the State should protect students’ rights to 
learning, to education, to their physical integrity and their human dignity, and should 
protect them from any form of corporal punishment, which constitutes a physical and 
psychological violation.”50 
The new Article 15 says, “Where a teacher’s right to professional autonomy or a 
student’s rights to learning, to education, to his or her physical integrity and human 
dignity is improperly or illegally violated by the school or by the educational authority, 
the Government should, pursuant to relevant laws and regulations, provide the victim or 
his/her statutory representative with effective and fair channels for remedies.”51 
The prohibition applies to all educational institutions, including public and private 
schools and kindergartens, universities and all types of ‘cram’ schools. 
The amendment was passed on December 12, 2006, without a list of what is 
corporal punishment or not and went into effect on December 27, but having an 
additional resolution: 
 
In order to 1) establish complete counseling and disciplining mechanism, 
preventing that after the ban on corporal punishment, teachers take negative 
attitudes toward counseling students because they might 'be blamed for whatever 
they do' or 'do not know what course of action to take,' and 2) prevent 
delinquency such as bullying, threat, blackmail, theft, etc. from being out of 
control as to cause harms and endanger the delinquent students themselves or 
others; most students do not benefit from the amendment but being harmed—the 
Ministry of Education should work with the National Teachers' Association to 
complete the "Attention Points for School to Make 'The Regulation for Teachers 
to Counsel and Discipline Students'" within 6 months so that teachers can have a 
concrete principle to discipline and counsel students, and prevent the negative 
consequence caused by this legislation. ("Foudamental Law of Education," 2006) 
 
                                                 
50 The original Article 8 Paragraph 2 before revision: “the state should safeguard students’ right to 
learning, to education, to their physical integrity, and their human dignity.”   
51 The original Article 15 before revision: “Where a teacher’s right to professional autonomy or a 
student’s rights to learning is improperly or illegally violated by the educational authorities, the 
Government should, pursuant to relevant laws and regulations, provide the victim or his/her statutory 
representative with effective and fair channels for remedies.” 
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After February 2008, “the Statement of Performance Evaluation for Public 
Teachers under High School Level (公立高級中等以下學校教師成績考核辦法)” was 
revised regarding the penalties students might receive if they “violate the law to 
punishment students.” According to the severity of harm to students, teachers might 
receive great demerit (大過), demerit (過), or mild demerit (申誡).  
 
Legal Consequences before and after the ban 
Teachers’ legal consequences include three kinds (The Ministry of Education, 
2007b). The first is the penalty of violating how a teacher should behave as a civil servant 
(公務員) of the state. Although the practice of corporal punishment is not regulated by 
any law as illegal, there is an administrative regulation that explicitly involves teacher use 
of corporal punishment. It is the regulation, ‘Education Professionals Rewards and 
Punishments Standard (教育專業人員獎懲標準),” in which it says that educators would 
be issued demerit if they “inflict corporal punishment to students, jeopardize their mental 
and physical health (體罰學生，影響其身心健康者).” As can be seen, the statement is 
somewhat ambiguous because there is no “and” between the action of punishing and 
jeopardizing or other phrase indicating the relationship between punishing and 
jeopardizing—it may be interpreted as “not ‘any corporal punishment’ but those which 
jeopardize health that is of concern. And as described earlier, teachers had been holding 
similar ideas that only punishment that caused injury or severe consequence is inadequate 
and should be viewed as corporal punishment. This regulation was abandoned in January, 
2006; now there is another regulation, “The Statement of Performance Evaluation for 
Public Teachers under High School Level (公立高級中等以下學校教師成績考核辦法
).” This statement published in 2005 to replace the earlier standard. Before 2008, it 
included an article stating that teachers would be issued demerit if they “inflict corporal 
punishment to students or verbally insult students, jeopardize their mental and physical 
health (體罰或以言語羞辱學生，影響其身心健康).” The same ambiguity is seen in 
this statement. 
The second kind of legal consequences involves the violation of civil law. In civil 
law, a liable person who behaves illegal and the behavior causes harms and loss to others 
purposely or negligently should compensate his/her victim for the harm/loss. Here, 
teacher use of corporal punishment can be viewed as illegal because the government 
policy prohibited corporal punishment. The third kind involves the violation of criminal 
law. Teachers’ use of corporal punishment might be sentenced as injury crime, serious 
injury crime, injury negligence crime, forced crime, crime of deprivation of freedom of 
movement, and an affront to the crime. However, there is debate regarding if teachers 
should be viewed as the civil servant of the state though there have been legal cases 
judged that teachers were.  
Therefore, if corporal punishment becomes illegal, the first and second legal 
consequence will gain its legal power directly from a law. There seems to be no direct 
impact on the third consequence, because the judgment of a crime should be independent 
of whether the person committing a crime is a teacher or not. However, in the particular 
cultural background of Taiwan, the judicial system usually also views teachers’ use of 
corporal punishment as a professional choice and necessity, so is inclined to alleviate or 
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except teachers’ legal consequences in real cases (潘志賢, 2005). Only those practices 
which caused very obvious and severe physical injuries or mental distress could 
‘probably’ lead to teachers’ legal responsibility. Hence, a legal ban on corporal 
punishment by law might affect how the judicial system judges corporal punishment 
cases in the future because this practice should not be viewed as educators’ professional 
choice and necessity. Additionally, a legal ban on all forms of corporal punishment 
regardless of its form and the harms caused leaves no ambiguity, in contrast to the 
existing regulations, which are highly subjective.  
 
 
 
